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Abstract
Active Meshes for Motion Tracking
Derek Molloy 
Under the supervision of Dr. Paul F. Whelan 
at Dublin City University
Submitted in partial fulfilment o f  the requirements for the degree 
o f Doctor o f Philosophy at Dublin City University, 2000
This thesis presents an integrated approach to modelling, extraction and tracking o f de­
formable contour meshes through image sequences, with the aim of extracting motion 
information about the viewed scene. The thesis begins by reviewing the area o f motion 
estimation in computer vision, leading to a review on the formulation and initialisation 
o f active contour models. From this review the thesis develops and provides as its major 
contribution an active mesh structure that may be used for motion estimation. This ac­
tive mesh structure approach is combined with feature matching to provide a stable, de­
formable motion tracking system for real-world scenes. This system is tested on various 
real-world scenes and varying conditions to provide extensive and rigorous experimen­
tal proof o f the validity o f the formulation. Further extensions to the system are imple­
mented, including the use o f multiple and region based active meshes. Future directions 
o f research are also suggested.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In a scene that is being view ed by a digital cam era, m ovem ent o f  objects in the scene, or 
the cam era itself, w ill in general result in  changes to the intensity  values in  the image 
being view ed. O n the basis o f  these intensity changes, m otion-tracking algorithm s at­
tem pt to deduce the actual m otion o f  the objects in the scene, or o f  the camera, that 
caused these changes. There are three possible m otion situations: a stationary camera 
w ith m oving objects, a m oving cam era (termed egomotion) w ith  a  stationary scene and 
a m oving cam era w ith m oving objects.
To further avoid confusion over the use o f  the term  ‘m otion’, N agel (1990) defined four 
categories o f  m otion, to clarify the distinction betw een m otion in  the 2-D  projected im­
age plane and m otion in the actual 3-D scene. These categories are:
•  The real velocity  o f  a 3-D point on a tim e-varying curve,
•  The apparent velocity o f  the 3-D point on this curve,
•  The real m otion  o f  the im age o f  a point in the im age plane,
•  The apparent m otion o f  a grey-level structure in the im age plane.
Frequently  m otion approaches fail to m ake explicit w hich type o f  m otion is being 
m easured. In  the case o f  O ptical F low , for exam ple, it is the fourth type that is being 
calculated, bu t often  under the m istaken assum ption that it is the projection o f  the real 
m otion o f  the 3-D  velocity field  onto the im age plane (case three), that is being calcu­
lated.
M any m ethods are available fo r m otion tracking, each w ith  their ow n individual fea­
tures and failings. T raditional m ethods such as optical flow  and feature m atching are 
w ell established, w ith  num erous approaches available and currently  in development. 
M ore recently, research in deform able tem plates has provided prom ising results in m o­
tion  tracking, using w eak m odels, such as ‘snakes’, that deform  in response to salient 
im age features.
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The abilities o f  m otion detection, tracking and estim ation are essential for autom ation o f  
the tasks o f  autom atic vehicle guidance, traffic speed control (autom atic ticketing) and 
traffic analysis (e.g. junctions, roundabouts). O ther applications include characterisation 
o f  hum an m otion, m edical im aging, and data rate reduction for im age com pression and 
satellite im agery. The initial application area o f  this research was vision-based aids for 
the visually d isab led1 w ith  prim ary research and ideas discussed in M olloy et al (1994).
I f  the cam era is static in  respect to the scene then the task  o f  extracting m otion inform a­
tion is substantially  sim plified. Techniques such as im age fram e differencing will in this 
case provide clear cues about the m ovem ent (or at least provide regions o f  interest) 
within the sequence, greatly aiding the determ ination o f  m otion inform ation. There is no 
such assum ption being m ade in this w ork, w here m ore dynam ic (and indeed interesting) 
scenes are to be exam ined, such as scenes in w hich the observer m ay be m oving, the 
objects in the scene m ay be m oving or indeed the entire scene m ay be m oving. For this 
form  o f  m otion analysis to  be useful for real-w orld  applications, it is necessary for the 
com putation involved to be very efficient.
1.2 Contributions
This thesis presents an integrated approach to m odelling, extracting and tracking de­
form able m eshes directly in real-w orld im age sequences. It begins by perform ing a re ­
view o f  current m otion tracking techniques, developing these techniques for com bina­
tion w ith deform able m odels to provide the basis o f  this work. The theories are devel­
oped for the approach and the validity is exam ined through extensive testing on syn­
thetic and real-w orld  im age sequences.
The im m ediate contribution o f  this w ork is the overall m ethod that provides an innova­
tive approach to helping solve the m otion-tracking problem , com bining a self­
initialisation technique, autom atic m odelling and unstructured m eshes w ith suitable 
force handling to  develop an active w eak m odel approach. The technique was further 
extended to m ultiple m eshes, reg ion  m eshes and applied to depth estim ation. Java tech­
nology was applied to com puter vision applications, finding useful aspects o f  the lan­
guage and possible d ifficulties for further use. The SU SA N2 com er detection algorithm
1 More recently other implementations in this area of research can be found in Image and Vision Comput­
ing, April 1998, a special issue on “Vision-Based Aids for the Disabled”.
2 Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus -  Discussed in detail in Section 2.6.2.
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(Smith, 1992) w as m odified using  pre-filters fo r im proved com putational perform ance 
and was also im plem ented w ithin an  active contour m odel fram ework.
1.3 Organisation
The organisation o f  this thesis is as follows: C hapter 2  presents a review  o f  the ‘classic’ 
approaches to m otion estim ation, including m ethods such as optical flow  that attem pt to 
com pute a m easure o f  velocity at every point in  the im age. Feature m atching is also dis­
cussed, that attem pts to com pute m otion from m atching distinct im age features betw een 
frames. Feature extraction m ethods are also discussed in som e detail. C hapter 3 dis­
cusses active contour m odels, including the form ulation and initialisation aspects that 
are associated w ith  them . The discussion further expands on the different form s o f  ac­
tive contour m odels that are available and describes som e current applications. Chapter 
4 details the active m esh  approach, providing a discussion on the structure, the energy 
form ulation and the various ‘flavours’ o f  this approach. C hapter 5 gives an extensive set 
o f  results to support this m ethod, including sim ulated and real-w orld im age sequences. 
F inally, C hapter 6 sum m arises the w ork and suggests future research directions.
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2.1 Introduction
There is no  single technique that can solve the m otion  analysis problem  for all scenarios 
and indeed each technique presented here w orks only i f  certain  conditions are met. Prior 
know ledge o f  the scene, such as inform ation about the m ovem ent o f  the cam era and the 
fram e ra te can help reduce the com plexity o f  the analysis, helping choose the best tech­
nique for a  particular application. Traditionally, there have been two approaches to the 
m otion estim ation problem : O p tic a l F lo w  and F e a tu r e  M a tc h in g . This chapter will dis­
cuss these techniques and introduce som e less traditional approaches.
2.2 Traditional Approach of Optical Flow
O ptical flow  techniques are concerned w ith the apparent m otion o f  grey value structure 
in the im age plane. Optical flow  analysis consists o f  tw o distinct stages:
• The first stage is to assign a 2-D  vector to the grey value structure at each pixel in 
the im age by exam ining its neighbouring points. A t this stage no attem pt is m ade to 
relate this apparent local m otion to the m otion  o f  real objects in the scene. The O p ti­
c a l  F lo w  F ie ld  is calculated, and can be defined as: the 2 - D  v e c to r f i e l d  o f  a p p a re n t  
v e lo c itie s  o f  g re y -v a lu e  s tru c tu re  in  th e  im a g e  p la n e .
• The second stage is to use this flow  field  to com pute as m uch inform ation as possi­
ble about the physical m otion in  the scene, i.e. to interpret the estim ated flow  field. 
F o r exam ple, discontinuities in a flow field  can help segm ent im ages into regions 
that correspond to d ifferent objects. This is a com plex problem  that is no t aided by 
the d ifficulty  in  com puting an accurate optical flow  field.
The optical flow  field  cannot be com puted at a point in the im age independent o f 
neighbouring points w ithout introducing additional constraints. This is because the ve­
locity field  at each im age point has two com ponents w hile the change in im age bright­
ness at a po in t in  the im age due to m otion gives only one constraint (H orn and Schunck, 
1981). T he relationship betw een the optical flow  in the im age plane and the velocities in 
the real w orld  is no t always obvious. For exam ple, a uniform ly coloured sphere when 
rotated around its centre axis gives a zero optical flow  field  at all points in  the im age, as
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the shading pattern  does not rotate w ith the surface but is caused by the direction o f  the 
surface o f  the sphere (Nagel, 1987).
2.2.1 Assumptions
In  the m ethod o f  H orn and Schunck (1981), to avoid variations in brightness due to 
shading effects, it is initially assum ed that the im age surface is flat and uniform ly lit. 
The brightness at a  po in t in the im age is taken to be proportional to the reflectance o f 
the surface at the corresponding point on the object. It is assum ed that the reflectance 
varies sm oothly and has no spatial discontinuities, thus allow ing the image brightness to 
be differentiable (discontinuities in reflectance w ill occur at object boundaries and are 
thus excluded). In this sim ple situation described, the m otion o f  the brightness patterns 
in the im age relate directly  to the m otion o f  the objects and com puting the m otion o f  the 
objects is a case o f  sim ple geom etry.
Providing that these assum ptions are m ade then the follow ing theory results: I f  the in­
tensity o f  a po in t (x,y) at tim e t is I(x,y,t), optical flow  theory assumes that the same 
point displaced by m otion w ill have the sam e intensity  at tim e t+At, w hen it is m oved to 
the point (x+Ax,y+Ay), therefore:
I(x,y,t) = I(x+Ax, y+Ay, t+At) 2-1
U sing a Taylor expansion, w e can approxim ate this by3:
I(x,y,t) = I(x,y,t) + IxAx+ IyAy + 1,At + higher order terms 2-2
N eglecting h igher order term s,
IxAx +  IyAy + It A t =  0 2-3
D ividing by A t and taking the lim it as A t-M ) w e obtain
Ixu + Iyv + 1 =0 2-4
This gives one equation  w ith two unknow ns, w here Ix, Iy and I, are the estim ated partial
derivatives at every po int in the im age and u =  dx/d t, v =  dy/dt the unknow n velocities 
in the x  and y  directions, as required. This im plies that the optical flow field cannot be 
com puted at a po int in  the im age independently o f  neighbourhood points w ithout intro­
ducing additional constraints.
3 For an image I(x,y), this work will use the notation r i r -  r -  ^  ^ j -  ^ ^
T dx’ " d y ’ “  dx2 ’ • dxdy’ •' dy2
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2.2 .2  Optical Flow with Added Constraints
Three o f  the possible assum ptions that are com m only m ade are:
• Constant V elocity C onstraint.
• Sm oothness Constraint.
• R igidity Constraint.
The next three sections explain these constraints.
2.2.3  The Constant Velocity Constraint
M uch o f the w ork on optical flow  has assum ed that velocity  is constant over small 
patches o f an im age and so can be approxim ated by  pure translation. If the projection o f 
a scene onto the im age p lane is orthographic, the constant velocity constraint is strictly 
valid  only w hen objects undergo pure translation (H ildreth, 1984). It is not strictly valid 
for rotations under orthographic projection or for any m otion under perspective projec­
tion (Schunck, 1986). L et the im age brightness at the poin t (x,y) in  the im age plane at 
tim e t be denoted by E(x,y,t).
N ow  consider w hat happens w hen the pattern m oves, the brightness o f  a particular point 
in the im age in the pattern  is constant (Schunck, 1986), so that: 
dE
- r  = °dt
U sing the chain rule:
dE dx dE dy dE 0
 +  ±- +  —  = 0
dx dt dy dt dt
dx dy
Letting u =  —r  and v =  — , 
dt dt
results in a linear equation w ith  tw o unknow ns u and v, w here u represents the x  com ­
ponent o f  velocity  and v represents the y  com ponent o f  velocity.
Exu + E yv + E ,=  0 2_6
The constraint on the local flow  velocity expressed by this equation is shown in Figure
2-1. This equation m ay be rew ritten  as:
(EI ,E y)» (u ,v )  = - E t 2-7
Thus the com ponent o f  the m ovem ent in the direction o f  the brightness gradient
(E , ’E y)  i s :
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2-8
V
Figure 2-1. Optical flow constant velocity constraint.
2.2.4 The Smoothness Constraint
The smoothness constraint is the second type o f constraint assumption. If  every point in 
the image were to m ove independently then there would be little point in trying to cal­
culate motion in the scene. The basis o f the smoothness constraint is that in general 
neighbouring points on the same object have similar velocities, assuming that the world 
consists o f solid objects whose surfaces are smooth compared to the distance to the ob­
server. Assuming that a smooth surface in motion generates a smoothly varying velocity 
field then the smoothness constraint aims to find the velocity field that varies as little as 
possible. Discontinuities in flow can be expected, for example, in the case where one 
object occludes another.
Horn & Schunck (1981) use this additional constraint by minimising the square o f the 
magnitude o f  the gradient o f the optical flow velocity,
\ dx
1 d u N 2
dy)
and 1 1
- dx.
+
dy
2-9
Another technique used to measure the smoothness constraint was the sum o f the 
squares o f the Laplacians o f the x  and y  components o f the flow. The Laplacians o f u 
and v are defined as:
V 2u =
d 2u d 2u 
dx1 dy2
and V 2v =
d 2v d 2v 
dx2 + dy1 '
2-10
In the simple case, both Laplacians are zero. I f  the viewer translates parallel to a flat 
object, rotates about a line perpendicular to the surface or travels orthogonally to the
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surface, then  the partial derivatives o f u and v vanish (H orn and Schunck, 1981). This 
form ulation breaks dow n w hen m otion boundaries occur in the im age, such as at the 
object boundaiy  w here the pixel belonging to the object will have non-zero velocity, 
w hile a pixel belonging to the stationary background will have zero velocity. This is in 
direct violation o f  the sm oothness constraint and large errors occur at these m otion 
boundaries. This is undesirable since m otion boundaries often contain m ore inform ation 
about the m otion involved than the actual area o f  the object. N agel (1987) tried to over­
com e this problem  by supporting an ‘oriented’ sm oothness constraint, designed so that 
in areas o f  strong grey-value gradient, the variation o f  the vector field is in  the direction 
along the contour lines o f  constant grey value.
2.2.5 Rigid Motion in the Image Plane
Som e m otion m easurem ent schem es allow objects to undergo rigid m otion and transla­
tion in  the im age plane. Suppose a rigid curve undergoes a general m otion in space. The 
m otion m ay be described as the com bination of:
•  A  rotation  with angular velocity  co about a single axis in  space w hich can be denoted 
by the un it vector n  = [nx,ny,nzJ T (i.e. transposed).
•  A  translation, denoted by t  = [tx, ty, tJ T.
L et the curve be given by C = (x(s), y(s), z(s)), w here 5 denotes arc-length. The location 
o f  a point on the curve m ay be given by the position  vector r  = [x(s), y(s), z(s)]T. I f  it is 
assum ed that the axis o f  rotation passes through the origin o f  the coordinate system , the 
velocity  o f  a po in t given by the position vector r  is equal to the cross-product o f  r  w ith 
the vector o x i. H ildreth (1984) lets the optical axis lie in the z-axis, and claim s that the 
2-D velocity  field is given by:
r " ^ 2-11ny -y U 0 V-  con.
x(s) _
+
Jy_
V( s )  =  M (r  xcoa  + t) =  -caz(s)
w here M  denotes the m atrix  that perform s the orthographic projection. The first term  
denotes the com ponent o f  the velocity field due to rotation in depth about an axis paral­
lel to the im age plane (the axis n  =  [nx,ny,0]T). The second term  denotes the com ponent 
due to ro tation  in the im age plane (the axis n  = [0 , 0 , nz] T) and the third term  denotes the 
translation com ponent. C onsider the restricted case o f  rigid m otion in the im age plane, 
giving a translation, and rotation about n  = [0,0,1] T , thus V (s) becom es
V (s) =  —a>
- y ( s )
x{s)
+ 2-12
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V(s) is a sim ple translation, ro tation  and scaling o f  the im age curve (x(s),y(s)), as shown 
in Figure 2-2.
Figure 2-2. Velocity field for rotation in the image plane, under rotation and translation (Hildreth, 1984). 
A  sim ple geom etric reconstruction can now  be used on this velocity  field, so that i f  the 
true direction o f  velocity is know n at tw o points on the contour, then the direction o f 
velocity can be com puted everyw here by:
•  At the two know n points (Pi and P3 ), construct perpendicular lines to the direction 
o f  velocity  (see Figure 2-3).
• C alculate the intersection o f  these two lines, q.
• From  every other po int (e.g. P 2 ) on the contour, construct the line to the intersection 
point q, and the true direction o f  velocity  is perpendicular to this line.
F igure 2-3. Geometric Reconstruction (Hildreth, 1984), where the construction of the velocity field can 
be performed when the direction o f velocity is known at points P, and P3 it can then be computed at P2.
H ildreth (1984) uses the assum ption that all significant m otion  inform ation in an im age
is contained in the contours or edges, so the m otion should only be calculated along
these contours. This is a m ore general case o f  the ‘co m em ess’ m ethod used by  Nagel
(1987) as show n later. This approach has a very high com putational load (o f the order
o f  0(N 2), w here N =1000). It also has difficulty in dealing in ju n c tio n s  that result from
occlusion, as they are represented as a single contour tha t crosses m otion boundaries.
A ppendix A  describes the estim ation o f  the partial derivatives and the m inim isation o f
errors in  optical flow  techniques.
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2.2.6 Difficulties with Determining Optical Flow
In general the solution is m ost accurately determ ined in regions w here the brightness 
gradient is no t too sm all and varies in direction from  point-to-point. O n the other hand, 
i f  the gradient is too large then the estim ation o f  the derivatives will be corrupted by 
under-sam pling and aliasing, thus a good tightness o f  constraint is required. A n area in 
w hich the brightness gradient is sm all leads to uncertain, noisy estim ates that are esti­
m ated from  the surrounding values.
One problem  with optical flow  in general, is that it suffers from  the aperture problem. 
In  Figure 2-4, the local m ovem ent as in the optical flow  technique is to be examined. 
Suppose there is an extended line m oving across this aperture from  left to right, and the 
optical flow  technique used determ ines a vector V1 to describe this m otion. It is not suf­
ficient to describe this m otion as V1, since the true velocity could be anyone o f  the infi­
nite velocity vectors V. M ost optical flow  techniques com pute only this orthogonal ve­
locity V1. N agel (1987) tries to  overcom e the problem  by  having a ‘com em ess’ m easure 
in areas w here the aperture problem  cannot usually  occur (e.g. com ers). He then inter­
polates betw een these points in  conjunction w ith the norm al velocity m easured betw een 
these points.
F igure 2-4. Illustration of the aperture problem.
2.2.7 Second Order Optical Flow Techniques
D ifferential techniques for optical flow  com pute velocity from  spatiotem poral deriva­
tives o f  im age intensity. This problem  is under-constrained and hence m ust be con­
strained using one o f  the previous three techniques described. Second order optical flow 
techniques use the second order derivatives to constrain  the 2-D velocity. However, due 
to noise sensitivity and the aperture problem , results are in  general less accurate than the 
first order m ethods, according to B arron et al (1992).
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2.2.8 The Global Approach to determining Optical Flow.
Optical flow  com putation is based  on tw o assum ptions; (1) the observed brightness o f 
any object point is constant over tim e, and (2 ) nearby points in the im age m ove in a 
sim ilar m anner. This m eans that optical flow  com putation w ill be violated where there 
are dram atic changes in intensities, such as in highly textured areas or around m oving 
boundaries. U nfortunately, real-w orld  applications often have to deal w ith this problem. 
T he global approach attem pts to sm ooth the velocity field consistent w ith the entire im ­
age, reducing the problem s w ith  the above assum ptions. Local constraints are propa­
gated globally, although usually  beneficial, can also cause local estim ation errors to be 
propagated globally. A sm all num ber o f  problem  regions w ill cause the errors to propa­
gate and lead to bad optical flow  estim ates.
Torr and M urray (1992) suggest an interesting global approach w here they examine the 
m ovem ent o f  the background as global flow. A reas o f  the im age that do not obey the 
characteristics o f  the global flow  o f  the background are m arked as regions o f  interest. 
These areas are then exam ined using other optical flow  techniques. Reasonably good 
results are recorded and their algorithm  helps localise areas o f  interest w ithin image se­
quences.
2.2.9 Local Approach to determining Optical Flow
T he local approach to determ ining optical flow  is based on the sam e principle as the 
global approach, w here the optical flow  assum ptions are reinforced, in this case by 
breaking the im age into sm all regions w here the assum ptions hold. Local based m eth­
ods com bine local estim ates o f  the norm al velocity through space and time. The m ethod 
o f  local optim isation estim ates optical flow  by solving a group o f  gradient constraint 
lines obtained from  a sm all reg ion  o f  the im age as a system  o f  linear equations. It has 
also been perform ed by fitting the local neighbourhoods to a 2-D velocity field (a low 
order polynom ial m odel in (u,v) using a least squares fit).
This solves the error propagation problem  o f  the global approach but there are problem s 
w here the spatial gradient changes slow ly as the local approach becom es ill-conditioned 
due to a lack o f  m otion inform ation. The global approach w ould  have little trouble with 
this region, as inform ation from  neighbouring locations w ould propagate into this re­
gion, giving a reasonably good estim ation o f  the flow.
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K earney et al (1987) produced an approach w ith continuous adaptation to errors. By 
understanding how  the errors occur, they attem pt to define the inherent lim itations o f 
the local approach, obtaining estim ates o f  the accuracy o f  the technique and enhancing 
the perform ance o f  the technique. Their basic local optim isation m ethod perform s a 
least squares m inim isation on an over-determ ined set o f  gradient constraint equations to 
estim ate optical flow  at each point. Each im age is Gaussian blurred to reduce noise in 
the im age and to linearise the brightness function. They note that local optical flow 
techniques have problem s with the follow ing types o f  regions:
•  Largely hom ogeneous regions.
• H ighly textured regions that are m oving.
•  Areas w ith  large discontinuities in  the flow  field.
M urray & B uxton (1987) attem pt to m erge the local and global approaches. The local 
approach suffers from  the disadvantage that the ‘resulting m osaic’ o f  tiny pieces must 
be pieced together, using sim ilar m otion and structure, into larger surfaces. Taking a 
global view  o f  this problem  is beneficial to the com bination o f  the ‘resulting m osaic’ 
and results are given for small regions.
2.3 Optical F low  - Recent Approaches
2.3.1 Velocity Tuned Filters
V elocity Tuned F ilters are a m ore recent approach that is sim ilar to optical flow  in that 
it com putes the velocity  at a large num ber o f  points in the image. The velocity-tuned 
filters exam ine the m otion phenom ena in  the frequency dom ain4. The m ethod behind 
this m ay be explained by looking at the case o f  a 1-D sine w ave grating that seems like 
horizontal bars, m oving across the im age. A t any particular po int in an im age, the spa­
tial intensity o f  the po in t w ill vary as the horizontal bars m ove across the point. The rate 
o f  change o f  intensity  o f  the point f ,  increases both with the velocity o f  the grating v 
and its spatial frequency f x. This relationship m ay be given sim ply as f ,  = v fx which 
m ay be w ritten as:
2-13
4 The frequency domain refers to either the temporal frequency domain or the spatial frequency domain.
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In the spatiotem poral frequency dom ain, w ith f x and / ,  as the axes, this equation de­
scribes a slope defined by the velocity  o f  the grating. C om bining a vertical spatial fre­
quency f y that can  m ove with a velocity  u, results in  a ‘checked’ pattern that can m ove 
in 2-D, giving the equation:
/ ,  =  < + v/ v ,  2-14
a plane in the spatiotem poral frequency dom ain, w ith orientation given by  u and v. This 
m eans that the velocity  o f  a translation in  the im age plane will be equivalent to a plane 
o f  h igh pow er in the frequency dom ain. The problem  o f estim ating velocity in  the im ­
age plane becom es; take small regions o f  the im age plane and fit a plane to each o f  their 
pow er spectra in  the spatiotem poral frequency dom ain (Sim oncelli and A delson, 1991).
2.3.2 Energy Outputs of Velocity Tuned Filters
One o f  the m ost com m on m odels is the E laborated Reichardt D etector (ERD) model, in 
w hich responses from  two spatial locations are m ultiplied together. The input stages 
include spatial-frequency-tuned receptive fields, such as G abor filters5 w ith pairs that 
differ in phase or position by about 90° to build a m otion detection unit. It is also possi­
ble to develop direction sensitive filters, by carefully selecting these filters. The m ethod 
o f  H eeger (1998) uses 12 G abor filters at each spatial scale to  form ulate the problem  as 
a least squares fit o f  the filter energies to a plane in frequency space (Barron et al, 
1992). That is, it takes small spatiotem poral w indow s from the im age sequence to find 
the plane in w hich the energy resides and thus the motion. A  least squares estim ate is 
used to  m inim ise the difference betw een the predicted and estim ated energies, thus 
solving for u and v. This m ethod does no t suffer from  the aperture problem  as calcula­
tions are perform ed at a num ber o f  scales, how ever sm oothing occurs at m otion bounda­
ries.
2.3.3 Phase Outputs of Velocity Tuned Filters
A n alternative approach to dealing w ith the output o f  velocity-tuned filters is to exam ­
ine the phase o f  the outputs exclusively. In general, algorithm s for determ ining the best 
value o f  u and v in the spatiotem poral dom ain w ill obtain only one value. It w ould how ­
ever be useful to determ ine m ore than one velocity, such as in the case o f  m otion
5 Gabor filters - Gabor, D., Nobel Prize winner and inventor of holography. A 1-D odd-phase Gabor filter 
is a sine wave multiplied by a Gaussian window. Its power spectrum is a pair o f Gaussians centered ±co, 
thus a band pass filter. Heeger uses a 3-D version, with 2 spatial and 1 temporal dimension. Band pass 
filters are used to decompose the input signal according to scale, speed and orientation.
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boundaries. T he m ethod is sim ilar to the energy approach using 3-D G abor filters al­
though it exam ines the phase output o f  the filters. This m ethod proposed by Fleet and 
Jepson, is described in B arron et al (1992), as looking at the phase o f  the outputs; they 
consider space-tim e surfaces o f  constant phase, w hich evolve due to the m otion field. 
The phase output o f  the filters m ay be related to the norm al velocity quite easily as 
show n in B yrne (1992).
2.3.4 Improving Results Using Kalman Filtering Over Image Sequences
One technique, w hich has been im plem ented successfully in  a range o f  applications, is 
that o f  Kalman Filtering. It is used in  areas where noise is present and repeated m eas­
urem ents are m ade for m ore accurate estim ation. K alm an filtering allows the estim ate to 
be increm entally updated w ith every m easurem ent, w hile also providing a reduction in 
uncertainty for the m easurem ent variable. This allows the velocity  m easurem ents o f 
each fram e to be integrated w ith previous ones, allow ing a progressive reduction in un ­
certainty and a m easure o f  uncertainty to be attached to the velocity o f each point. This 
gives confidence in the attachm ent and accuracy o f  m easurem ent in different areas o f 
the im age. Problem s do exist however; as the initial m easurem ent is relatively inaccu­
rate, it takes tim e to build up confidence in the m easurem ents. This m eans that scenes, 
in  w hich objects are constantly entering and leaving, m ight not have enough tim e to 
build up an accurate estimate. Ancona (1992) applies the m ethod o f  K alm an filtering to 
stabilise the estim ates in the calculation o f  the focus o f  expansion6 for obstacle detec­
tion. H e defines an obstacle for his m ethod as a plane lying on the ground, orthogonal to 
it and high enough to be perceived.
A nother attem pt at im proved optical flow estim ation is m otion coherence theory. It is 
clear that regions m oving together tend to belong to the sam e object, but this was not 
accounted for in prior theories o f  m otion estim ation. Y uille & G rzyw acz (1989) present 
theories o f  m otion correspondence and attem pt to develop them  m athem atically. For 
exam ple, i f  features are located spatially close then they lend to m ove together, so they 
define a G aussian filter that falls o ff  w ith distance from  each feature for linking those 
features together. Secondly, local m otion m ay be inaccurate, so they introduce a cost
6 The focus of expansion (FOE) is often used to determine the direction of motion. See McQuirk et al 
(1998) for an up-to-date discussion on the FOE and time to collision (TTC) algorithms.
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function for sm oothness that integrates this local m easurem ent over a large area, to im ­
prove perform ance. Their approach w orked w ell on artificial images.
2.3.5 Discussion on Optical Flow Techniques
Each approach to optical flow  analysis has been found to have its own individual 
strengths and weaknesses. A ccording to a key paper on perform ance o f  optical flow 
techniques by  B arron et al (1992) the differential m ethods o f H orn & Schunck (1989) 
proved poorly  in accuracy. This seem ed due to  the sm oothness term, w hich produced 
attractive, but inaccurate flow fields. The local based approach was found to be ‘en­
couraging’, also providing a good m easure o f  the accuracy o f  the estim ated flow. Gra- 
dient-based m ethods that locally solve for optical flow suffer from  three principle 
sources o f  errors:
• The brightness gradients will be poorly  estim ated in  regions o f  high texture.
•  V ariations in optical flow  will violate the constant local flow assum ption.
•  There m ust be sufficient local variation in  the brightness gradient to avoid the poor 
error propagation characteristics that are associated with ill conditioned systems.
On the test sequences used in B arron et al (1992) the energy-based m ethods proved 
quite successful, and perform ed better than the general differential based flow  m ethods, 
but no t quite as good as the local based flow  m ethods. The energy-based m ethod can 
overcom e the aperture problem  (as previously  described), as the im age is processed at a 
num ber o f  scales and no t ju s t locally. H ow ever, due to G aussian convolution and other 
factors, the velocity resolution is ‘sm oothed-over’ in  local regions, giving rise to errors 
at m otion boundaries.
Phase based m ethods have some advantages over the energy-based m ethods in velocity 
tuned filters:
• V elocity  resolution is preserved by  also taking responses from  neighbouring filters.
•  There is sub-pixel accuracy.
•  Phase inform ation is m ore robust, especially  w ith regard to changes in speed and 
contrast. Thus, this m ethod is relatively  insensitive to changes in view ing directions 
and lighting directions.
U nfortunately, in  retaining velocity resolution in sm all areas this m ethod suffers from 
the aperture problem . Results were found to be m ore accurate than the gradient based 
approach, but it is only the norm al velocities that are computed, and not the full veloci­
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ties as in H eger’s m ethod. It was quite sensitive to aliasing and corruption at high fre­
quencies especially  w hen a num ber o f  fram es less than 15 were available (Barron et al, 
1992).
Various techniques have tried to segm ent scenes by identifying motion discontinuity 
boundaries in the optical flow  that m easures the im age m otion in each individual pixel 
in  the scene. There are several problem s w ith this:
• First o f  all, optical flow  is quite difficult to determ ine accurately and robustly.
•  Along im age edges only one com ponent o f  the flow  can be calculated due to the ap­
erture problem .
• Sm oothing is often used at these points, and this sm oothes across the m otion bound­
ary, causing loss o f  inform ation.
• M otion discontinuity  boundaries do not necessarily  correspond to the boundaries o f 
independently  m oving objects (they could be rotating edges on an object).
• Image m otion is often too sm all to show up the m otion boundaries.
These problem s suggest that an approach w ith the following characteristics should be 
taken (W iles et al, 1995):
•  Im age m otion should be m easured only at strong im age features. A  feature is an im ­
age m easurable, the im age m otion o f  w hich can be m easured m ore accurately, such 
as com ers, edges, regions and textures.
•  A n appropriate m athem atical fram ew ork m ust be used to cluster observed features 
into rig id  objects.
•  The features m ust be tracked over an extended period  o f  time.
In Figure 2-5, the vectors along the contour represent the local perpendicular com po­
nents o f  m otion that m ay be extracted. To com pute the true m otion o f this region a sec­
ond stage is required, that com bines these local m easurem ents. This com bination stage 
faces huge theoretical difficulties, since the m ovem ent o f  elem ents in  an im age is not 
determ ined uniquely  by  the patterns o f  changing intensity. Thus, the true velocity is not 
determ ined uniquely  from the initial local m otion m easurem ents. This can be attributed 
to two m ain factors; firstly the loss o f  inform ation due to the projection o f  the 3-D 
w orld onto a 2-D  im age (different surfaces undergoing different motions, m ay translate 
to the sam e 2-D  im age), and secondly a loss o f  inform ation due to the projection onto a
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pattern o f  changing intensity (e.g. a  uniform ly shaded sphere, rotating around its central 
axis).
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F igure 2-5. Components o f  motion (a) and (b) illustrating two examples of flow fields that are difficult to 
relate to true motion events.
M ost optical flow  algorithm s rely on taking derivatives. This is a noise enhancing p roc­
ess; so m any optical flow  algorithm s w ork well on artificial im ages but break dow n 
when exposed to noisy real w orld  images.
2.4 Traditional Approach o f Feature Matching
O ptical flow  com putes a  dense velocity  field, but in direct contrast to this approach fea­
ture m atching is based on the extraction o f  a  relatively sparse, bu t highly discrim inatory 
set o f  features in  the im age, such as com ers, edges, or even grey-level regions. B y proc­
essing im age features, the volum e o f  data is reduced by orders o f  m agnitude com pared 
to the original data volum e, w hich is particularly  im portant for an  application executing 
in real-tim e.
The choice o f  the feature type m ay  depend on the availability o f  that type o f  feature in 
the im age and the reliability  o f  its m easurem ent. Feature m atching, also know n as m o­
tion correspondence m ay be described as: given n frames taken at different time in­
stants, and given m points in each, map a point in one fram e to another point in the next 
frame such that no two points map onto the same point.
There are tw o distinct problem s to be addressed by feature m atching techniques. The 
first is extracting and m aintaining correspondence betw een the features extracted from
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one fram e and the features extracted from  the subsequent frame. The second is to com ­
pute the 3-D structure and/or m otion o f  objects in the scene based on the calculated cor­
respondences. The effects o f  occlusion and disocclusion, further add difficulty.
In  solving the first problem  there are two distinct steps. The first is to find the features 
in two or m ore consecutive frames, reducing the am ount o f  inform ation to be processed 
and hopefully providing a higher-level o f understanding o f  the fram e by rem oving the 
inform ation that is less useful. The second step, in  its sim plest form, is to m atch the fea­
tures in  these two sets o f  features, to provide a single set o f  m otion vectors.
2.4.1 Point Matching
Originally an orthographic or parallel im aging m odel w as assum ed w hereby points in 
the scene w ere orthographically  projected onto the im age plane. U llm an (1979) showed 
that i f  three distinct im ages o f  four points in m otion w ere taken, it was possible to de­
velop a set o f  linear equations that could be solved to find the position and m otion o f 
the four points. H ow ever, this is not practical for real-w orld applications that require 
perspective (a p inhole cam era m odel) and no t ju st parallel projection, greatly increasing 
the com plexity o f  the problem .
Perspective pro jection involves taking a 3-D scene and projecting it onto a 2-D  surface, 
taking into account the effects o f  distance on its appearance. G enerally with the 
perspective m odel the pinhole cam era m odel is used, w here the projection centre is 
taken as a po in t in  space, w ith the im age p lane located betw een the optical centre and 
the scene being view ed. Roach and A ggarw al (1979) exam ined the situation o f  a static 
scene and a m oving cam era, to see i f  it w ould be possible to determ ine the position  o f 
the m atched points in  space, and the translational/rotational m otion o f  the cam era. They 
show ed that it is possib le i f  a m inim um  o f  five po int m atches are obtained betw een two 
views, bu t this how ever requires solving 20 non-linear equations (Faugeras & M aybank, 
1990). O ther researchers cam e forward with a sim ilar form ulation that resulted  in a set 
o f  linear equations. The price for linearity w as an increase in  the num ber o f  matches 
from  five to eight points for each set o f  frames. This m ethod was unfortunately found to 
be quite sensitive to noise w hen the m inim um  num ber o f  points was used. For a com ­
plete review  o f  early w ork, see Tsai & Huang (1981).
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I f  the positions o f  feature point pairs are located w ithout error, then each m atched fea- 
ture-point pair provides a single constraint on  the cam era param eters. In  dealing with 
egom otion, using only im age data, only five o f  the cam era m otion param eters are de­
term inable, due to the speed-scale am biguity. A ccording to  H arris (1987), using 5 fea­
ture points pairs, the m otion param eters m ay be solved exactly  in ideal cases. However, 
in real-w orld im ages the m atches m ay not be determ ined as accurately, leading to large 
eiTors and an ill-conditioned problem . The m ore points that are available, the better 
conditioned the problem  becom es. Som e o f  the latest approaches that perform  feature 
m atching are discussed in the section on A SSET-2 (see Section 2.9).
Y ao and C hellappa (1995) address the problem  o f  tracking a set o f  features over a long 
sequence o f image fram es. They propose a localised feature-tracking algorithm  that has 
the m erits o f  two fram e and long-sequence based approaches. The algorithm  allows for 
the inclusion o f  new  features to  be  tracked from  subsequent frames. However, the algo­
rithm  is lim ited, in that it is explicitly designed to track feature points to determ ine the 
ego-m otion o f  the cam era. A  correlation approach is used to identify the corresponding 
points in subsequent fram es and so it is not a suitable algorithm  for tracking feature 
points on  the boundary o f  independently m oving objects.
2.4.2 Line Matches
A n alternative approach is to use lines or edges instead o f  points as features. M any fac­
tors such as lighting and surface reflection often cause a change in the position o f  points 
in  an image. Lines are usually  less sensitive to these effects and a line-fitting algorithm  
along a sequence o f  edge points can generally determ ine the location and orientation o f  
a line. Therefore long lines are preferred and so the m ore edge points, the m ore accurate 
the m easurem ent o f  the line position. W hen m atching lines, it is necessary that at least 
three view s be taken, ra ther than  the tw o view s needed for points. This is because lines 
possess an extra degree o f  freedom . This causes a large increase in difficulty w hen try ­
ing to  use this m ethod. K alm an filtering is often used to solve the non-linear equations 
involved in obtaining the best estim ate o f  the m otion param eters. In Figure 2-6(a), 
m atching I and V sim ply  defines a 3-D line L, but puts no constraint on the relative posi­
tion  o f  Cj and C^. H ow ever, in  Figure 2 -6(b), three fram es provide constraints about the 
m otion. From  Cj it is apparent that the line is tilted in  the z-direction, an observation 
that is not apparent from  (a). See M edioni and N evatia (1984).
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c
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Figure 2-6. Lines as features (a) illustrates two views o f  a line segment whereas (b) shows an accurate 
estimation of the 3-D line using 3 views (modified from Faugeras (1993)).
2.4.3 Correspondence
Davis (1979) introduces shape m atching using relaxation techniques as a useful ap­
proach that attem pts to solve the problem  o f  finding m atches o f  shapes to other shapes. 
The shapes to be m atched are usually  represented by polygonal approxim ations (see 
F igure 2-7). D uring m atching, figures o f merit are assigned to the m atches between 
pairs o f  angles on the tw o shapes. Relaxation m ethods are then used to find acceptable 
com binations o f  these m atches.
I f  structure is added to the object scene descriptions then they m ay be represented by 
graphs. The nodes o f  the graphs represent the prim itives M,- and Sj, and there are la­
belled features attached to the prim itives. These arcs represent relationships betw een the 
prim itives, e.g. adjacency, nearness, parallelism , perpendicularity , etc. See F igure 2-8, 
w here arcs m arked a indicate adjacency, w hereas arcs m arked p  indicate parallelism . 
These features attached to each segm ent include, for exam ple, midpoint, length, orienta­
tion etc. R ecognising the m odel M  in  the scene S  is equivalent to finding that the graph 
representing M  is isom orphic7 to the graph representing S  (i.e. 3 a one-to-one corre­
7 There is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements o f two or more sets, and between the sums 
or products of the elements in one of these sets and those o f  the equivalent elements o f the other set or 
sets.
(a) (b)
Figure 2-7. (a) The model and (b) the scene.
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spondence betw een nodes that preserves the graph structure). In practice, due to partial 
occlusion, only part o f  the m odel is present in  the scene. The real problem  then becomes 
finding the subgraph o f  M  isom orphic to a subgraph o f  S. The vertices o f  the graphs to 
be m anipulated are usually  labelled  w ith num erical values that are derived from the fea­
tures o f  the corresponding geom etric prim itives. The values o f these vertices should 
also be taken into account, in  that the features attached to both sets o f  vertices should be 
‘c lo se’ in value. See B hanu & Faugeras (1984) for m ore detail.
(a) (b)
Figure 2-8. The graphs associated with the model (a) and scene (b) to be examined.
2.4.4 Constraints in Feature Matching
D ue to the com binational increase in m atching from  a sm all increase in n (the num ber 
o f  fram es) or m (the num ber o f  po in t m atches) it is useful to introduce constraints to 
lim it the search space. Som e o f  these constraints include proxim al uniform ity, m axi­
m um  velocity, small velocity  change (sm oothness o f  m otion), com m on motion, consis­
tent m atch, rigidity, etc. (Cedras and Shah, 1995). Som e o f  the m ethods that have been 
em ployed to convert these constraints into formal cost-functions are as follows:
•  Tracking the 3-D position  o f  points from a stereo view  o f  the scene based on the 
sm oothness constraint that the position, velocity and direction o f  m otion are virtu­
ally unchanged from  one fram e to the next.
•  The proxim al uniform ity  constraint states that m ost objects in  the real w orld follow 
sm ooth paths and cover a relatively  small distance in a sm all am ount o f  time.
•  A nother m ethod p u t forw ard w as the use o f  a tw o-stage approach. The first stage is 
a forw ard search calculating trajectories as usual, but the second stage is rule based, 
m oving backw ards over the trajectories correcting bad correspondences.
N ote that all these m ethods rely on the sm oothness constraint, w hich although quite rea­
sonable, is not how ever true in  all cases, likely causing these algorithm s to fail (Sethi & 
Jain  (1987)). See C ox (1990) for a review  o f  the statistical data association techniques
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required for feature correspondence. This inform ation can also be successfully com ­
bined w ith a m odel based tracking approach to further increase the reliability o f  the 
matches.
2.4.5 Detection of Features of Interest
A  fundam ental stage in  com puter vision is the generation o f  descriptions o f  images, 
m ore useful than a large set o f  pixels. The m ain aim  o f  this feature extraction is to re­
duce this large set o f  pixels into a list o f  features that are distinct from  surrounding por­
tions o f  the im age so that the inform ation available in the scene becom es m ore m anage­
able. For exam ple, in  the case o f  feature m atching, the distinctiveness o f  these points 
lim its the potential m atches in  the follow ing frames. Therefore, these points m ust m ore 
than likely correspond to significant features in the real-w orld scene, such as ‘rea l’ cor­
ners, ‘rea l’ boundaries o r edges or significantly textured regions. M ost im age segm enta­
tion techniques are based on the search for local discontinuities or on the detection o f 
regions in the im age w ith  hom ogeneous properties. The trajectories derived from  locat­
ing particular feature points on an object, through tim e, are popular because they are 
relatively sim ple to extract.
The generation o f m otion trajectories from  a sequence o f  im ages typically involves the 
detection o f  features in each fram e, and the correspondence o f  such features from  one 
fram e to another. These features need to be distinct enough for detection and stable 
enough to be found in  each fram e. Features m ay include edges, com ers, interest points, 
and regions (N erriec et al, 1994). False features are also problem atic, derived from 
noise, occlusion and lighting effects, the behaviour o f  w hich is usually im possible to 
predict. Som e o f  these feature detection m ethods are now  discussed.
2.5 Edge Extraction
Edges have m any uses in  im age analysis as they characterise object boundaries, and so 
are useful for segm entation and identification o f  objects in scenes. Edge points are 
points in the im age w here there is a large change in grey level intensity w ithin a small 
spatial distance, i.e. step discontinuities in  the im age signal. In the case o f a binary im ­
age, edge points can  sim ply be defined as black pixels w ith at least one surrounding 
w hite pixel. In greyscale im ages the m ethod o f  localising these discontinuities becom es 
one o f  finding local m axim a in the derivative o f the im age, or zero-crossings in the sec­
ond derivative o f  the im age. Edge detectors usually try  to com pute two properties for an
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edge; a direction, w hich is aligned in the direction o f  m axim al grey-level change, and a 
magnitude describing the abruptness o f  the change. See A ppendix A.5 for a further ex­
planation and Jain  (1989) and Ballard (1982) for a m ore detailed introduction.
Since edges are a high-spatial-frequency phenom enon, edge detectors are quite sensitive 
to h igh-frequency noise (such as ‘snow ’ on a TV). A fter the extraction o f the edge 
points, they should be represented by lines, as in feature m atching, otherw ise there will 
be a return to the case o f  too m uch inform ation. The representation process is faced with 
difficulties in  points w here the edge ‘b reaks’, or w here noise w ill cause non-existent 
lines to be created. Curves are also difficult to represent w ith lines, as to get a perfect 
discrete curve the representation again returns to a pixel description. The line represen­
tation o f  edges also suffers from  the aperture problem  w hen dealing w ith  local opera­
tions, such as optical flow. C om m on applications with relevance to m otion applications 
are given in K im  (1990).
2.6 Comer, Junction  and Feature Poin t Detection
The term  ‘co m er’ is quite vague, and can be defined no m ore accurately than: a position 
in the 2-D array o f  brightness pixels which humans would associate with the word ‘cor­
ner’ (Sm ith, 1992). M athem atically, com ers are points w here the gradient direction 
changes rapidly, and corresponds to the physical com ers o f  objects, i.e. there is a strong
2-D intensity  change and so is w ell distinguished from  neighbouring points. Com ers 
and junctions are 2-D im age features, the identification o f  w hich provides im portant 
inform ation for com puter vision applications, such as stereo-vision, m otion detection 
and scene analysis.
f(x) f(x ) f'(x )
Step Edge Derivative Derivative
Figure 2-9. Edge Derivatives.
H istorical approaches to determ ining im age com ers involved segm enting the image into 
regions, extracting the boundaries as a chain code and then identifying areas where di-
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rections changed rapidly. This approach is very com plex and relies on region segm enta­
tion, w hich is in itse lf  a com plex process.
The first w ell-know n algorithm  for extracting ‘in terest’ points w as the M oravac algo­
rithm  (M oravec, 1977), w hich consists o f  three m ain  stages (Noble, 1989). At a point in 
the im age I(i,j):
1. A w indow  W o f  a specified size is displaced from  each point in the four directions 
{(1,0), (1,1), (0,1), (-1,1)}.
2. In  each direction a m easure o f  change C(dx,dy) is com puted. The w indow W is 
shifted by (dx,dy) and the follow ing m easure is com puted:
C(dx,dy) =  £  w (x,y)\l{x + dx,y  + dy) -  I (x, y ) f  2 -1 5
(x,y)eW
w here the w eight w has the value o f  1 i f  (x,y) is inside the w indow  W and a value o f 
0 i f  it is outside W  and x,y represent a position  w ithin the w indow  W with respect to 
the origin o f  that window.
3. The m inim um  value o f  C over these four directions is taken  as the local m easure o f 
interest. A  threshold is then perform ed over the entire im age to define the points o f 
interest.
M oravac defined points o f  interest as points w here there is a  large variation in intensity 
in every direction. As the variation is com puted in  only four directions, it is sensitive to 
strong edges only under certain directions and is very sensitive to noise.
2.6.1 Curvature Based Approaches
In sim ple scenes grey level com ers o f  2-D objects m ay be m odelled as the junction 
point o f  tw o or m ore straight-line edges (step changes in intensity). For 3-D object grey 
level com ers, this is generally  m ore difficult. Nagel (1987) defined the grey level com er 
as: the location o f  maximum planar curvature in the locus line o f  steepest grey level, by 
the follow ing reasoning:
I f  the intensity gradient is a m axim um  then,
v(/;+/,!)=o,
w hich can be w ritten  as (using the chain m le):
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I f  the x,y axes are aligned w ith the princip le axes then Ixy=Iyx=0. The second derivatives 
(lxx and Iyy) are also directly proportional to the principle curvatures Ki, k2, giving:
I xxI x ^  K]I x = G 2-18
There are four w ays by  w hich these conditions m ay be satisfied:
Figure 2-10. A grey level comer, defined by Nagel as the location of maximum planar curvature in the 
locus line of steepest grey level.
1. B oth principle curvatures and thus the G aussian curvature, are zero, 
k{ - k2 ~ K  = 0
2. G radient com ponents are zero |V /| =  0
3. O ne principle curvature is zero, the o ther crosses zero, or is non-zero.
=  0
k2 crosses zero => Iy = m ax 
k2 ^  0  => Iy =  0
4. The m ost interesting case, w here one principle curvature crosses zero and the 
other is non-zero
crosses zero => I x = m ax]
K2 :£0= > Iy =0
Thus the grey level com er is defined by:
=  m ax *  0 
4 = 0
/„ I =  m ax^: 0
This is show n as in Figure 2-10.
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One problem  w ith this m odel o f  com ers is that the assum ption that com ers appear at a 
m axim um  o f  the gradient 2-16, im plying that low gradient but highly curved com ers 
will be overlooked. This is likely to  be a com m on com er in real-w orld im ages. Nagel 
dem onstrated that this definition o f a corner could be used as a feature po int in m otion 
estim ation, and claim s that a grey level com er provides a link betw een the continuous 
approach and the feature based approach to m otion analysis.
C om ers m ay also be detected by locating the points o f  high curvature along the edge or 
boundary contours. There are tw o stages to this approach:
1. Edge detection and grouping.
2. Curve representation.
In this approach, directional and non-directional operators will effect the detection o f 
curves and com ers. D irectional operators perform  better at localising edges and sharp 
com ers, as non-directional operators such as the Laplacian introduce a rounding effect.
N oble (1989) derives an  equation for the total curvature for a Laplacian edge as,
(V/ ) 2 d 2I  2-19K, ~  f a r  )lap  —l 3 -i 2g  dn.
where g 2 = 1 +  I 2 + 12. In  general, for large gradients g 2 = |V /|2, from  this she shows
that m any ‘supposed’ individual com er detectors, with individual m athem atical deriva­
tions, all break dow n to have the general form  of:
*• = —  —  2 ~20
r “ |W| dn\
Show ing that m ost com er detectors are based on second order derivative schemes com ­
puting the strength o f  the com er based on the product betw een the rate o f  change o f  gra­
dient direction along an edge and the gradient m agnitude.
A nother m ethod for com er detection is based on a ‘com em ess’ approach. This m ethod 
involves using non-linear second derivative operators, instead o f  the Laplacian, since 
the L aplacian m ethod incorrectly  often obtains com ers at other features, such as edges, 
and is responsive to noise. The determ inant o f  the H essian m atrix is a sim ple operator 
( C =  I„Iyy -  lly ) and gives a h igh response in regions o f  im age curvature. O ther m eth­
ods involve taking the ‘co rnem ess’ m easure as the change o f  gradient direction along an
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edge contour m ultiplied by the local gradient m agnitude, i.e. requiring an  edge and a 
corner. The expression for corner strength is given as (Nobel, 1989):
The use  o f  second order derivatives has how ever the unfortunate property o f  am plifying 
im age noise. This approach is also not very suitable for handling other types o f  ju n c ­
tions, such as T, X , or Y  junctions.
The H arris a lgorithm  (or Plessey algorithm ) (Harris, 1987) is based on the M oravac in ­
terest operator. Im portantly, it uses first order derivatives to approxim ate the second de­
rivatives. The algorithm  consists o f  three m ain stages:
Com pute the partial derivatives o f  the im age Ix and Iy and com pute the local 
G aussian sm oothed products and
C om pute the eigenvalues X\, X2  o f  the m atrix  a 2x2 m atrix (called the A  m atrix)
M ark points as com ers w here the product A.1A.2 divided by (A| + X2 ) is greater 
than  a threshold  (as below  w here k is usually  25), i.e. a corner exists when both 
eigenvalues are large.
A  com er response function (CRF) is form ulated w here
I f  both eigenvalues are large (i.e. R is large) the pixel is flagged as a com er. The algo­
rithm  is reasonably  com putationally  expensive, as the Gaussian is applied three times. 
The H arris algorithm  is used in the D RO ID  system  (to be discussed later in  Section 
2.9), how ever, W ang and Brady (1995) claim  that the detector is not w ell localised and 
Sm ith (1992) finds dislocation at T-Junctions. Nobel (1989) claim s that it is only useful 
for L-junctions.
2-21
R = k  - (det A  -  {Trace A ) 2 ) =  R = -  —  (a ,A2 ~{Al +A2f )  
(Æ +  1) +
2-22
W ang and B rady (1995) suggest a fast algorithm  for com er detection that is based on 
the observation that curvature is proportional to the second order directional derivative
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in the direction tangential to the edge norm al and inversely proportional to the edge 
strength. They state that for points with a strong gradient the total curvature m ay be ap­
proxim ated as:
i a 2/
K  =  - |V /| »  0 2-23|v/| at2 ’
W here d 2l / d t 2 is a directional derivative along the un it tangent vector t, perpendicular
to the edge norm al n, com puted using a linear approxim ation for the pixel values along
the line ( d 2l / d t 2 = ( / 2/ x t- 2 7 ^ / ^  + / 2/ w ) / |V / |2). Equation 2-23, has difficulty in
dealing w ith  im age quantisation and noise effects. A  G aussian convolution could be 
added to reduce this effect but m ore im portantly  they show  that G aussian convolution 
causes linear signal displacem ent along the edge norm al. Equation 2-23 assum es that
|V/ | 2 »  0 , w hich m eans that the algorithm  is only interested in com ers that lie near
pixels w here the im age gradient m agnitude is high, causing a reduction in the am ount o f 
com putation and reducing the effect o f  false com ers. F  denotes the grey-level im age I  
after G aussian Sm oothing C onvolution (<7 = 0.5) to reduce the effect o f  noise and quan­
tisation. C om ers are points w here K is high and a local m axim um . W ang and Brady 
(1995) define the com er operator as points w here the follow ing conditions are fulfilled 
(derived by assum ing k2> S ):
r  =
d 2F
d n 1
f d 2F A
a t2
= o
-  ^ V i ^ 2 is a m axim um
2-24
\VF\ >Ti,T > T 2
r  is a C om er R esponse Function (CRF) w here S  is a user-defined threshold m easure o f 
im age curvature and T) and T2  are user-defined thresholds on edge and com er strengths 
that depend on the context o f  the im age. The first condition o f Equation 2-24 explains 
the m ain  operation: The first term  o f  the right hand side is the squared second order tan­
gential derivative, at w hich com ers as w ell as edges w ill respond w ell in the false corner 
case. The second term  is the edge strength that responds well at edge pixels (including 
false com ers). The difference o f  these tw o term s cancels the false com er response and 
leaves a clean com er response.
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The Curvature Scale Space (CSS) com er detector is based on the Canny edge detector 
and was suggested by M okhtarian et al (1998). F rom  the resulting C anny edge map, 
gaps are filled and ‘T -junctions’ are determ ined and m arked, using a local rule-based 
approach. The curvature is com puted at the highest scale and com er candidates are de­
term ined by com paring the m axim um  o f  the curvature to a defined threshold and the 
neighbouring m inim a (i.e. the curvature o f  a com er should be tw ice that o f  one o f  the 
neighbouring local m inim a). Com ers are then tracked to  the low est scale to im prove the 
localisation o f  the com er using a sim ple curvature com parison and the know ledge that 
the com ers w ill not m ove dram atically.
Some other techniques to determ ine the com ers and junction  points in an im age include 
tem plate m atching, w hich involves a large set o f  tem plates w here the search is p er­
form ed using an adapted H ough transform . This is a very com putationally intensive 
m ethod on w hich not very  m uch w ork has been developed. Fitting B-splines (to be dis­
cussed in Section 3.5.3) to  com ers has also been  m entioned as a possible approach to 
estim ate edge curvature after a suitable edge detector has been used, w here com ers are 
identified as the points o f  local m axim a o f  the curvature o f  the spline. This approach is 
not suitable for junctions or fine detail and the com putational overhead o f  an erroneous 
edge segm entation algorithm  is also required. N obel (1989) developed a detector based 
on m orphological curvature. It has a high com putational load and has problem s with 
tails appearing at ‘T ’ junctions. O ther m orphological techniques are discussed in Soille
M any techniques do not tackle the problem  o f  com er orientation. A com m on solution is 
to calculate the m ean  gradient orientation over a sm all neighbourhood area, w hich is 
only accurate to 20° and no t good at handling junctions, according to Chabat et al 
(1999). C habat et al (1999) m ake the assum ptions that: 1) like all edge points, corners 
and junctions have a strong intensity gradient and 2 ) unlike straight lines, corners and 
junctions do not have a single dom inant orientation. They use a m easure o f  anistropy 
(uni-directionality) at each po in t in the im age, o f  w hich the orientation is defined by:
where £2 is a sm all neighbourhood o f  the point (x,y), the strength o f  w hich is defined as:
(1999).
2-25
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( i l  ( ¡ ' - ¡ ¡ h d y f  + { \ [ 2 1 ,I ydxdy) 2-26
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N otice that only single derivatives are used and so this m ethod is less sensitive to noise 
than m any other m ethods. The value o f  g (x ,y )e  [0,l], w here 1 is a strong orientation 
pattern (straight edges) and is 0 for isotropic regions (com ers). Chabat et al (1999) de­
fine a function sC(j)(x,y), calculated at each point A/,-in a small neighbourhood /"around  a 
labelled corner point Q  that signifies the likelihood o f  a pixel being part o f  the edges 
associated w ith that com er:
S C U )  (* ’ y)  = s (x , y)\\vi(x, y )I cos3 ( a )  2-27
and a  = (u,v) w here u is the direction o f  uni-directionality  at Mi, derived from  0  in 
Equation 2-25 and v is defined as: v = CjM i (the direction is com patible w ith the direc­
tion o f  the point Mi to the com er Q ) .  For each com er, the value o f  sCQ)(x,y) is calculated 
and a histogram  is constm cted, the analysis o f  w hich (the local m axim a) gives the 
dom inant direction o f  the edges associated w ith the com er, w here 2 peaks define a cor­
ner and 3 peaks define a junction. Further inform ation on the analysis o f  the histogram  
is available in  Chabat et al (1999).
M atas & K ittler (1992) suggest a novel approach to junction  and com er detection. First 
o f  all, they attem pt to recover the projected 3-D  lines. U sing the property that these 3-D 
projected lines are, by  definition, the projection o f  3-D edges, and therefore m ust term i­
nate at the intersection o f  two projected lines. They then use a Direche filter (Deriche, 
1987) for edge detection and a line detector based on the H ough transform . Junction 
detection is then perform ed using probabilistic relaxation labelling, w hich in  their case 
w orks quite successfully. They then stretch line segm ents to junctions, also perform ing 
gap bridging post-processing. They achieve excellent results, but their test results are 
based on im ages w ith purely  quadrilateral m odels, e.g. blocks, the gable end o f  a house 
etc. (w ith the exception o f  any circles, spheres, and cylinders). M any o f  the m ethods 
exam ined here (w ith the exception o f  W ang and Brady (1995)) are not useful for m otion 
analysis. T hey are inadequate, as they do not com pute the curvature in  the im ages relia­
bly and are quite sensitive to noise.
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2.6.2 The SUSAN Corner Detector
Noble (1989) showed that many different corner detection algorithms had unique defi­
nitions o f  a ‘corner’ and unique mathematical approaches, but derive very similar 
mathematical conclusions. The ‘Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus’ 
(SUSAN) by Smith (1992) is a form of comer detector that is quite unique.
The principle behind SUSAN is as follows: it begins by taking a small mask, usually a 
small circular mask and sequentially moves its centre across every pixel in the image set 
and examines the local information at each step. The intensity o f the pixel at the centre 
o f the nucleus o f the mask is determined and all pixels surrounding this point with simi­
lar intensity values (within a threshold t) are then grouped together and termed a ‘Uni­
value Segment Assimilating Nucleus’ (USAN). Figure 2-12, displays some sample 
cases for the SUSAN corner detector algorithm and in Table 2-1 the USANs are dis­
played (always represented in while). The Smallest-USAN is the point where the corner 
exists. One o f the main advantages o f  this algorithm is that since there are no brightness 
spatial derivatives, the ‘snow’ noise in the image is not amplified. Many other corner 
detection methods have attempted to reduce the noise in the image by smoothing the 
image before performing the detection algorithm, but this leads to local distortion and a 
loss o f local information (Smith, 1995).
B
Figure 2-12. SUSAN sample data ease (derived from Smith, 1992).
F igure 2-11. Approximate circular mask used by SUSAN.
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Mask USAN
diagrams
Detect Explanation
A e 0 In this case the USA N  (in w hite) has a sm all area, less than h a lf  the m ask  area, thus a com er is correctly de­
tected here, at the pixel in the centre o f the nucleus. This 
sm all area is usually taken as 2/5 o f  the m ask area.
B 0 HI In this case the U SA N  has a large area, and so does not m eet the conditions. N o com er detected.
C a m The U SAN in this case has an area o f  exactly h a lf  that o f  the m ask, bu t this does no t delect a com er at the nu ­
cleus o f  the mask. N o com er detected.
D o s Clearly the USAN area is too large. No com er detected.
E Ö m In this case again the USAN is too large, and so a com er is correctly not detected at the Nucleus o f  the m ask. No 
com er detected
Table 2-1. The USAN (Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus) for the corners presented in Figure
2 - 12 .
The SUSAN algorithm  usually  uses a 5 x 5 m ask, w ith 3 pixels added to each edge, giv­
ing a reasonable approxim ation to a circle (see F igure 2-11). In the creation o f  the 
USA N  a brightness threshold  (t) is used to link pixels to the U SA N area. For example, 
i f  all the pixels currently  under the m ask are w ith in  15 grey levels o f  the centre pixel 
and the brightness th resho ld  is 16 then all those pixels w ill be linked to the USA N . A 
rigorous m athem atical evaluation o f  this algorithm  is not really  possible, as it is m ore 
‘intuitively p ic tu resque’ than  analytic, according to Sm ith (1992). This entire process is 
quite com putationally  efficient, taking approxim ately one tenth o f  a second using a 
256x256 pixel im age8. This com putation duration varies according to the num ber o f  
likely corner features, as a significant part o f  the com putation is involved in  further 
processing the possib le com ers. In  this calculation ~300 com ers were eventually ex­
tracted.
In sim ulated scenes the above description w ould suffice and also w ork quite w ell, how ­
ever w hen dealing w ith  real-w orld  im ages the algorithm  invokes a noise filter and the
8 Calculated experimentally during this research using the GNU ‘C ’ implementation of the regular 
SUSAN algorithm on a SUN Sparc II (with the dual processor not used) 266MHz. Result will vary de­
pending on the number o f  comers determined.
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algorithm  evolves to: Com pare the brightness o f  each pixel in the m ask  to the central 
pixel using the com parison:
J  ' ( 'M ' i J V* 2-28
c (r , F0) = 1 OOe  ^ ' '  ,
w here: r0 is the position o f  the nucleus in the 2-D  im age,
r is the position o f  any other point w ithin the m ask, 
i{v) is the brightness o f  any other point w ithin the m ask, 
t is the brightness difference threshold and 
c is the output o f  the com parison.
A ccording to Sm ith (1992) this equation allows a p ix e l’s brightness to vary slightly 
w ithout having a large effect on  c. For speed purposes it w as possible to im plem ent a 
lookup table on this com parison, i.e. /(?)-/(?„) can only produce a value o f -2 5 5  to 
+255 in  a greyscale im age o f  256 levels (since t has only one value (usually 20-25), 
determ ined at run-tim e by the user). This lookup table adds greatly to  the com putational 
speed o f  the algorithm , as 512 values need  only be com puted instead o f  65535 opera­
tions in  the case o f  a 256x256 im age o f  256 greyscales. For each pixel in  the m ask (37 
pixels) as described in F igure 2-11 a running total is com puted o f  the form:
n = ^ c { r , r 0) 2-29
r
n is then  com pared w ith  a fixed geom etric threshold g. A s the m axim um  value o f  this 
com putation is (37 pixels in  m ask x 100 (i.e. 100 is the m ax value o f  c)) = 3700. Smith 
chooses
3700 / 2 =  1850 as the threshold value.
The brightness threshold  t does not have the sam e effect as this threshold value. The 
brightness threshold effects only the contrast allow ed in the detected com ers and so af­
fects the  num ber o f  com ers detected in the image. The threshold g  affects the shape o f 
the com ers detected; by  low ering this value it in effect forces sharper com ers. See 
Figure 2-13.
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The effect of the Brighness Threshold (t) 
on the type of corners detected
Strong Medium weak
t>m t=m t<m
m = nominal value (e.g. 16)
The effect of the fixed Geometric Threshold (g) 
on the type o f corners detected
Strong Medium weak
9<n >• 9~n ^  g>n
n = nominal value (e.g. 3700 x 1/5)
F igure 2-13. Effects the type of comer detected by changing the brightness threshold (i) and the geo­
metric threshold (g )
T he next step is to rem ove any false positives that m ight occur. For example, Figure
2-14, shows an exam ple m ask, in  w hich the area o f  the U SA N  is indeed less than 2/5 o f 
the area o f  the m ask, how ever, it is not appropriate to classify  it as a com er. To com bat 
this problem  a relatively sim ple solution is to calculate the centre o f  gravity o f  the re­
gion w ithin the m ask. In F igure 2-14, the centre o f  gravity is very close to the centre o f 
the m ask. This how ever is not the case w hen a com er is detected. This sim ple addition 
to the algorithm  need only  be calculated w hen the threshold  is reached and so does not 
add significant com putation to the overall algorithm . T here is one further step to reduce 
the case o f  false positives. A ll the points betw een the centre o f  the m ask and the centre 
o f  gravity m ust belong to the USA N  for a com er to be detected. This insures a degree o f 
uniform ity in  the U SA N  and thus in the corner being detected.
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False Detected Corner
X
X  C entre  o f G ravity
F igure 2-14. A possible falsely detected corner using the SUSAN algorithm and mask, prior to the calcu­
lation o f  the Centre o f Gravity.
A n independent review  o f  the SU SA N  algorithm  by Trajkovic et al (1998) has esti­
m ated the com plexity o f  the algorithm  at a total cost o f  48.3 additions and 0.8 m ultipli­
cations per pixel (based on  a 25%  transfer from  stage one to stage two processing). 
T rajkovic et al suggest a new  approach that uses a sim ilar algorithm  structure to 
SUSAN. Instead o f  calculating the areas o f  the USAN m asks (involving a large num ber 
o f  operations), this approach calculates the intensity differences betw een points on the 
circum ference o f  the m ask and the nucleus o f  the m ask, to provide inform ation about 
the presence or absence o f  a  com er.
The aim  o f  this approach is to be com putationally  efficient and so uses a m ulti-stage 
approach. A t the first stage a com putation o f  the C urvature R esponse Function (CRF) is 
perform ed o f  the form:
Rn =  m in (( fP - f j +  { fP, -  f c f  ), 2-30
w here f c  refers to the im age intensity  at the centre point, fp  refers to  the im age intensity 
a t the po int P, and this is calculated for d ifferent lines. R eferring to the three cases in 
F igure 2-16, in Case (a) there is at least one line I w here the points P  and P ’ both belong 
to the USAN so the m in value o f  R#  is low. In  case (b) there is a single case w here the 
line / is parallel to the edge o f  the U SA N  w here the value o f  Rn is very low. In case (c) 
the value o f  the CRF R^  is high as there are no points P  and P  ’ along the line / where 
they can both belong to the USAN.
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Figure 2-15. The neighbourhood o f ihe Nucleus and the linear positions used. The points P and P ' are 
on an arbitrary line I, that may be rotated around the mask. Note that the mask used is o f the same form 
as the SUSAN algorithm 5 x 5  with 3 added to the edges in the largest case.
In practice however this approach has to deal with problems due to strong edges, with 
directions different than in Figure 2-16. The horizontal and vertical intensity variations 
are First calculated using:
rA = i f  A -  f c  )2 +  ( / ,r  -  f c  Y  2-31
rB = (A  -  f c  f  + (/«• -  f c  f  2-32
Then the CRF is calculated as:
R = m in (r ,,r fi) 2-33
If the value o f  R is less than a certain threshold then the current point is not a corncr and 
no further computation is performed. If R is greater than that threshold then an inter-
pixcl approximation is applied to check for diagonal edges, and the CRF is derived as:
* A
■ ■ i
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2-16. Some example cases, representative o f the USAN of the mask.
The value o f  A = rB - r A - 2 B and B is defined as B -  min (B/, B2 ) where,
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B 2 {fs ~ / . ,  I f ,  ~ f c )+  (/«. -  / ,  I f  A ~ f c ),
provided that B<0 and A+B > 0. A  c ircular inter-pixel approxim ation is also available. 
This value R from  Equation 2-34 is ca lculated  for every pixel that conform s to the ini­
tial com parisons. The last stage is to find the pixels with the locally m axim al CRF and 
m ark them  as com ers, noting that several pixels around the vicinity o f  a com er will 
have a high value o f  CRF. This process is called  non-m axim um  suppression and is also 
carried out at the end o f  the SUSAN algorithm .
2.6.3 Discussion on Feature Detectors
To be useful for feature m atching in m otion  tracking applications a feature detector 
should satisfy the conditions of:
•  Accuracy: Features should be detected as close as possible to the true im age 
p lane position
•  Stability: The features should be detected consistently and should not move 
w hen m ultiple im age fram es o f  the sam e scene are captured (insensitive to varia­
tion  o f  noise)
•  Speed: For applications w here real-tim e im plem entation is required, the detector 
m ust be very  efficient.
A n exam ination o f  published literature on com er detectors has allow ed the determ ina­
tion o f  the results o f  Table 2-2.
Algorithm Accuracy Stability Speed9
Trajkovic (MIC) Good Good Very Fast
Harris Good for L junctions, not for other types Very Good Slow
(Plessey) Poor localisation according to Wang.
Smith (SUSAN) Good (more accurate with pre-filtering) Good Fast
Wang and Brady Good Good Fast
Mokhtarian Good V.Good Reasonable
(CSS)
Table 2-2. A general comparison between different comer detectors.
The SU SA N  algorithm  was chosen as feature detector for the prim ary im plem entation 
in this research as it perform s well, localising consistently features in  im age sequence
9 The Smith (1992) SUSAN and Wang and Brady (1995) corner detectors have been used in real-time 
applications (see Section 2.9). The Trajkovic (1998) MIC algorithm is theoretically more computationally 
efficient, however has not been used in any real-time applications to date.
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frames. The com putational speed aspect o f  the algorithm  is also exam ined and im ­
proved later by the author in Section 4.10.
2.7 Model Based Tracking
M odel-based tracking uses prior know ledge o f  the structure and appearance o f  particu­
lar objects before the interpretation o f  a scene. The aim  is to try to correspond these pre­
defined m odels to actual objects in a real-w orld  scene. In  general, these m odels consist 
o f  precise 3-D geom etrical representations o f  know n objects (com m only vehicles) that 
m ay be rotated and exam ined in any position  or direction. O ften very carefully cali­
brated cam era m odels are used. Using the know n cam era and scene geom etry, it is pos­
sible to project this 3-D m odel onto a 2-D  im age plane, and a confidence o f  m atch m ay 
be determ ined by com paring the features o f  the translated m odel to the physical image 
to be examined.
In the case o f  W orrell et al (1991), they apply a ‘goodness-of-fif value to the score ob­
tained in m atching the physical im age to the translated m odel image. At each position 
and orientation, they evaluate this goodness-of-fit value, using a search in position 
space and orientation-space to speed up the evaluation o f  this score. Once a maxim um  
value is found and claim ed to be successful, it is used to estim ate the position and orien­
tation for the sam e object in the next fram e. Thus, if  they obtain the initial position o f a 
specific object to track in  the first fram e, then  it m ay be possible to track this object eas­
ily through subsequent fram es, calculating the position and orientation o f  this object.
They have applied this technique to tracking a vehicle through a sequence o f  images, 
breaking the process into stages:
•  ‘Goodness-of-fit in  this stage the m odel is translated and rotated to the appropriate 
position  in  the real w orld  and each line o f  the m odel is projected onto the image. 
These visible line features are then evaluated in the G aussian sm oothed im age using 
a process called iconic evaluation (as introduced by B risdon et al (1988)), and the 
scores from  all the lines are aggregated to give an overall score for the m odel in the 
given position.
• Pose recovery: H ere they determ ine the pose o f  the vehicle, by locating the peaks 
that indicate likely m atches in the six-degree o f  freedom  function that they use.
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They m inim ise the com putation by assum ing that the object is on the ground plane, 
w ith tw o dim ensions o f  translation and one degree o f  rotation.
• Separated gradient ascent: this iterative algorithm  is applied to find the peaks in  the 
evaluation function, w here each iteration consists o f  three 1-D searches taking place 
a num ber o f  sam ples either side o f  the initial position.
Large problem s result due to occlusion, w here m odels can drift and be applied to ob­
jects other than  the vehicle in question. In their case, they showed an unrecoverable er­
ror w hile tracking w here the m odel o f  the vehicle becam e trapped on a roadside 
advertisem ent.
2.8 D iscussion
In Section 2.3.5 the various optical flow  techniques were exam ined and it was found 
that for m any problem s gradient-based m ethods offer greater perform ance than m atch­
ing techniques. M atching techniques are sensitive to am biguity betw een the features to 
be m atched, bu t optical flow  m ay only be calculated accurately at distinct feature points 
in the im age, and so can provide a very sparse num ber o f  points in the im age. A lthough 
it is reasonable no t to desire a large num ber o f  points for com putational reasons, insuf­
ficient points can lead to inaccurate results. G radient-based approaches avoid the some- 
tim es-difficult task  o f  finding distinguishable points or regions. The differential ap­
proaches (all except local), have been found to be quite inaccurate in results for extract­
ing m otion inform ation. As discussed, according to the literature the local approach and 
the energy and phase approaches have been  found to be the m ost accurate flow  tech­
niques. This is im portant especially at this stage, as errors w ill be further m ultiplied 
w hen segm entation is attem pted.
The use  o f  feature m atching techniques using line segm ents as features has tw o m ain 
advantages over o ther m atching techniques:
•  The num ber o f  prim itives to be m atched is usually  m uch sm aller, than for example 
the num ber o f  edge pixels.
•  In m atching sym bolic prim itives attached properties m ay be used, such as geom etric 
properties that are robust and reliable.
A nd tw o m ain  disadvantages:
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•  It assum es that objects have a polyhedral structure. I f  not, then the curves introduce 
extra lines, w hich  introduce errors, such as lines flickering (appearing and disap­
pearing).
• The density  o f  correspondences is less than w ith other m ethods, bu t how ever these 
correspondences are generally m ore accurate.
The num ber o f  view s required for the line-based m ethod is undesirable over that o f  the 
point-based m ethods.
Unfortunately all m atching m ethods are com putationally  expensive. W hile som e effi­
ciency is possible, m uch effort is placed in the avoidance o f  false m atches and the 
matching o f  points densely enough to be useful. T he ‘coarse to f in e ’ strategy is quite 
often used, w here initial accurate m atches are m ade, then finer resolution m atching are 
perform ed by  other m atches, using the inform ation gained by the accurate m atches. In 
the case o f  the unconstrained m otion sequences to be exam ined in this w ork, it is not 
feasible to use a traditional m odel based tracking m ethod. Objects to be exam ined in­
clude hum ans, and unknow n obstacles that m ust be avoided. In the case o f  hum an ‘ob­
jec ts ’, the m odels required  w ould have to be deform able and a set o f  m odels to  allow all 
possible shapes o f  the hum an body w ould be very difficult, using standard m odel based 
techniques. This is exam ined to som e extent in Section 3.5.1 on the Leeds people 
tracker, using active shape m odels (Heap and H ogg, 1996).
A basic assum ption that is often m ade in com puting optical flow  is that the im age 
changes enough from  fram e to fram e so as the m otion can be tracked, bu t no t so m uch 
that the correspondence cannot be realised. Edge and com er feature points can be com ­
puted rapidly and reliably in im ages and they are in general stable over im age se­
quences. A s discussed earlier, com er points also provide m ore constraint than edge 
points.
2.8.1 Correspondence of Points of Interest
The task  o f  m aintaining a correspondence o f  points o f  interest betw een m ultiple fram es 
has proven difficult. This task  is m ade m ore difficult by features being occluded, false 
features appearing and current features disappearing.
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There are tw o different ways to m atch these features. O ne w ay w ould be to extract a set 
o f  features from  the first fram e and try to find the sam e features in subsequent 2nd, 3ld, 
4 th fram es etc. The second w ay is to extract features w ith certain  attributes from  the first 
fram e and then m atch these in the second fram e, sim ilarly for the 2nd and 3rd.
There are several im age m otion assum ptions that are com m only made:
•  M axim um  V elocity  -  A ssum e that a po int in one frame o f  an im age sequence m ust 
lie w ithin a certain distance o f  that po int in the next fram e. This assum es that the 
point has a m axim um  velocity.
•  Com m on M ovem ent -  Points on the sam e object m ove in a com m on way.
• R igid M otion -  Points on a rigid object are related to each other from  one frame to 
the next provided there is no occlusion or disocclusion.
Tornasi and K am ade (1992) track corner features over m any fram es using a nearest 
neighbour strategy that assum es the fram e-to-fram e m otion is very small. This m ethod 
w orked well; how ever, i f  significant fram e-to-fram e m otion occurs then ambiguities 
quickly arise. Partial occlusion and significant changes in the background o f  the frame 
can be problem atic for these m ethods (C ox and H ingorani, 1996). These m ethods are 
suitable for tracking existing features and are not suitable for determ ining new  trackable 
features on a fram e-by-fram e basis. Cox and H ingorani (1996) develop an efficient ap­
proxim ation im plem entation o f  R eid ’s m ultiple hypothesis-tracing (M H T) algorithms 
for tracking features over long im age sequences. The M H T  is com putationally exponen­
tial (0(N 4)) in  both tim e and m em ory, so they  im plem ent an approxim ation to the MHT. 
They achieve im pressive results, how ever their algorithm  still involves a high level o f 
com putational com plexity.
2.9 ASSET-2 and Other Navigation Im plementations
There have been  m any attem pts in recent years at im plem enting an autonom ous vehicle 
navigation system . M any o f  these im plem entations require structured environm ents, 
such as near ‘perfec t’ road  edges, leading to problem s in the navigation o f  narrow , clut­
tered country roads.
NavLab, developed by Thorpe et al (1988), is a self-contained m obile p latform  for use 
in outdoor envirom nents. It w as used prim arily  for integrating perception and naviga­
tion capabilities, w ith co lour vision and 3-D vision capabilities. The m ain algorithm  in­
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volved the use o f  edge and region detection algorithm s, w here the edges w ere extracted 
and fitted to a road shape m odel. The reg ion  inform ation was extracted and grouped ac­
cording to colour and texture inform ation, w ith road  pixels being grouped together and 
off-road pixels being grouped together. U nfortunately, the road-extraction problem  is a 
difficult one, w ith  the shadow  edges often being the strongest edges, and the shadowed 
area o f  the road  having  different colour intensity  values than  the road itself. The initial 
resolution o f  the captured im age is 480 x  512 pixels, but they reduce this to 30 x  32 sub- 
regions by averaging, to im prove com putation and to  sm ooth the regions. The devel­
oped algorithm  searches for the vanishing point o f  the road using the edge inform ation 
(assum ing that the road edges are parallel) and the colour and texture inform ation using 
adaptive colour classification to classify the im age points as either ‘road’ or ‘non-road’ 
values. The vanishing point o f  the road is calculated as the point where the calculated 
road edge lines in tersect in  the ground plane, p roviding the road’s direction relative to 
the observer. In the calculation o f  the texture im age the gradient is norm alised by divid­
ing a high-resolution gradient o f  the im age by  the m ean pixel value o f the im age sub- 
region and a low -resolution gradient o f  the image. The division by the m ean pixel value 
is perform ed to handle shadow interiors and the low -resolution gradient rem oves 
shadow boundaries. The calculated sub-region co lour and texture values are com pared 
to pre-defined classes determ ined from  a training set o f  50 im ages, to provide a  classifi­
cation as ‘ro a d ’ or ‘off-road’ and also to provide a confidence value o f  this label.
The algorithm  functions well, using a laser range finder to calculate the 3-D inform ation 
required. B y using th is range inform ation and grouping pixels that are expected to be­
long to the sam e surface the algorithm  attem pts obstacle detection. The speed o f  the ve­
hicle was lim ited to 10  cm /sec, due m ainly to the com putational requirem ents o f  the al­
gorithm. N o m otion inform ation cues w ere calculated, such as the optical flow  inform a­
tion and the algorithm  functioned, how ever, it is unclear as to how  it w ould deal w ith 
other vehicles, occlusions due to  leaves, snow, w et and dry, sun flashes (dram atic 
changes in  illum ination on a fram e-by-fram e basis) and other environm ental factors that 
change the perceived texture and colour o f  the road  and road edges.
D ickm anns and G raefe (1991) also develop an algorithm  for their m obile test vehicle, 
VaM oRs and m anage to drive the vehicle at speeds o f  up to 96 km /hr for lengths o f 
m ore than 20km . A gain  how ever, the algorithm  is lim ited to w ell structured m otorw ays,
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with sm all radii o f  curvature, determ ining navigation using  the edges and usually  lane 
m arkings.
W ith regard  to the m ore com plex tasks such as obstacle avoidance and badly defined 
country roads the guidance technique m ust be capable o f  calculating 3-D structure and 
m otion inform ation. The D R O ID  Im age Processing S ystem 10 provides real-tim e 3-D 
scene m easurem ents at localised areas w ith in  the im age. It uses 2-D features over time, 
using a K alm an filter for the 3-D  tracking o f  each point (C ham ley and Blissett, 1989). 
The search regions around each p ixel in this application w ere o f  the order o f  3 or 4 p ix ­
els and this greatly sim plified the m atching process. H ow ever, the large num ber o f  fea­
tures used (typically 300 - 500 for a 256 x  256 im age) allow ed an accurate reconstruc­
tion o f  the scene using their structure from  m otion technique.
The A SSE T -211 (A  Scene Segm enter Establishing Tracking, V ersion 2) tracker im ple­
m ents a m ore com plex algorithm  that avoids the need for advanced road texture and 
colour m odels. M otion inform ation is calculated using feature-based im age m otion es­
timation. The features that are used for the im plem entation are 2-D features (com ers), 
w ith edges often used to refine the results. Feature m atching is perform ed on the im age 
plane, w ith  the com ers calculated using either the SU SA N  or Harris com er detectors 
(see Section 2.6.1). The H arris detector w as used along w ith  the SUSAN detector, as a 
hardw are im plem entation o f  the detector was available to the research group at the time.
Figure 2-17. The ASSET-2 Tracking algorithm in an unconstrained image sequence. (Image is from the 
Smith ASSET-2 report (Smith, 1995)).
10 Developed at Roke Manor Research Ltd.
11 Developed largely at Oxford University and Defence Research Agency, Famborough, Hampshire.
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Smith (1995) uses a list o f  cluster groups o f  flow  vectors, w hich have been segm ented 
according to the sim ilarity o f  the flow  vectors. The boundaries o f  these clusters are fur­
ther refined to use im age edges i f  they are available (i.e. edges could be derived w hen 
tracking a m obile vehicle, but m aybe not w hen exam ining general background inform a­
tion). The segm entation algorithm  is based on first-order flow  fields, w here the distance 
function is defined as:
_  2-35
o
This com pares the candidate flow  vector ü with the estim ate vector um from the con­
stant flow  model. This d istance function allows sm all vectors to be m atched to each 
other w ithout bias by including a noise term  into the fractional vector error, a  is o f  the 
order o f  the error estim ate o f  the flow  vector derived from  the flow  m odel (as described 
in Smith (1995)). The feature tracking is perform ed using sim ple 2-D m otion m odels, 
w here either constant velocity  or constant acceleration m odels are assumed. Smith 
claim s from  im plem entation experience that there are very few benefits in using the 
m ore com plex constant acceleration  model. A threshold Dmax is used to decide if  the 
new  flow  vector should be added to the current cluster. Each flow  vector is initially 
placed in  a list, once it is added to a  cluster it is rem oved from  that list, so that it does 
no t get added to m ore than  one cluster (Smith, 1995). Once the list o f  independent clus­
ters is established, p roperties are calculated for the cluster, such as bounding box, cen­
troid and m otion m odel. The A SSET-2 system  then tracks these clusters over time using 
a radial map representation o f  the cluster shape to update inform ation about the inter­
fram e differences and to attem pt to detect occlusion.
D =
\ii —u„
II + u,,
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F igure 2-18. The ASSET-2 tracking algorithm in a fixed camera scene, where the ground plane has 
been identified by  hand and masks only the roads.
T he app lication  im plem entation  is o f  a vehicle travelling  along  a road  taking video  p ic­
tures o f  w hat is in  fron t o f  it. In the case o f  A SSET-2 im plem entation  m oving  vehicles 
w ere requ ired  to be ex tracted  (or segm ented) from  the background, so that navigation 
could  b e  perform ed safely  on busy  roads. T he list o f  spatially  and tem porally  significant 
clusters is u sed  to  p rov ide  in form ation  abou t the m otion  o f  the  objects being  v iew ed by 
the cam era. T he 3-D  positions and  m otions o f  the objccts are estim ated  by m aking as­
sum ptions about the real w orld  (see S inclair et al (1992)). T he com plete system  runs in 
real-tim e, requiring  no  calib ration  and  no know ledge o f  the cam era’s m otion.
T he algorithm  used  in  the A S S E T -2 m ethod  w as extended to  the A L T R U ISM  (A uto­
m atic L ocal T hree-D im ensional R epresen tation  U sing Im age-based  Scene M easure­
m ents) (Sm ith, 1995b). T he A L T R U ISM  approach attem pts to  use  the inform ation from  
the  A SSE T -2 im plem entation  and the 3-D  structure m easurem ents to  provide a useful 
level o f  understand ing  abou t the scene, in  particu lar the location o f  areas w here it is safe 
to  drive an  au tonom ous vehicle. T he im plem entation  included a large array o f  hardw are 
im age processing  devices connected  to  th e  C ham ley  and  B lisse tt (1989) D R O ID  system  
(as d iscussed  at the beginning  o f  this section).
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ASSET-2 System Overview
Digitised video sequence 
V
Extract Corner List
(a)
Calculate Flow Vector List
Match New Corners with 
Corners from Previous 
Flow Vector List
(b)
t
(c),
Update Previous Flow 
Vector List
(d)
Cluster Similar Flow Fields
(e)
Have List of Independent 
Moving Objects (f)
Plot
Interpret into 3D Information
Figure 2-19. The ASSET-2 system overview.
A  sim ilar approach to robotic navigation  (as a part o f  the D RO ID  team ) involved using 
localised feature points for com puting the scene structure over im age sequences and 
was suggested by B rady and W ang (1992). In  particular, they use com er points, with 
the correspondence being com puted using the intensity values and gradients o f  the cor­
ners. The system  com putes structure from  m otion by tracking com ers over a sequence 
o f  im ages and uses com ers as ‘seed ’ points for com puting optical flow. A nother version 
o f  the D R O ID  system  is discussed as in Shapiro et al (1992) that uses a basic fonn  o f 
the com er detector discussed in W ang and B rady (1995) along w ith a feature-m atching 
algorithm  based  on a tw o-fram e approach. The algorithm  constructs a search window 
around each com er in fram e 1 and lists each com er in fram e 2  that exists within that 
search space w indow. A local patch correlation is perform ed on the candidate com er 
m atches and the m atch com er is the com er w ith the best m atch correlation, provided 
that a certain  threshold is reached. The correlation m easure that is used is o f  the form:
- O t o - P )  _ 1 S c S 1  2-36
w here t, and p, are the intensity  values o f  the tem plate and o f  the patch and t and p  are 
their m eans. This m easure has the advantage o f  being invariant to a linear change be­
tw een the data sets, so c com pares the structure o f  the patches rather than individual in­
tensities o f  the patch. The m ain  problem  w ith the approach o f  Shapiro et al (1992) is
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that features m oving in  the real w orld do not always project to sim ple trajectories in  the 
im age plane and so the linear predictors in the algorithm  will fail.
W iles and Brady (1995) suggest an algorithm  for feature m atching as follows:
• Extract features.
•  P redict featu re’s im age locations based on previous fram es inform ation only.
•  For each trajectory search for strong m atches locally about the predicted im age 
location.
• W hile new  m atches have been found:
o  F o r each cluster containing new  m atches, validate the cluster (are 
m atches consistent w ith clusters structures) and transfer all unm atched 
and m ism atched features into the current im age to give new  predicted 
feature locations.
o  F or each trajectory w ith a new  predicted feature location, search for 
forced m atches about the predicted im age location, i f  forced m atching 
fails record  trajectory as a zombie.
•  D estroy old clusters and trajectories.
•  U pdate trajectory  descriptions and strengths.
•  Initialise new  trajectories.
This technique is m otivated  by the need to track independently m oving objects in  an 
im age sequence, again using clustering. O ther autonom ous vehicle im plem entations in­
clude N ashashibi et al (1994), w ho suggest an approach for outdoor navigation in un ­
structured terrain.
The approach taken in this thesis is largely perform ed by m atching 2-D im age features, 
w hich has the strong advantage o f  no t suffering from  the aperture effect. 2-D im age fea­
tures are w ell localised and have been shown to be consistently detectable betw een im ­
age fram es. The m otion vectors calculated from  these feature points also represent the 
true m otion o f  the poin ts in the im age plane. For this im plem entation, com putational 
com plexity  should be m inim ised and one way to reduce this is to perform  operations on 
a subset o f  im portant im age points. It therefore follows that this strong set o f  im age fea­
tures should provide the h ighest level o f  m otion inform ation possible, and for this task 
corner points are ideal.
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The use o f  com ers as feature points provides low -level inform ation fo r a feature m atch­
ing technique, w ith no facilities other than m atching based on feature properties. This 
can be erroneous w hen sim ilar features appear. Therefore, it is logical that a  higher- 
level approach be developed, and for this ‘active contour m odels’ w ere examined.
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Chapter 3 Active Contour Models
3.1 In troduction
Active Contour Models (ACMs) are a popular method for tracking 'regions’ as features 
through image sequences, using a similar method to the way in which humans observe 
die scenc o f  a moving vehicle. Humans often focus on a particular feature point o f the 
vehicle and then rapidly refocus (optokinetic nystagamus) to follow a different point on 
the same vehicle. Developed largely by Kass et al ( 1987), snakes'" are ACMs that use 
an energy-minimising spline to help solve numerous computer vision problems, such as 
the analysis o f dynamic image data, image segmentation and image understanding. The 
model is active as it is always attempting to minimise its energy function, showing dy­
namic behaviour. They are an example o f  the generalised technique o f matching a de­
formable model to an image using energy minimisation techniques, where the shape of 
the contour determines its internal energy and the external energy is determined by the 
spatial location o f the contour within the image plane. External forces are used to attract 
these contours towards image features, such as edges, lines, corners and image regions 
(Figure 3 -1).
Open SnaxeL
Active
C ontour
Object
(a) (b)
Figure 3-1. An example open ended active contour model. Figure (a) shows the snake being placed in 
proximity to the object to be tracked and figure (b) shows the snake having converged to the objcct.
There are several different types o f  deformable contours that may be used, such as the 
snake model suggested by Kass et al (1987) that ‘wraps around’ image features, or the
12 Named as 'snakes’ by Kass et a t ( 19X7), in part due to the way that the models ‘slither’ while minimis­
ing their energy values.
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balloon m odel introduced by C ohen (1991) that expands to locate desired im age fea­
tures. Staib and D uncan (1992) deal with another m ethod, elliptic Fourier decom posi­
tion for objects w ith shape irregularities, w here a Fourier shape m odel is used that 
represents a closed boundary as a sum o f  trigonom etric functions o f  various frequen­
cies. They then  use an  iterative energy m inim isation technique to fit the m odel w ithin 
the image. This technique is lim ited to closed boundaries and does not alw ays provide 
an appropriate basis for capturing shape variability.
Some o f  these m ethods deal w ith  different types o f  problem ; for example, K ass et al 
(1987) deal w ith local deform ations only, w hile Staib and Duncan (1992) deal with 
global deform ations. Global deform ations m ight be described by scaling, rotation, 
stretching or dilation o f  a contour (rigid m otion) in space, w hereas local deform ations 
m ight be caused by som e higher level com plex m otion, such as the m ovem ent o f  human 
lips, living cell deform ation and other deform ations related to the shape o f the feature 
and not ju s t its 3-D  spatial location. There are indeed two separate problem s to be ex­
amined. G lobal deform ations o f  rigid objects are too varied to be described adequately 
by single shape attributes such as bending energy or elasticity, while these descriptions 
m ay be adequate for local deform ations in deform able objects.
3.2 Form ulation and In itia lisation
3.2.1 Formulation
M arr’s Paradigm  (M arr et al, 1978) treats boundary extraction as two independent prob­
lems, low -level edge extraction followed by  higher-level edge linking. The edge detec­
tor (as discussed in Section 2.5) acts directly on the im age intensities to produce an edge 
m ap that contains inform ation such as the location o f  the edges, direction o f  edges and 
the strength o f  the edges. This edge m ap is then passed to an edge-linking algorithm  that 
has num erous predefined rules to im prove the continuity o f  detected edges. W hile m uch 
research has been carried out in both areas, m any problem s exist with this approach, 
such as: (M arr, 1978)
•  There is no single solution to the edge extraction problem , with m any different 
edge detectors producing quite vaiying results (the problem  is ill-posed).
•  E rrors from  the edge detection stage are passed directly to the edge linking stage 
w ithout the opportunity for correction.
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• To m odel a contour, the contour m ust first be extracted from the image. H ow ­
ever, w ithout prior know ledge o f  the contour o f  interest the extraction is an  ill- 
posed problem  (Lai, 1994).
Active contour m odels w ere proposed as an approach to solving the ill-posed edge de­
tection problem . Kass et al (1987) claim  that the low -level process o f  edge detection 
should provide sets o f  possible alternate solutions for the higher-level process o f  edge 
linking, ra ther than forcing forw ard a single unique solution. They propose an energy 
m inim isation fram ew ork as a solution, designing energy functions w ith local m inim a 
that provide alternate solutions for the higher-level edge linking process, resulting in an 
active m odel that m inim ises to the desired solution w hen placed spatially close to that 
solution.
13The structure o f  a snake is an ordered set o f  control points (or snaxels ) o f  the form 
V  = [v ,,v 2, . . . , v j  w here each snaxel v ; e  I  =  {(x,7 ) :x ,y  allow ing every
snaxel to have a 2-D  coordinate position on the im age plane, I  (see Figure 3-2). 
A lterations to the location or shape o f  the snake are possible by m oving the position o f 
the individual snaxels. The num ber o f  snaxels is chosen by selecting an appropriate 
internal distance h. This value is chosen on an application specific basis, w here the 
coarseness o f  lit o f  the snake to the object is the defining factor. The sm aller the value 
o f  h, the greater the num ber o f  snaxels that are required and the m ore tightly defined the 
m inim ised snake will be to the im age object.
F igure 3-2. An example structure o f a closed active contour
A  snake can either be structured as open or closed, w ith a closed snake having the end 
points connected, so snaxel v„ is connected to vi (i.e. vn+i = V i ) .  A llow ing the snake to
13 For the rest o f this chapter ‘snaxel’ will be used to refer to such points or elements o f the snake. The 
term is derived from a contraction of the term “snake elements”.
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be open in structure leads to difficulties in determ ining the desired energy at the first 
and last snaxels. Som etim es however, fo r certain  applications, it m ay be necessary to 
require the end points to rem ain at specific pre-defined im age locations.
3.2.2 Initialisation
M any m ethods for developing active contour m odels have em erged in recent years, 
since the introduction o f  snakes by K ass et al (1987), with m any applications including 
Staib and D uncan (1992) and Leym arie and L evine (1993). However, in m ost o f  these 
applications it is assum ed that the initial position  o f  the snake is relatively close to the 
desired solution, in fact often initialised by  a hum an operator (such as the m ethod o f 
E toh et al (1993), C ohen (1991)). W hile this m ight be a suitable assum ption in  some 
cases, autom ated initialisation is required for m any vision applications, including m ost 
m otion based applications.
The in itialisation o f  the snake is a difficult p rob lem  that has a significant im pact on the 
outcom e o f  the snake m inim isation. I f  the snake's initial position is spatially distant 
from  the desired solution, it is quite com m on for the snake to becom e trapped in local 
energy m inim a, due to irrelevant edge inform ation or noise. The snake is also lim ited in 
spatial m ovem ent since the snake's ow n potential energy prevents the snake from 
m oving far from  its current position (N euenschw ander et al, 1994). M any m ethods 
require the user or o ther m echanism s to p lace the initial snaxels near the desired 
boundaries o f  the object to  be tracked. I f  the snake is placed close to an intended im age 
object, its energy m inim isation behaviour w ill force the correct solution. Snakes do not 
attem pt to solve the problem  o f  detecting prom inent im age contours, but rely  on other 
m ethods to p lace the snake near the desired contour. Some o f  these m ethods include:
• The Hough transform is com m only used for the extraction o f  the initial 
estim ates o f  the contour position for rigid objects. These rigid tem plates cannot 
account for deform ations that m ay occur, thus a rigid tem plate chosen a priori 
cannot produce satisfactory results in all cases. Lai (1994) show s that 
perform ance actually  degrades w ith deform ation, so they use the generalised 
H ough transform  to provide the initial contours when substantial prior 
know ledge is available.
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• Short snakes m ay be initialised at strong edges and allow ed to expand and even 
overlap until the entire boundary is covered.
•  I f  enough com putational pow er is available thousands o f  randomly initialised 
snakes m ay be placed on the im age, until a suitable solution is found, however, 
this is rarely  practical.
Initial Postion of Snake
Incorrect Minimisation Incorrect Minimisation
Figure 3-3. This figure shows an example of how a user might initialise a snake when objects are very 
close together. Unfortunately, because the objects are close, the user must outline the contour very 
carefully, otherwise if  the snake comes close to undesirable objects then incorrect solutions may occur.
N euenschw ander et al (1994) have an interesting approach to the initialisation problem  
by first allow ing a user to p ick  the beginning and end poin t o f  the snake. They then 
‘turn on ’ the im age com ponent at the end points individually, follow ed by  ‘tum ing-on’ 
the other snaxels p rogressively  from  both ends tow ards the center, causing the snake to 
find the sm oothest path. They term  these snakes ‘static snakes’. A fter the snake has 
been correctly  initialised the dynam ic com ponent can then be activated. See Figure 3-3 
and Figure 3-4.
o R epresents snaxels w here  im age forces are 'turned on'
Figure 3-4. the method o f Neuenschwander et al ( 1994) begins by placing the snaxels at each end of the 
snake, as close to the desired object as possible, then allowing each successive pair o f snaxels to converge 
in an ordered fashion towards the centre snaxel o f the snake. When the two active snaxels meet at the same 
snaxel location the optimisation method is complete and all snaxels are frozen in place except for the two 
active snaxels.
This m ethod is im plem ented successfully for both synthetic and real-w orld images,
showing their results closer to the desired result than a standard initialisation in m any
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cases. They use an  optim isation m ethod to sm ooth over the snake’s potential energy to 
rem ove sm all gaps, w ithout rem oving valleys. T heir m ethod  still requires a  user to place 
the starting and ending snaxels very  close to  the object to be examined, how ever it is 
m ore forgiving that the m ethod o f  Kass et al (1987) w here an ‘expert u ser’ is required 
to place the entire snake, snaxel by  snaxel.
Conditions m ight be defined for the use o f  the snake, such as: the feature to track m ight 
form  a  closed contour and be smooth. A  snake m ight be p laced  around the outside o f 
this feature by  a priori know ledge or the initialisation o f  the contour m ight receive in­
form ation from  the H ough transform , i f  its shape is know n. The snake m ust then be al­
low ed converge around the object, or evolved to have certain  properties such as 
sm oothness.
The energy function for a snake consists o f  three distinct parts, internal, external and 
constraint energies:
P — F 4- P -\- F 3-1
Snake Internal ExternaI Constraint J “
Einternal depends on  the properties o f  the snake such as length or curvature, External de­
pends on factors such as im age structure and Econstraint determ ines the constraint energy 
that the user can impose.
As v(s) =  (x(s), >>(s)) the snake energy m ay be written:
E  Snake =  [ E S„ak e { v ( s ) ) d s  3 ' 2
SO ,
^  Snake Internal [v{s))+EExternal { v ( s ) ) + E Constraint {v(s))]ds
over the length o f  the snake, i.e. the linear param eter 5 is usually  defined in the closed 
interval [0 , 1] and increases as the snake is traversed.
3.2.3 Internal Energy
The internal energy o f  the snake is determ ined by the intrinsic properties o f  the snake, 
such as its length  or curvature. A  snake w ill in general be better behaved i f  the control 
points are equally  spaced around the object to be enclosed (sm oothness), w ith the closer
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the points the m ore tightly  the object can be enclosed. In  o ther words, the internal spline 
energy im poses a sm oothness constraint on the spline.
The internal energy o f  the contour m ay be w ritten  as:
E  Internal ( ^ 0 ) )  =  ~  ( a ( j ) | v , | 2  +  / ? 0 ) | v x i | 2 )  3  ^
3v c)^V I i2
w here ve =  —  and v =  — -  . The first order term  a (s)  v J  causes the snake to behave 
ds cis
like a string (or m em brane) so that it resists stretching, w hile the second order term  
/ ? ( s ) |v j2 causes it to behave like a rod (or th in  plate) that resists bending. A djusting the 
w eights a(,v) and (5(s) controls the im portance o f  the string and rod terms. Large values 
o f  a(s) w ill cause an  increase in the internal energy as the snake is stretched, while 
sm all values o f  a(s) w ill m ake the internal energy function insensitive to the am ount o f 
stretch. Large values o f  f3(s) w ill cause an increase in  the internal energy as the snake 
curves or bends, w hereas sm all values o f  fi(s) w ill m ake the external energy function 
insensitive to the bending o f  the snake. Small values o f  both a(s) and /3(s) w ill place 
little constraint on the size or shape o f  the snake.
Setting the (3(s) term  to be  zero at a single po int causes the snake to becom e second or­
der discontinuous at that po in t and possibly develop a com er (Kass et al, 1987). The 
values o f  «(,s-)and ¡3(s) can alter the m inim isation solution quite dram atically, for ex­
ample:
I f  cx(s)= 1 and /3(s)= 0 are chosen,
E Interna, = ^ (kf + 0) = 0 when V (S)  =  V ( 0)  3 5
This m eans that the contour will collapse dow n to a  single point, to m inim ise the inter­
nal energy.
I f  a(s)=  1 and P(s)= 0 are chosen and the end points are fixed at different spatial loca­
tions Eintemai= 0  cannot be achieved, since the contour cannot collapse down to a single
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point. H ow ever, the energy w ould  be m inim ised by a straight line betw een the two 
points:
v(s) =  v0 + s (v , - v 0) ,  
as in Figure 3-5.
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V(1)=v,
Figure 3-5. Minimised energy o f the open contour with fixed end points and the second order term removed. 
I f  a(s)=  0 and fi(s)= 1 are chosen,
is required to m inim ise v.w(s), b u t vY.v(s) =  0  for a straight line o f  the form  v(s) = as + b , 
providing the optim al solution.
To define the d iscrete form  o f  the internal energy function (Blake et al, 1992):
E ,n,erna, =  \  ( « W | VS f  +  ^ ( 4 «  l '  )  3  7
m ay be w ritten in the form:
E ln'ernol '  + A |VM “ 2 v i +  V,+l f  }
^ i=l
A pproxim ating by the F inite D ifference M ethod (to be discussed in  Section 3.3.1 ) the 
first derivative vs m ay be represented  by vi -  vM and the second derivative vss m ay be
represented by  vM - 2 v ,  + v .+1, w here v,. =  (x; , y i ) and |v|2 = x 2 + y 2. Rew riting this
equation in term s o f  x  a n d y  gives:
1 N 3-9
E ln,erna, = “ E ^  “ */-! )' + Pt (*M “ + XM f  +
^  ;=1
^  _  y>-1 )2 + P‘ O -i -  2y< + y^ )2
^ /=i
T he prim ary purpose o f  Ei,Uenwi is to im pose a  sm oothness constraint on the snake. In 
the absence o f  any external forces, Elnlernai should cause the snake to m inim ise its form
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to a line in  the case o f  an open snake and m inim ise its form  to a circle in  the case o f  a 
closed snake.
3.2.4 External Energy
External forces determ ine the relationship o f  the snake to the rest o f  the im age. The w ay 
in w hich the im age I(x,y) m ight be considered is as a potential surface, w here the snake 
is constrained to lie on I(x,y) under the action o f  a gravitational force g  that has a con­
stant m agnitude. This m eans that the snake has a w eight that causes it to fall dow n the 
slopes o f  the surface I(x,y), w here the surface m ight correspond to im age intensities or 
to contrast values.
The external energy m ay be expressed as a com bination o f  the functionals o f  the form: 
E c , , —k,. E,  + k r , E  Rrl + kr E r + . . .  3-10External Line Line Edge Edge Corner Corner
A djusting the user definable constants allows the exact attraction behaviour o f  the snake 
to be controlled.
Two very different form s o f  force, pushing and pulling m ay affect the external energy 
EExternal- K ass et al (1987) suggested springs and volcanoes to m odel these tw o types o f 
force. A  spring is typically  used to force the snake to attach to desirable features, while 
a volcano is used  to push them  aw ay from  undesirable features or noise. A fter determ in­
ing the im age location to apply these external forces, the strength and type o f  the forces 
m ust also be calculated.
The spring force is best determ ined from the points w here the force is to be placed, 
rather than exam ining the energy term  that will result. There are two points that m ust be 
know n for the spring force; the fixation point and the snaxel to w hich it w ill be 
attached. The force can then be evaluated easily, based on the distance betw een the 
points, as:
w here (x , - , y f ) is the fixation point, (xt , y j ) represents the snaxel to which it is attached
and k is a constant for a particulart spring. In  the case o f  the volcano this is m uch 
different. A  volcano constraint involves a num ber o f  snaxels on the snake and so it is 
not practical to determ ine the force betw een each individually effected snaxel and the 
volcano. Instead a local cone o f  energy Eyotcano m ay be added to the constraint energy
3-11
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term  Econstraint■ The slope o f  the edge o f  this local cone w ill then determ ine the repulsive 
effect o f  the volcano.
There are several d ifferent functionals that m ay be used for determ ining external ener­
gies, such as:
1. The Line Functional
One o f  the sim plest form s o f  external forces is the line functional. It m ay be useful in 
certain circum stances to  have the snake attracted to lines o f  a particular intensity.
N 3-12
;=i
w here the sign that is chosen attracts the snake to either light intensity (-ve) or dark in ­
tensity  lines (+ve). The snake w ill attem pt to align itse lf w ith the nearest lightest or 
darkest line.
2. The Volcano Functional
V olcanoes are a w ay o f  adding high-level inform ation to the image. The volcano could 
be assigned to an area o f  the im age that is know n a priori to be problem atic. In m edical 
im aging applications volcanoes can be placed in  identified areas to prevent the snake 
from  leaving the organ reg ion  o f  interest. In this case springs could be added to contain 
the snake w ith in  an  area o f  interest and the volcanoes placed in  regions to avoid.
E  -  Y 1 1 3-13Volcano 7  1 1 I 5
w here v is the point w here the volcano is placed. A  volcano is usually  form ed by locally 
deform ing the potential surface, often by adding a conic surface; see F igure 3-6(a).
.^Contour
- ©  
Volcano
(a) (b)
F igure 3-6. (a) The volcano pushing the contour away and in (b) the spring force attached to a snaxel 
on the contour.
F ixation  Po in t
Spring
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F or this functional the snake is to be attracted to contours w ith  large im age gradients. 
This can be defined as:
N 3-1
Em .  = - Z |v / ( v , ) |
i=i
See F igure 3-7 for an edge-loving contour m inim ising to a desired object.
3. E d ge F un ctiona l (E dge lov ing )
Active
Figure 3-7. An example of an active contour with a linear search space for edge strength.
4. Corner Functional (Comer Loving)
N 3-15
£c,„„ = - IC (v ,)
(=1
This functional m ay be used to  find the term inations o f  line segm ents and com ers. Kass 
et al (1987) use a slightly  sm oothed version o f  the im age to  rem ove high frequency 
noise and they denote the gradient directions along the snake in  the sm oothed im age C 
as y/(x, >>). Let
n(x, y)  =  (cos y/(x, y ) ,sin y/(x ,y))  and 3-16
n±(x, y)  =  ( -  sin y/(x, y), cos y/(x, y)) 3-17
be unit vectors along and perpendicular to the gradient directions \f/(x,y).  The curva­
ture o f  the level contours in  the sm oothed im age C can be w ritten  as (Kass et al, 1987):
_ d y /  _ d 2C/ dnx2 3‘ 18
£
so
Corner -v / ~\dn± dC /  an
C C 2 - 2 C  C C  + C  C 2 3-19
p  _  y y  *  x y  x  y  xx y
Corner —
( c ; + c y2f 2
Norm al Defined 
Search Space -
Contour
Edge 
Strength 
A long a 
Normal
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Etoh et al (1993) have developed a m ethod to  precisely determ ine the contour that 
should be extracted from  a roughly draw n initial contour (see Figure 3-8). The m ethod 
uses region extractors (using colour inform ation and position) to determ ine the regions 
o f  the initial contour. An active contour m odel is then developed based on a log- 
likelihood strategy. In general for pixels in the object region the log-likelihood descrip­
tion: 0"
/(v |R ." \6)'" )>  l(y^R°“' 3‘2'
w here Q" is the m ixture density description o f  the object region R "1 and f f u< is the m ix­
ture density  description o f  the background reg ion  R°"'. The M axim um  Likelihood E s­
timate (M LE) position  is w here the sum  o f  the log-likelihood o f  R"' and R f"'( is m axi­
mised. This should identify the boundaries betw een im age regions, how ever in real- 
world im ages another m easure is used to insure accuracy, the m axim um  gradient posi­
tion o f  the log-likelihood. The closer these tw o m easures, the m ore accurately this algo­
rithm  perform s.
log-likelihood o f log-likelihood of
the inside the 0IJtside
5. Im age R eg io n s
In s id e  Position on the normal O u ts id e
to the contour
Figure 3-8. The Log-likelihood Search of Etoh et al (1993)
3.2 .5  R égularisation
To encourage the active contour m odel to be m ore robust and stable it m ay be necessary
to regularise the term s o f  the dynam ic equations. This can how ever cause restrictions on
the action o f  the contour. F or exam ple, the snake is usually required to be short and
sm ooth. F igure 3-9 describes the effects o f  régularisation on an open snake. I f
régularisation is strongly encouraged (in F igure 3-9 (pair 1)) then the snake will fail to
capture the com ers but will be very robust to  noise. I f  the régularisation parm eter is set
too low (in F igure 3-9 (pair 2)) then the snake will capture the com ers, but w ill be veiy
sensitive to noise. A suitable com prom ise is given in Figure 3-9 (pair 3). It is how ever
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difficult to select this param eter exactly. Kass et al (1987) originally proposed snakes as 
a régularisation approach to the ill-posed edge detection problem . As described 
previously, the Internal Energy (Ei„lenlai) im poses continuity and sm oothness constraints, 
w hile the External Energy (Externat) attracts the snake to  im age features. In this case the 
snake V  is required where:
('» )  3-21
V  =  m v‘ n  Z À i E Internal ( V i )  + Î 1 “  \  ) E  Externa, ( V i )
V f=l /
and Xi e  [0 ,l] are the régularisation param eters. Setting Xi >{\ — Xj) strengthens the 
régularisation at each snaxel, p roviding noise-resistant m odels, and inversly, small 
values o f  X , allow  the m odels to capture features bu t to be noise sensitive.
Lai (1994) (and Lai and Chin, 1998), develop a m ethod called ¿--snakes14, using a local
m inim ax criterion o f  Equation 3-21 (shown as in Figure 3-9) to develop a tradeoff at
each location along the boundary, o f  the form:
3-22
m ax(E(v, ))
V i=i
/ \ I "
e(v*,A*)=min ^m ax( .)
Pair 1. High value o f X Pair 2. Low value o f A.
Figure 3-9. Effects o f régularisation. In pair 1, the snake fails to capture the corner information, but is ro­
bust to noise. In pair 2, the snake captures the comer information, but is highly noise sensitive. Pair 3, 
shows an illustration of the choice o f the optimum values of X
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w here the solu tion  snake V* and the solution régularisation param eters A* (where 
A = {/ll ,A2, .. .,A n}) are calculated by finding the snake V  w ith the m inim um  energy
determ ined by the sum o f  the m axim um  o f  E (v, ) = (v, )+  (l -  A, )EExm,nal (v, ) for
each snaxel V\ by choosing the appropriate value o f ÀI local to that snaxel. Their
solution allow s autom ation in  the selection o f  suitable régularisation param eters and 
they obtain results that w ere not possible w ithout som e form  o f  local autom ation. Figure
3-9 shows the effect caused by the choice o f  optim um  values o f  A
3.2.6 Scale Space
One advantage o f  active contours is the w ay in w hich a group o f  snaxels pulled towards 
a low energy im age feature w ill allow  the internal energy o f  the snake to pull 
neighbouring snaxels tow ards a possible continuation o f  the feature. The sam e effect 
m ay be produced in a scale-based approach w here the snake m ay be allow ed to achieve 
equilibrium  on a  blurred external energy functional, and then by reducing the blurring, 
the result is m inim isation by scale-continuation (K ass et al, 1987).
Image
Intensity
A
Current Scale Image Position
-<  >~
>-
New Scale
F igure 3-10. Curwan and Blake (1992) coarse-to fine scale-based search for an image feature (Modified 
from Curwan and Blake (1992)).
This approach w ill lim it the snake from becom ing locally ‘trapped’ on certain pixel lo­
cations (possibly due to noise). Instead the snake will be attracted to the local m inim a 
from  a greater spatial distance, initially providing a poor localisation o f  the edge, but 
im proving as the blurring is reduced. G aussian blurring is often used for this task, how ­
14 g-snakes -  generalised-snakes, using a generalised method, based on the minimax criterion.
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ever C urw en and Blake (1992) suggest that large blur implies considerable com puta­
tional pow er for real-tim e tracking and is unnecessary. Instead, they use a controlled- 
scale search along linear paths originating from  the contour. Their feature search algo­
rithm  is recursive and operates w ith a coarse-to-fine strategy. A t each scale, finite dif­
ference approxim ations to the im age gradient are calculated at the search point and sur­
rounding points. The new  search point is the point w ith the greatest calculated gradient. 
The scale is then  halved, as in F igure 3-10 w ith the search bracket m oving towards 
\y(2)-y(0) \ .
3.2.7 Constraint Functional
The external energy com ponent o f  the snake can have contributions other than directly 
from  im age energy functionals. The indirect constraint energy is often included and de­
term ined by the user or som e form  o f  pre-analysis. A particular im age point m ight pull 
the snake as a form  o f  pow er assisted operation (Young, 1995). This m ight also be nec­
essary i f  the snake settles (becom es trapped) in  a local energy m inim um , due to noise or 
a local feature, that a higher-level process (such as a hum an operator) determ ines to be 
incorrect. In this case, an area o f  high Econstrami m ay be placed at this location to force 
the snake to converge to a different local m inim um . To evaluate the constraint forces 
caused by this constraint energy, the directional derivatives o f  the constraint energy are 
often used, i.e. - E Comtmlnl_ and -  EConstrainl . This is equivalent to calculating the slopes
in the x and y  d irections at each snaxel for the last know n position  in the im age, so as to 
force the snaxel to m ove by follow ing the steepest slope in the constraint energy field in 
the neighbourhood o f  each snaxel.
3.3 Energy Reduction
3.3.1 The Finite Differences Method (FDM)
The original m ethod to reduce the energy in Equation 3-10 w as developed using the 
E uler m ethod w ith finite differences. The contour is represented as in F igure 3-2, as a 
set o f  snaxels, connected together by an elastic, s tiff link. The im age forces act on the 
snaxels to alter the snake from  its natural shape. H ow ever, its tw o im m ediate 
neighbours, representing elasticity and its nearest four neighbours representing stiffness, 
are also acting upon each snaxel. The solution involves solving TV equations o f  N  un­
know ns. The system  o f  equations is repeated iteratively, w ith each iteration moving
closer to a stable solution. The algorithm  requires O(n) time, i.e. an iterative technique
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using sparse m atrix  m ethods, with each iteration taking E uler steps with respect to the 
internal energy and im plicit steps w ith respect to  the external and constraint energies 
(Kass et a / (1987)).
D ifficulties w ith this approach include:
•  The im age is only sam pled at the snaxels, so to m ake the contour sensitive to 
fine detail the num ber o f  snaxels and so num ber the o f  equations to be solved 
increases.
• I f  the num ber o f  equations N  is increased, then  the gap betw een the snaxels m ust 
also be reduced, causing the effect o f  stiffness to occur only on a local scale. 
This could cause the snake to becom e trapped  on undesirable features or noise. 
This could be overcom e in part by changing the w eight o f  the stiffness term.
In the original m ethod o f  Kass et al (1987), variational calculus was used to m inim ise 
the energy functionals, w hich in som e cases can becom e unstable, causing m any snaxels 
to bunch up on strong edge features.
3.3.2 The Finite Element Method (FEM)
A nother approach to solving the m inim isation problem  involves the Finite Elem ent 
M ethod (FEM ), suggested by Sullivan and Baker (1992), w here all the forces are al­
low ed to find their ow n local m inim um . The position  o f  the contour (x(s),y(s))  at each 
snaxel is described by a low order polynom ial in s. They allow  successive elem ents to 
be connected together by constraints, w hich try to enforce low -order continuity in x  and 
y  at their links. The problem  then becom es solving 2N  equations w ith 2N  unknowns, 
w here N  is the num ber o f  elem ents. The im age forces act along the entire elem ent in 
this m ethod, not ju s t at the discrete snaxels, so the G auss-Legendre n-point rule is used 
for choosing the sam ple points for num erical integration, and their relative weights, as it 
is an optim al solution for approxim ating integrals (Press et al, 1995). They use the FEM  
with an  adaptable order o f  integration to give a m ethod that allows better use o f  the lo­
cal im age inform ation, w ithout being over-sensitive to noise. It was found that integra­
tion  along the elem ents is m uch less com putationally expensive than increasing the 
num ber o f  elem ents in the finite difference m ethod, to achieve a m ore localised solu­
tion.
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Leym arie and Levine (1993) claim  that the FD M  is appropriate for use in tracking with 
active contours, since its convergence and num erical stability are adequate. However, 
for m ore d ifficult problem s, such as active surface m odels, they recom m end the use o f  
the FEM . C ohen and C ohen (1993) argue for the use o f  the FEM , even in dealing w ith 
active contours. This was essential for reducing com putational cost in their application, 
w hich involved constructing 3-D m odels from  m ultiple 2-D contours. They discovered 
that w hen using the FEM , the solution becam e less sensitive to deform ations in  the 
m odel than the FDM , and that the FEM  has better level o f  com plexity, as a larger step 
size is possible, resulting in a linear system  o f  a sm aller size.
A m ini et al (1990) point out som e o f  the problem s involved in the m ethod o f  solution o f  
Kass et al (1987). They propose an algorithm  using dynam ic program m ing that allows 
the addition o f  ‘hard ’ constraints that cannot be violated, allowing the algorithm  to be 
num erically stable. The optim isation problem  is set-up as a discrete m ultistage decision 
process that is solved using a discrete ‘tim e-delayed’ dynam ic program m ing algorithm , 
aim ing to bypass local m inim a. They discretise the integral term  to the form:
3-2.
E T o ta l  =  Z  ( E h a e m a l  i V i )  +  E  External ( V i ) )  ’
(=0
to take advantage o f  the discrete nature o f  the problem , treating the m inim isation as one 
o f  a finite set o f  stages w ith each stage having a finite set o f  possible solutions (see 
C handran and Potty  (1998)). The algorithm  takes the form  o f  Figure 3-11.
Snaxel
\ J  t ? !
<,,o ►
A  1i
\
A
Algorithm of the form:
1) Find the total energy of the minimal 
contour for the set of pixels surrounding 
each snaxel
2) If the total energy has not changed 
then exit
3) Move point to new location
4) Loop.
Possible positions
Figure 3-11. The Dynamic Programming Technique of Amini et al (1990).
The variational m ethods for energy m inim isation have several restrictions:
•  H igh order derivatives o f  discrete data are required. This can cause instabilities 
unless the im age is sm oothed (leading how ever to poor localisation).
•  I f  no im age forces are available the contour will m inim ise to a point or line.
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• I f  the contour is not placed near to the desired feature, it will not be extracted.
• It is im portant to  note that the external field changes with each fram e iteration. 
A m ini et al (1990) state that unless this field rem ains constant that this can also 
cause instability in  the variational approach.
C om putation requirem ents o f  the dynam ic program m ing approach are how ever linear, 
which increases to 0(nm i)  in  the algorithm  o f  A m ini, where n is the num ber o f  snaxels 
on the snake, and m is the num ber o f  possible locations that a snaxel m ay m ove in a 
single iteration. The m em ory requirem ent also increases from  n x m to n x  m2 when 
considering 2 nd order term s. This m ethod is claim ed to give a m ore controlled contour 
where convergence is guaranteed and so the optim ality o f  the solution. It is how ever not 
suitable for a scale based approach and w ill becom e m ore com plex as the im age resolu­
tion increases.
3.4 Snakes and Motion (Dynamic Contours)
Snakes can be applied statically to single im ages, or dynam ically to a sequence o f im ­
ages. Once a snake has ‘locked o n ’ to a salient im age feature, the snake will follow this 
feature i f  it m oves slow ly from  its location. I f  the object accelerates too quickly for the 
snake to track, it can cause the snake to localise to a different local m inim um , losing 
track o f  the object. Snakes are particularly  useful for tracking deform able objects as the 
structure o f  the snake can deform  with the object over time. A sim ple w ay to add inter­
fram e constraints w ould be to  give the snake a mass property (another level o f  m odel­
ling), w hich w ould im prove the m otion tracking, by  allow ing a prediction o f  the next 
location o f  the snake based on its current velocity. As show n in Figure 3-12, the dy­
nam ic contour becom es a tw o-step process. In  the first step, the dynam ic m odel is used 
for prediction, to calculate m otion  from one fram e to the next and predict the next loca­
tion. This predicted position  is refined in the next step using the external im age forces 
and subsequently used in the next iteration.
It is possible to attach a dynam ic com ponent to a snake to allow it to track objects in an 
im age sequence. M om entum  m ight be added to allow  it to m ove in the same direction 
from one fram e to the next. A  dynam ic snake m ay be represented by introducing a time- 
varying m apping v(s, t) and a  kinetic energy,
3-24
o
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dv
dt
where ¡u(s) is the mass density, and v, =  — , which results in an equation for the snake
o f  the form:
3-25
e tou,i = ~  j M * ) h |2 - a ( s ) |v , | 2 - ^ ( i ) | v M.|2 -  p{v)ds  ,
0 Kinetic Internal Externa!
w here p (v ) includes all external potentials that attract the snake to edges, corners and 
also including any constraint energy that m ight be added (Terzopoulus and Szeliski, 
1992). Using this form ulation it is possible that the snake m ay oscillate around a solu­
tion unless som e form o f  dam ping is used. One such m ethod is using the R ayleigh dis­
sipation functional
D ( v t ) = ]2 lr\v,\2ds ,  
where y(s)  is the dam ping density.
Last Position Prediction
Object Motion
(a)
F igure 3-12. Dynamic contours with prediction.
Terzopoulus and Szeliski (1992) develop a technique called K alm an snakes for m otion 
tracking to allow  the tracking o f  non-stationary objects. They found that the probabilis­
tic approach o f  using K alm an filtering proved successful in dealing w ith noisy m eas­
urem ents and allow ed them  to com bine m easurem ents from  m ultiple sensors and over 
tim e sequences. Predictive m odels require probabilistic treatm ent in  order to avoid forc­
ing forw ard an incorrect solution and they still include a level o f  uncertainty to prevent 
the prediction from  dom inating the calculation. The K alm an snake that they develop 
allows the p red ic tion  o f  possible m otions and optim ally extracts m easurem ent in uncer­
tain noisy cases. Peterfreund (1999) proposes a new  K alm an filtering approach that uses 
the im age gradient and optical flow m easurem ents along the contour as system  m eas-
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urem ents for calculating the velocity o f  the snake. V elocity  m easurem ents that are not 
consistent w ith the previous estim ation o f  m otion and the corresponding edge inform a­
tion are rejected  during the update step. This m ethod show s the com bination o f  optical 
flow m easurem ent and active contour m odels m ay be perform ed.
Curw en and B lake (1992) po int out a problem  w ith  the assum ption o f  uniform  velocity 
in defining a contour w ith  inertia. In F igure 3-13, no assum ptions are m ade about the 
contour, and it tends to flow  around the shape (reluctant to m ove). However, w hen a 
shape assum ption is added the contour m oves along correctly w ith the shape. This as­
sum ption is created  by allow ing a standard flexible contour to relax on the object. It is 
then frozen and becom es the tem plate shape (C urw en and Blake, 1992).
A  second B-spline curve, identical to the first, is then initialised and coupled to the first. 
The second B -spline is allow ed to deform , but is constrained by the tem plate spline so 
that it can only deform  slowly.
Snake
Object
Coupled B-spline
Figure 3-13. Showing a dynamic contour tracking an object. In the top case the flexible contour slides 
around the object as it moves to the left. In the bottom case, the coupled B-spline is attached and follows 
the real motion o f the object.
3.5 Other Forms o f Active Contour Models
3.5.1 Deformable Templates and Active Shape Models (ASMs)
C lassical tem plate m atching attem pts to m atch a tem plate m ask to an im age. Deform ­
able tem plates attem pt to solve the problem s associated w ith tem plate m atching, such as 
failing if  the ob ject in the im age is slightly deform ed or i f  the lighting conditions vary. 
The deform able tem plate approach o f  Y uille et al (1989) involves three m ain  stages. 
The generation o f  1) a ‘geom etrical m odel’, 2) an ‘im aging m odel’ that specifies the
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im age intensity properties o f  the tem plate and 3) an  algorithm  that determ ines the good- 
ness-of-fit betw een the tem plate and the image. F igure 3-14(a), shows the deform able 
tem plate m odel o f  Y uille et al (1989), where a geom etric m odel and an image m odel are 
created. The geom etric m odel is param eterised by all the geom etric m easures from  the 
figure g=(xc,x,,r,a,b,c, 9,piP2 ). The im age m odel assum es that the iris corresponds to a 
valley in the im age intensity  and the whites to a  peak  and the boundaries to im age 
edges. This m odel is then successfully applied to tracking the hum an eye through image 
sequences. How ever, these m odels are ‘hand-built’ and the m odels and energy m inim i­
sation techniques have to be developed for each individual application.
Cootes and Taylor (1992) suggest ‘A ctive Shape M odels’(ASM s) that allow initial es­
tim ates o f  pose, scale and shape o f  an object in an im age to be refined, using a Point 
D istribution M odel (PD M ) 15 that is derived from  sets o f  training examples. At each 
point on the ASM  a m otion value is calculated that w ould im prove the position o f  that 
point. The overall position, orientation and scale o f  the m odel that will satisfy all the 
displacem ents is then calculated, w hile always taking care that the global shape con­
straints are enforced by  ensuring that the shape param eters rem ain within appropriate 
limits. The search for new  positions is usually perform ed by a search for close edge 
points. They apply this m ethod to finding resistors on printed circuit boards and the lo­
cation o f  hum an hands. The m ethod fails if  the strong edges are outside the search space 
area.
, imago y
(a)
Figure 3-14. (a) The deformable template of the eye, Yuille et al (1989). (b) The Leeds people 
tracker model.
t/
r \
/  A  \Li v i
(b)
15 A Point Distribution Model is a way o f representing an object (or indeed a class o f an object) using a 
flexible model o f carefully located labelled points.
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The Leeds People T racker16 uses flexible 2-D  a priori m odels to recognise and track 
pedestrians in  im age sequences. The shape m odel is autom atically created from test 
shapes from  training im ages created using im age subtraction. Each shape is traced by a 
cubic B -spline w ith equally spaced control points. A  set o f  ‘m odes o f  variation’ is de­
term ined from  the variability observed in  the training data (see Figure 3-14(b)). This 
variability  is especially large at the arm s and legs o f  the pedestrian m odel. Each object 
in the scene is represented by a set o f  param eters (the object centre, the scale, the orien­
tation and a small set o f  shape param eters that are the w eights for the eigenshape basis 
vectors) and K alm an filtering is used for m odel fitting and tracking. The contour has 
regularly  spaced sam ple points along the B -spline contour, w here suitable features are 
searched for along the line norm al to the contour direction. Using the K alm an filter 
equations the m easurem ents are com bined to update the param eter estim ates and the 
uncertainties (Baum berg, 1996). A  m otion-based event detector is used that is based on 
im age fram e subtraction w ith a dynam ically  updating background im age. The m otion 
regions o f  the im age are then extracted w ith the top o f  the bounding box corresponding 
to the person’s head and the bottom  o f  the bounding box representing the person’s feet. 
A fitness m easure is determ ined for the m odel and if  it is high for several fram es then it 
is accepted and tracked. The system  can deal w ith partial occlusion, such as w hen a per­
son w alks behind a car and results are ve iy  encouraging17. Heap and H ogg (1996) use 
sim ilar techniques to construct 3-D PD M s from  3-D MRI volum etric training images 
w here key features are located by hand. Tracking is perform ed on a hum an hand and the 
results displayed are noise-free. O ne point to m ention is that the m odes o f  variation 
used are linear, but they had begun the developm ent o f  a non-linear PDM .
16 The Leeds People Tracker -  developed at the University of Leeds -  
http://www.scs.Ieeds.ac.uk/vislib/imv/
17 For more work on deformable templates and occlusion see Mardia et al (1997), a computationally in­
tensive method based on a Bayesian recognition system (applied to automated mushroom picking).
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A nother approach to the energy m inim isation  process was suggested by Cohen (1991) 
based on the G alerkin solution o f  the FEM . The G alerkin solution o f  the FEM  has the 
advantage o f  greater num erical stability and better efficiency (see Press et al (1992)). 
This approach is applied to the closed contour case and finds exceptionally good stabil­
ity. H e attem pts to overcom e the problem s associated w ith the original snake, including 
the behaviour o f  m inim ising to a straight line, when not placed in close proxim ity to a 
desired object. The balloon m odel uses an additional inflation force, so that the balloon 
constantly inflates, passing through edge fragm ents that are too weak to contain the 
inflation, but resting on stronger edge features. The applications are clear for the 
balloon m odel, such as m edical im aging, tracking closed internal organs (such as the 
heart) in noisy im age scans (using noisy ultrasound and m agnetic resonance images). It 
is very im portant in dealing w ith the balloon m odel, that it be prevented from  
overstepping the edges o f  the feature o f  interest. Cohen uses the FDM  and prevents a 
step size o f  m ore than 2 pixels. The algorithm  w orks very  accurately in the example 
application o f  tracking the contractions o f  the left ventricle o f  the hum an heart.
Balloon minimised
3.5.2 The Balloon Model
(  ^
MInflation
(a) (b)
Figure 3-15. The balloon active contour model (Cohen, 1991). The balloon is inflated from the inside and 
expands, overcoming isolated valleys and noise giving better results than snakes could in particular cases. 
In (a) the algorithm begins with a simple curve (open or closed) placed close to the intended contour. Ex­
ternal forces caused by the image energies are applied to the model, and in (b) the final position of the 
model corresponds to the minimum of the models energy.
3.5 .3  B-splines
B-splines allow  a com pact param etric representation o f  active contours. A spline o f  or­
der n is a piecew ise polynom ial function, consisting o f  concatenated segments, each o f 
som e polynom ial order n, jo ined  together at breakpoints. Polynom ials that m ake up 
these splines can be o f  any degree, but higher-order polynom ials can have undesirable
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non-local properties. A  spline function x(s) is constructed from  a weighted sum  o f  NR 
basis functions B „(s ), n = 0 , l , . . . , N B - l .  In  the m ost straightforw ard case, each basis func­
tion has d  polynom ials, each defined over a unit length o f  the s axis. The unit lengths o f  
the polynom ials are jo ined  together at knots. See Figure 3-16.
Figure 3-16. Construction of B-splines, the spline functions are weighted by weights x0 to x4 and com­
bined to obtain spline function x(s).
Blake e t a l  (1998) set out the fram ew ork for using B-splines for m otion tracking. I f  a 
snake w ere required  to represent a desired object very closely then using the original 
snake form  w ould  require a snake w ith hundreds o f  elem ents. A t eveiy iteration o f  the 
snake’s position  it w ould be necessary to solve a m atrix  equation w ith several hundred 
variables, being  quite com putationally  intensive. The spline function is:
x ( s ) = ^ x nB n(s )  3 -26
n 0
w here x„ are w eights applied to each basis function. See Figure 3-17.
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U sing B-splines, real-tim e tracking has been perform ed at video rate. There are some 
problem s w ith B -splines, such as the difficulty involved in m atching splines over image 
sequences, especially w hen re-param eterisation occurs.
Figure 3-17. B-spline example, (a) An example B-spline basis function B0(s) with knots at s -0 ,1 ,2,3 
and other basis functions are translated copies of B0(s). (b) An example of a closed curve contour 
with four control vector points.
3.6 Terminating Condition
It is necessary to  obtain stable snake behaviour and this can involve choosing a suitable 
term inating criterion for obtaining the optim um  solution in the shortest possible time. 
O ften the term inating condition for a snake is w hen none o f  the snaxels m ove, i.e. the 
snake has reached it low est possib le potential energy.
L eym arie et al (1993) propose a steady-state criterion, requiring a m inim al stable height 
o f  a snake based on the potential surfaces topography and not on the internal or external 
energies o f  the snake. A t each snaxel and snaxel interval, they calculate the sum  o f the 
local heights o f  the snake along its length and divide this by the snake length - they 
w ish to  m inim ise:
w hich is designed to cause the length o f  the snake to have little effect on the determ ined 
stable state, providing only a term inating condition w here the variation  in E ienglh(v) is 
tracked, until:
(a) ( b )
3-27
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Length ( V) | <  £
W hen the m agnitude o f  the difference is below  a certain threshold 8 then the algorithm  
term inates to prevent oscillatory behaviour in the snake.
3.7 Applications and Variations
K ass et al (1987) applied snakes to track the local deform ations o f  a speaker’s lips 
through im age sequences. Leym arie and Levine (1993) applied snakes to the problem  o f 
tracking deform able cell m ovem ent, as they believe that living cells provide an ideal 
testing situation for active contours since their boundary can deform  sim ultaneously or 
adopt any form  in the im age plane. They find how ever that snakes provide solutions to 
the segm entation and tracking problem s only in constrained cases. They experienced 
problem s in selecting bounds for the forces (necessary to obtain a stable snake) and se­
lecting a suitable term inating criterion.
G unn and N ixon (1997) suggest a dual active contour, w here one active contour ex­
pands from  the inside o f  the desired feature and another active contour contracts from 
the outside, w here it is assum ed that the tw o contours are placed inside and outside o f 
the desired feature respectively. Kass et al (1987) require the initial contour to lie out­
side o f  the feature o f  interest and contraction forces to cause the snake to converge to 
the desired solution. C ohen (1991) proposed the balloon technique that requires the ini­
tial contour to lie w ithin the feature o f  interest, w ith  an inflating contour that reduced 
the sensitivity to noise. The technique o f  G unn and N ixon (1997) technique helps re­
duce the sensitivity to initialisation o f  a desirable solution, by allow ing a com parison 
betw een the two contours energy, allow ing a selective rejection o f  w eak m inim a solu­
tions. They apply this technique to very noisy scenes and the dual active contour con­
verges to  a desired solution w here o ther m ethods do not. This confronts som e o f the 
problem s associated w ith initialisation, as the inner and outer contours do not have to be 
placed very accurately in  the im age.
E toh et al (1993), do not expect the user to outline the contour exactly, rather they use a 
snake that determ ines a precise boundary by using sub-regions, created from clustering 
o f  colours and positions. T hey use region description techniques to  determ ine if  
contours are stably obtained as boundaries o r background regions. They use the
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dynam ic program m ing technique o f  A m ini et al (1990) to m inim ise the contour energy 
that is based on these region descriptions.
C ohen and C ohen (1993) define another form  o f  approach to the use o f  active contours. 
U nlike the m ethod o f  Kass et al (1987) they  extract the global edge inform ation using a 
good local edge detector and a global active contour model. They use the balloon 
m odel, w ith an added internal pressure force pushing out the boundary. They use the 
FEM  to take advantage o f the subdivisions betw een the snaxels w ithout the added 
com putationally com plexity associated w ith  a large num ber o f  elem ents in the FDM  
(See Section 3.3 ).
Inside Expansion Outside Contraction
^  Image
A
F igure 3-18. As can be seen in this figure, the internally initialised snake is expanding and the exter­
nally initialised snake is contracting. From this image energy diagram a number of local energy min­
ima are visible, however the obvious (to a human viewer) optimum minimum is at point 4. When 
both contours become stationary (in this case the internal snake begins at 1 and the external snake at 
7), the contour with the highest energy is minimised with an additional force pushing it towards the 
other contour. This local snaxel force is always in the direction o f  the equivalent snaxel on the other 
contour and derived from the distance between them. This allows the contours to ‘climb out’ o f weak 
local minima. In this example the inside and outside snakes pull each other until they eventually 
reach their termination criteria at point 4.
3.7.1 Snakes and Stereo
Snakes can be applied to the problem  o f  stereo m atching. I f  a pair o f  stereo view s with 
two corresponding contours is available then  the disparity should vary sm oothly along 
the length o f  the contours. A constrain t could be added o f  the form:
E Stereo =  (V/  0) “  ( s ) f  3'29
W here this constraint w ould cause inform ation obtained by the contour in  one view  to 
be passed to that corresponding constrained contour in the other stereo view. Kass et al
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(1987) used this m ethod to extract a true 3-D representation o f  a scene containing a 
piece o f  paper. C ohen (1991) also applied the balloon m odel to the extraction o f  stereo 
views in m edical im ages w ith im pressive results.
Terzopoulos et al (1987) propose a 3-D reconstruction algorithm  based on snakes using 
a m onocular sequence o f  a scene, w ith the snakes providing silhouettes o f  the objects o f  
interest. They propose deform able m odels that are m atched to the 2-D im ages using the 
external forces derived from  those images.
Cohen and C ohen (1993) use M R I im ages o f  sequential slices across the left and right 
ventricles to construct a true 3-D m odel. On each im age slice the 2-D m odel is applied 
and assum ing that the variation from  one slice to the next is very small they use the 
inform ation from  fram e to frame. The inflation force that is associated w ith the balloon 
model is only used in the first fram e, as in subsequent fram es, it is assum ed that the 
derived contour is very  closely related  to the previous contour.
3.7.2 Recent Applications
Schnabel and A rridge (1998), use active contours for active shape focusing, where 
m ulti-scale techniques are used. A  high scale (very blurred) version o f  the shape is 
w here a cubic B -spline is initialised. Slow ly the scale is reduced and the B -spline is al­
lowed to evolve to the shape, even m ore accurately using an increased num ber o f 
snaxels. A t each scale the shape and num ber o f  snaxels is recorded on a ‘shape stack’, 
allow ing further investigation o f  shape changes across scale for future use. The internal 
energy curvature m echanism  is relaxed using a non-param etric soft constraint to allow 
the contours to accurately deform  to the desired shape.
3.8 Discussion
Active contour m odels have provided a uniform  treatm ent to a collection o f  problem s, 
historically treated differently  under M arr’s paradigm  (as discussed in Section 3.2.1 ). 
They provide an integration o f  im age data, an initial estim ate, desired contour properties 
and know ledge-based constraints, in a single extraction process (Gunn and Nixon, 
1997). They also provide a uniform  fram ew ork for localisation o f  objects, m otion track­
ing and the stereo approach.
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Active contour m odels can change their role w ith in  the scene by providing additional 
external inform ation in  the form  o f  the constraint energy. This allows a higher-level 
process to decide i f  the task is being perform ed correctly or actually add inform ation to 
find a m ore localised response.
The snake m odel has several difficulties according to Leym arie and L evine (1993):
•  The snake tends to shrink due to its intrinsic bias tow ards solutions that reduce 
its length.
•  There are no bounds im posed on the snake, possible leading to chaotic oscilla­
tion o f  the snake.
• The steady-state criterion for the term ination o f  the optim isation is quite strong, 
possib ly  leading to oscillations and invalid solutions. An appropriate term inating 
criterion w ould  allow  the snake to find a suitable solution in the shortest possi­
ble period.
Noise Object Noise Obiect
Figure 3-19. Noise reduction in the snake using the technique of Hashimoto et al (1994).
Hashim oto et al (1994), suggest a useful technique for reduction o f  noise on the snake, 
by ‘cutting o f f  sections o f  the snake that are not useful. In Figure 3-19, it is visible that 
when non-neighbour snaxels are very close such a condition exists. By rem oving the 
snaxels that are betw een these two neighbouring snaxels the noise is rem oved from  the 
snake, hopefully  allow ing the snake to converge m ore closely.
It should also be rem em bered that snakes are relatively com putationally cheap, allowing 
them  to be com bined w ith other techniques to im prove their perform ance. A ctive con­
tour m odels have other advantages over classical feature extraction m ethods:
•  It is a higher-level approach that can help ignore m issing boundary inform ation, 
w hich is not possible in a local approach.
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•  Can be m ade sensitive to scale by adding G aussian sm oothing in the im age en­
ergy functionals.
•  Snakes are self-adaptive, even changing role.
•  They are easy to m anipulate, using constraint forces, such as springs or volca­
noes.
•  They can be used for spatial location tasks or tem poral tracking w ith little m odi­
fication.
However:
• Snakes require a suitable a priori know ledge to achieve good results.
•  Snakes can becom e trapped in local m inim a.
• The accuracy is governed by convergence criteria, w hich involves m ore com pu­
tation, bu t provides m ore accuracy.
•  Snakes can sm ooth over m inute features.
To solve som e o f  these problem s, som e m ethods have tried to com bine m ultiple m eth­
ods such as Zhu e t al (1995) that attem pt to  com bine active contours m odels, region 
grow ing and B ayesian (G em an and Gem an, 1984) or M D L (M inim um  D escription 
Length) for im age segm entation using energy function criteria. Each individual m ethod 
has disadvantages and advantages. Local edge detection cannot guarantee continuous or 
closed edges. A ctive contour m odels only give inform ation along the border and require 
good initial estim ates. Region grow ing gives im age inform ation w ithin the region but 
often generates irregular boundaries and sm all holes. Global optim isation techniques 
such as the B ayes or M DL have global criteria bu t it is difficult to  find the m inim a.
A n approach is suggested in the next chapter that attem pts to  deal w ith  som e o f  these 
problem s. A n active m esh is suggested that:
• R equires little a p r io r i  inform ation for initialisation.
•  Has representation w ithin im age boundaries.
•  Does no t becom e trapped on local m inim a.
•  R etains the advantages o f  active contour m odels, such as m ulti-scale im plem en­
tation, self-adaptive ability, force based m anipulation, and can be used for spa­
tial location or tem poral tracking.
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4.1 Introduction
M ost o f  the m ethods exam ined in the previous chapter exhibit advantages for use in  dif­
ferent situations and applications. It becam e apparent from  an early stage that a com bi­
nation o f  techniques w ould be best suited to developing a solution to the m oving cam ­
era, m oving scene-tracking problem .
4.2 Primary Approach Investigated
The initial approach that was exam ined was the use o f  com ers as features for feature 
m atching. For m otion analysis using feature-m atching techniques, the detection o f  fea­
tures m ust be:
• Consistent, in that features to be used as features m ust be detected consistently 
through im age fram es, i f  they are to be used as the basis for subsequent higher level 
processing.
• A ccurate, in that these features m ust be located precisely from fram e to frame. This 
is especially im portant in structure from m otion techniques where an error will be 
dram atically m agnified  into 3-D space.
• Non-complex, in  that com putational com plexity is a very im portant issue for real­
time applications, in w hich this prim ary stage o f  com er detection m ust be perform ed 
at each iteration o f  the algorithm .
Edges have the advantage o f  being more stable than feature points in real-w orld scenes 
as they are less affected by lighting conditions. T he use o f  edges was how ever dis­
m issed, due to the difficulty in curve fitting and the local based aperture problem s that 
can occur. These problem s suggested point features as m ore suitable features for feature 
m atching. As discussed in  Section 2.6.2 the SU SA N  corner detector was chosen as the 
prim ary feature detector based on the work o f  Sm ith (1992) and practical im plem enta­
tion has shown it to be a very suitable com er detector for exam ining m otion in image 
sequences, as it is fast, stable, producing w ell-localised com ers, and also perform ing 
well in the presence o f  im age noise (again, partly  due to the fact that there are no second 
order derivatives used). A fter testing the SUSAN com er detector on sequences o f  im ­
ages (such as those show n in F igure 4-1) it was found by hand that com ers were consis­
tently detected from  one fram e to  the next. Smith (1995) used this corner detector in a
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m otion tracking application, calculating the optical flow  vectors at the com er points. 
This is discussed in the A SSET-2 approach in Section 2.9.
V P u td ata: ./ioBAAa! 1212
Options ) Options
(a) (b)
F igure 4-1. Real-world example operation of SUSAN -  a white grid is superimposed on the image frames (a) 
and (b) to help demonstrate the scene motion between the two image frames.
A fter exam ining the results obtained by  using the SUSAN  com er detector on the se­
quence as show n in the tw o fram es o f  F igure 4-1, it could be seen that m any o f  the cor­
ners determ ined in the first fram e had a possible m atch com er in the subsequent frame, 
even thought the fram e had  undergone a substantial translation. A  prim ary algorithm  
was developed and discussed in M olloy and W helan (1996) to determ ine possible 
m atches using the 3x3 pixel area surrounding each com er, tem plate m atching and 
m axim um  velocity assum ptions. The basis o f  the algorithm  was the assum ption that 
when a com er was found in the first fram e o f  an im age sequence the surrounding pixel 
intensities w ould be sim ilar to that sam e com er determ ined in the subsequent frame 
(this assum ption is d iscussed further in Section 4.4.2 ). This algorithm  was im plem ented 
in K horos18. During the im plem entation stage o f  this research, the SUSAN algorithm  
was m odified and re-w ritten  for Khoros, to take advantage o f  the visual environm ent 
and to allow  its integration into a full m odular system.
18 Khoros™, A product o f Khoral Research Inc. (http://www.khoral.com)
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Resultant vectors calculated from  the com er-m atching algorithm  are shown in Figure 
4-2, w ith the results superim posed on the scene im age. The vectors are plotted in the 
form  o f  a square head  positioned on the feature in the initial frame w ith the tail pointing 
to the exact location o f  the m atched feature in the subsequent frame. This technique was 
quite successful, show ing all the vectors that w ere determ ined betw een the tw o frames. 
The stray vectors represent the inability  o f  a com er at a particular point to determ ine a 
possible m atch com er in  the subsequent frame. A pproxim ately 20%  o f  the vectors are 
‘s tray’ in  Figure 4-2 and can be easily rem oved using a tolerance o f  m atch threshold, 
based on a 3 x 3 intensity  patch  difference.
X Pu tdata : ./ioCAAa11212
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F igure 4-2. The extracted motion vectors using the developed algorithm.
N um erous steps w ere taken to  optim ise the com er-m atching algorithm , such as:
• A distance threshold w as im plem ented that defined the m axim um  distance that a 
com er m ay m ove betw een tw o frames, to prevent the case in w hich a com er is 
m atched to a com er that is visible in  one fram e, but subsequently in the next frame 
becom es occluded, or fails to be detected. This basic m easure can be calculated dy­
nam ically based on the general m ovem ent o f  the com ers in the sequence. W hen 
feedback is used, it allow s the use o f  a constraint such as velocity smoothness.
• The addition o f  a factor of importance of distance also im proved results in certain 
cases, where the d istance betw een a detected com er in one frame and in the subse­
quent frame allow ed the discrim ination betw een sim ilar m atch cases.
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•  The addition o f  a pre-median filter was also found to im prove results. A  m edian 
filter im plem ented before the SU SAN algorithm  rem oves some problem  texture in­
form ation, w ithout sm oothing over the corners in the im age. This was found to  re ­
m ove w eak detected com ers, and im prove the overall results o f  the m atching block. 
It does how ever reduce the density o f  vectors, but i f  the threshold is lowered, this is 
not problem atic. See F igure 4-3(a).
yÇ Putdata: ./pioCAAa27512
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Figure 4-3. The output after pre-median filtering in (a) and the use of post-median filtering in (b), without 
pre-median filtering.
•  The addition o f  a post-median global filter dram atically im proved results, but this 
was found especially  applicable to the m otion sequence used (i.e. uniform  transla­
tion). It w as expected to im plem ent a local approach to perform  the same filter, 
w ithout the eiTor propagation o f  the global approach. The vector field is sparser than 
the previous results, but using a  ‘coarse-to-fine’ strategy could im prove the overall 
results o f  the algorithm . See Figure 4-3(b).
M ore inform ation on these filter algorithm s is available in  M olloy and W helan (1996). 
The global filtering results w ere prom ising but especially applicable to this particular 
case. U nder ro tation  or scaling this form  o f  filtering is difficult to com pute and so will 
fail. It was decided that som e form  or relationship needed to be determ ined betw een the 
features in the im age i f  a suitable form  o f  global filtering was to be perform ed. A  few 
options w ere exam ined for this:
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• A form  o f  relational database based on relative position  in the scene. However, due 
to the presence o f  m oving objects it was not clear how  such a database w ould han­
dle the relationship betw een m ultiple m oving segm ents o f  the database.
• A m odel approach based on relative position w as also considered but due to the 
non-rig id  behaviour o f  the scene, also proved difficult.
Feature
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F igure 4-4. Developed edge linking algorithm example and extracted table.
Edge linking was exam ined to determ ine this relationship. The edge detection algorithm  
that w as used was also based on the SUSAN algorithm  o f  Sm ith (1992), as it was found 
to be fast and accurate, w ith the com er points localised on the edges. It also applies fil­
ters to the edge m ap to attem pt to close broken edges in line segm ents. A n edge-linking 
algorithm  was developed to attem pt to extract the relative position  o f  the connected cor­
ners w ith in  the im age. This algorithm  had the follow ing form (exam ining Figure 
4-4(a)): For each feature point detected (identified in any order, but placed in a sorted 
list) -  fo llow  the edges until each possible direction is found and the linked feature 
points are identified. A  list is created o f  the form  o f  F igure 4-4(b) and this list is then 
passed to the next algorithm .
From  this table, a routine is then called to follow all the possible paths that m ay exist. 
E xam ining feature ©  there is only one path to © , w hich in tu rn  breaks into two direc­
tions tow ards ©  and © , but since it cam e from  © it ignores ©  and goes to feature © . 
A t feature © , it then exam ines all the directions except in the direction o f  feature © , so 
there are four m ore paths that are possible © ,© ,©  and © . Each path is exam ined in 
turn in the sam e way. This routine attem pts to find closed loops w ithin the path list with 
greater than tw o steps (as this w ould be a line). It also attem pts to find the longest path 
i f  a closed loop does not exist. The rational for this is so that these contours can be con­
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verted into the initialisation o f  closed and open snakes. This algorithm  was quite com ­
plex to develop and involved significant com putation to calculate the contours. The cal­
culation only has to be perform ed at the beginning o f  a sequence, or after significant 
changes in the scene. It w as w ritten in ‘C ’ and im plem ented using Khoros as the GUI 
front-end.
(a) Standard test template for SUSAN (b) Output o f results after detection
Figure 4-5. Detection of closed loops for a test template (loops in brightest intensity).
In  Figure 4-5(a), the sam ple im age used by Smith to dem onstrate the SUSAN algo­
rithm s is shown and the edge detection and follow ing algorithm  that was developed is 
then used to generate the feature list and connectivity  list as previously described. In 
Figure 4-5 (b), the output o f  results from  the algorithm  is displayed w here the closed 
loops are detected w ith in  the image. These closed loops are indicated in the figure by 
being double the intensity  o f  the edge-linked detection.
O n exam ining the figure, it is clear that m ore than  one loop exists in som e o f  the shapes 
in  the im age, how ever the algorithm  only identifies one loop for a given set o f  feature 
points. It could easily be altered to determ ine m ultip le loops or the loop w ith the largest 
num ber o f  corner points i f  required, but was thought unnecessary in this particular case, 
since m ore than one contour m ay not be needed to track a single object in the scenes. 
F igure 4-6(a) shows the algorithm  being applied to a real-w orld corridor scene, where 
the edges that are detected are outlined w ith a w hite pixel on either side o f  the point 
w here the edge exists. F igure 4-6(b) shows the closed contours displayed over the edge- 
linked com er image. C learly, the w indow s in  the centre o f  the figure show the clearest
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closed loops. In other areas o f  the im age closed loops are detected, but are not clearly 
visible. This is because the num ber o f  com er points in  the loop is quite low.
(a) (b)
Figure 4-6. Application o f this algorithm to detect closed contours in a real-world image, (a) Real-world 
image with edges superimposed and (b) closed contours displayed brightest on edge image.
Figure 4-7, displays an enlarged sim ulated view  o f  the initialisation o f  the closed active 
contour m odels from  Figure 4-6. The prim ary snaxels are placed on the detected com er 
points in  the im age frame. W hen the d istance betw een the com er-initialised points is 
greater than a certain  threshold, m ore snaxels are placed equidistant on the edge- 
follow ed path betw een the points. The snake is allowed to form  itse lf around the edges 
o f  the object, by m inim ising the external energies constrained by im age edges.
Once the initialisation is perform ed, the process o f  tracking the features is assigned to 
the m ultiple initialised snakes. W hen the num ber o f  open and closed active contours in 
the sequence falls below  a certain  th reshold  the algorithm  halts, re-initialises a new  set 
o f  contours for the current fram e and then  continues. This m ay occur w hen m ultiple 
contours are lost due to  severe occlusion or features that leave the view  o f  the camera. 
A fter new  contours are initialised, an attem pt is m ade to m atch the contours extracted in 
the new  initialisation w ith the contours that still existed at the end o f  the previous image 
frame. This m ethod attem pted to track m ultip le features w ith autom ated initialisation, 
how ever it suffered from  several difficulties (M olloy and W helan, 1997a, 1997b).
•  O ne problem  is that the m ultiple snakes drift into each other and begin to track the 
sam e im age features. This can be explained by exam ining Figure 4-7, w here a sudden
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m otion je rk  to the left or right, can cause the contours surrounding the windows to 
drift onto each other as they are very similar.
•  There is no d irect relationship betw een each individual snake and so the solution is 
less global than w ould be expected.
• The process o f  edge follow ing is erroneous due to gaps in edges, w hich can be filled 
to som e extent, bu t not perfectly. O ne o f  the m ain  advantages o f  using active contour 
m odels is they are a higher level approach to  edge detection. This approach rem oves 
that advantage to  som e extent.
Snakes initialised around 
the windows in 
corridor scene
Figure 4-7. Snakes as they are initialised on the real-world image.
Subsequent to the difficulties in this approach, Park  and H an (1998) m anaged to provide 
a solution for the problem  o f  m ultiple contours in im age sequences. By first com paring 
the curvature distributions o f  the contours and m atching extrem e curvature points, then 
using these points as a basis along the contour, they m atch the changes in curvature, 
w ith the criteria o f  m inim um  curvature differences. The assum ption that is m ade is that 
curvature distribution changes sm oothly, no m atter w hat the contour m otion. The con­
tours in Figure 4-7 w ould still provide difficulty due to the sim ilar curvature o f  each 
snake.
4.3 The Active Mesh
4.3.1 Mesh Generation
M esh generation m ay be described as the process o f  breaking up a physical dom ain into 
sm aller sub-dom ains in  order to facilitate the num erical solution o f  a partial differential 
equation. Surface dom ains can be subdivided into triangle or quadrilateral shapes, w hile 
volum es m ay be subdivided into tetrahedral or hexahedra shapes. M eshing is used in a 
w ide variety  o f  applications, from  m athem atical sim ulation to 3-D graphics applica­
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tions. There are tw o m ain  forms o f  m esh, structured and unstructured. Structured 
m eshes (see F igure 4-8) have regular connectivity  (i.e. the same num ber o f  neighbours), 
such as sim ple, boundary fitted and m ulti-block, w hereas unstructured m eshes have ir­
regular connectiv ity  such as advancing fron t and D elaunay m eshes.
Figure 4-8. Multi-block structured mesh.
4.3.2 Voronoi Diagrams
The V oronoi diagram , nam ed after m athem atician  M .G. Voronoi, is w idely  used in 
geom etrical construction. These diagram s, som etim es called the D irichlet or Thiessen 
tessellation, represent the regions o f  a plane, w hich are closer to a particular po int in the 
plane than any other point. I f  P  = { p ,, p 2, . . . ,  p n} is a  set o f  points in the 2-D  Euclidean
plane, w here partition  in  the plane is developed by assigning each point to its nearest 
site then  those poin ts assigned to the site p, form  the V oronoi region V(pi), w here V(p-,) 
represents all the points at least as close to  /?,■ as any other site.
Som e o f  these points do not have a unique nearest site and are called Voronoi edges or 
vertices. In F igure 4-9 the Voronoi polygon is displayed, defined by the lines that bisect 
(perpendicularly) the centre o f  the lines jo in ing  a site pi and its surrounding sites. After 
applying this rule to  every site in  the area, an area rem ains that is com pletely covered by 
adjacent polygons. The polygons at the boundary o f  the area are ‘open’ because they 
have no neighbouring sites in  that direction.
4-1
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All points chosen
Figure 4-9. The construction of a Voronoi polygon and the Voronoi diagram for some random 
scattered points.
4.3.3 Delaunay Triangulation
G iven a set o f  data points, the D elaunay triangulation produces a set o f  lines connecting 
each point to its natural neighbours. D elaunay triangulation is very closely related to the 
V oronoi diagram . The V oronoi diagram  can be used as a basis for constructing the D e­
launay triangulation by draw ing lines betw een the points in adjacent polygons. D elau­
nay proved that w hen the dual graph o f  a V oronoi diagram  is draw n w ith straight lines, 
it produces a p lanar triangulation o f  the V oronoi sites. This can be seen in  Figure 4-10.
F igure 4-10. The relationship between the Voronoi diagram and the Delaunay triangulation.
It m ay no t be suitable in  m any cases to determ ine the V oronoi diagram  before determ in­
ing the D elaunay triangulation. This is especially  true in the case o f  im plem entation u s­
ing com puter program m ing, as the V oronoi diagram  is often m ore com plicated to con­
struct than directly determ ining the D elaunay triangulation. A D elaunay triangulation is
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desirable for approxim ation applications because o f  its general property that m ost o f  the 
triangles are alm ost equiangular and also because there is a unique triangulation for a 
given set o f  points. T he m ain rule for the D elaunay triangulation m ay be form ulated as: 
A Delaunay network in two dimensions consists o f  non-overlapping triangles where no 
points in the network are enclosed by the circumscribing circles o f  any triangle. The 
basic properties o f  a D elaunay triangulation D(P) are:
• D(P) is the straight line dual o f  the V oronoi diagram  V(P) (by definition).
• D(P) is a triangulation i f  no m ore than three points o f  P  are co-circular.
• Each face o f  D(P) corresponds to a vertex o f  V(P).
•  Each edge o f  D(P) corresponds to an  edge o f  V(P).
• Each vertex o f  D(P) corresponds to a region o f  V(P).
• The boundary o f  D(P) is the convex hull o f  the sites.
• The interior o f  each face o f  D(P) contains no sites.
4 cocircu lar points
r
Voronoi
Diagram
F igure 4-11. Degeneracy in the Voronoi diagram with four co-circular points.
I f  only three points exist on each circle in the m esh, the D elaunay triangulation is 
unique, how ever, i f  m ore than  three points exist on each circle the m esh is still a D elau­
nay triangulation, bu t no t unique (see Figure 4-11).
C lassical algorithm s for constructing the D elaunay triangulation m ay be classified as 
either increm ental or divide-and-conquer algorithm s. The increm ental algorithm s con­
struct the triangulation by starting with a single point and then adding the rem aining 
points step-by-step. T he divide-and-conquer algorithm  recursively splits the data set 
into equally sized subsets until triangles are obtained. Increm ental algorithm s have a 
m axim um  O(n)  tim e com plexity, w hile the divide-and-conquer algorithm s have an op-
Possible non-unique
Circum circie
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tiinal 0(n  log(n)) tim e com plexity (Brown, 1995). The increm ental algorithm  was cho­
sen, so that nodes could be added to  the active m esh dynam ically.
Delaunay Triangles
Voronoi
Diagram
circumscribing
circles
center of grey 
circumscribing 
circle
Figure 4-12. (a) The relationship between the Delaunay triangles and their circumscribing circles, and 
(b) the relationship between the Voronoi diagram and its circumscribing circles.
4.3.4 The Incremental Algorithm
Unlike m any other algorithm s for determ ining the D elaunay triangulation, the incre­
m ental algorithm  has the m ain advantage o f  keeping the triangular netw ork as a D elau­
nay triangular netw ork during the actual triangulation process. The initial starting point 
o f  the algorithm  is a single triangle (and so valid) and each point is included in the net­
w ork at each iteration, re-organising the netw ork until the circle criterion is m et for all 
triangles in  the netw ork.
Circumcircle
 /
Figure 4-13. The triangle is not a Delaunay triangle since a point P  lies within its circumcircle.
•  The initial triangular netw ork is created, so the convex hull is used for this purpose 
(see F igure 4-15). The triangular netw ork m ust m eet the m ax-m in angle criterion as 
given in F igure 4-14 and the circle criterion as given in F igure 4-13.
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•  The first po int in  the in terior o f  the netw ork is included. This point is then connected
to its enclosing triangle by three new  edges, as in  F igure 4 -15(b).
• The quadrilaterals that have the previous edges as their diagonals are tested using 
the m ax-m in angle criterion -  w here i f  they do not m eet the criterion then their di­
agonals are sw apped (as in  both quadrilaterals in  Figure 4-15(c)). I f  they are 
sw apped then the new  opposite edges to  the inserted po int w ill be recursively exam ­
ined as diagonals in  their quadrilaterals (see F igure 4-15).
•  The D elaunay netw ork now  contains one m ore point and is a true D elaunay
triangulation. A ny further points are then added in the sam e way.
M in A ng le
Sw ap  V ertices
Figure 4-14. The max-min angle criterion for a Delaunay triangulation, states that; if  the diagonal o f any 
strictly convex quadrilateral formed by any two adjacent triangles o f a Delaunay triangulation is replaced 
by the opposite vertex, the minimum angle of the six internal angles does not increase. In this figure the 
vertex A is replaced by the vertex B to give the maximum value for the minimum angle.
Several different form s o f  the increm ental algorithm  w ere researched according to the 
w ork o f  Shew chuk (1997):
•  The B ow er-W atson algorithm  - w hich starts w ith a large triangle enclosing all 
the points to be triangulated. Each point is added, one-by-one to the triangula­
tion. The algorithm  finds and deletes all existing triangles, w here the circum cir- 
cle is in tersected  by the new  point and jo ins this point to all the vertices on the 
boundary o f  the cavity created. This algorithm  has a w orst-case com plexity o f  
0(N 2),  but also has the problem  that all po int positions m ust be know n in ad­
vance.
• G reen and Sibson's algorithm  - an efficient approach that uses V oronoi regions, 
w here each region has a list o f  its boundary neighbours. Each point is added 
point-by-point to  the region and the new  point ‘w ins territory’ from  the list o f  
neighbouring points. This updated reg ion  adds all the neighbours to its list and
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the neighbours add the new point to their lists. The overall level o f  com plexity 
can be as low  as 0 (N  logN).
•  De F lo rian i’s algorithm  - does no t m ake the sam e assum ptions about a convex 
hull being presen t as m any other algorithm s and is m ainly applied to terrain 
m odelling. The algorithm  is based on a softw are stack approach and takes ad­
vantage o f  the push  and pop  type operations w here the triangle that encloses the 
new (iteratively added) point is identified. This triangle is split into sub-triangles 
around this point. The new  edges are then exam ined for validity under the D e­
launay criteria, being  m odified (sw apping vertices etc.) until all points are 
added.
• Guibas and Stolfi's algorithm  - give another D elaunay triangluation algorithm  
that has div ide-and-conquer and increm ental versions. This approach is concep­
tually  quite d ifficult bu t quite easy to im plem ent.
Insertion o f the 
F irst Point Check Vertices 
using the 
max-min 
criterion
The Initial Network
Continue until all points are 
added and Delaunay 
Triangulation is complete
Swap vertices to 
give correct Delaunay 
Triangulation
Figure 4-15. The creation o f the Delaunay triangulation using an incremental algorithm.
The D elaunay triangulation  that was developed for this im plem entation was based 
around a contraction  o f  the De Floriani and the Bower-Watson Algorithm , taking ad­
vantage o f  the V ector class structure o f  Java. The algorithm  has tested to be very stable 
but was not developed to be as com putationally efficient as possible. The Bower- 
W atson algorithm  was no t used entirely as the assum ption is m ade that all the points to
be added are surrounded by a single large triangle. This assum ption could not be m ade
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for this application, as the location o f  the points was no t know n in advance. The Green 
and Sibson algorithm  was not used, as it requires an intensive use o f  the V oronoi re ­
gions, w hich are difficult and com putationally intensive to calculate. The D e Floriani 
algorithm  and Guibas and Stolfi algorithm  w ere not used entirely as the convex hull was 
to be used as part o f  the m esh and because o f  their d ifficulty  o f  im plem entation. It is 
how ever very likely that som e o f  these algorithm s are m ore com putationally efficient 
than the algorithm  used and could be im plem ented at a later stage as an im plem entation 
im provem ent. It is w orth m entioning that the m esh generation stage is only earned  out 
once at the start o f  the sequence and points are only added and rem oved as the sequence 
progresses. The current algorithm  developed in Java executes in 180ms for a m esh o f 
300 n odes19. The transition to Java as the developm ent environm ent is discussed in Sec­
tion 4.12 .
4 .3 .5  The use of Delaunay and Voronoi in Computer Vision
There have been several d ifferent applications that use the D elaunay and Voronoi m eth­
ods in com puter v ision applications to-date. G uan et al (1992) use the V oronoi tech­
nique as a m easure in  p lace o f  the m ore com m only used Euclidean distance (Euclidean 
skeleton) using segm ents, rather than points as the basic units o f  operation. A distance 
m ap can be  easily created from the segm ent list representation o f  the Voronoi diagram. 
B ow den et al (1997) use the D elaunay triangulation along w ith the Balloon m odel o f 
C ohen (1991) as the basis o f  a volum etric reconstruction algorithm . An initial triangular 
m esh is placed w ithin the boundary o f  the object and allow ed to expand in all directions 
until it is constrained by the boundary o f  the object. Im portantly, it uses no explicit a t­
traction  forces to im age features, but is constrained to stay w ithin the boundary o f  the 
object.
B ow den et al (1997) suggest a novel curvature based subdivision approach (see Figure 
4-16) that aim s to m axim ise the num ber o f  snaxels in the areas o f  high curvature on the 
snake. This approach allow s the segm entation approach to perform  better than possible 
w ith a uniform ly distributed mesh.
A n exam ple operation o f  this approach is given in F igure 4-17, w here the initial contour 
is allow ed to  expand under the balloon energy m odel, giving the approxim ation to the
19 On a Pentium Pro II 233MHz using JIT compilation (Sun Java JRE1.2 using native threads)
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object as shown. A t the edges o f  the object border the num ber o f  snaxels increases as 
described to allow a closer approxim ation to the shape. A  2-D  application is shown 
here, but the algorithm  w orks w ith 3-D objects also.
Balloon Model
f a i MU
Mesh Subdivided based 
on Curvature Causes more Snaxels to 
be added at the front
(a) (b) (c)
F igure 4-16. Curvature based subdivision, as suggested by Bowden et al (1997).
The D elaunay triangulation has also been used in  num erous video coding applications 
where an approxim ation to im age regions w ith sim ilar intensities is perform ed using a 
D elaunay triangulation, w ith the approxim ation being im proved by increasing the m esh 
com plexity.
Outer Border
expand
2-D Example
Figure 4-17. Volumetric Segmentation approach o f Bowden et al (1997).
A nother such active m esh im plem entation is that o f  W ang and Lee (1994). Their ap­
proach uses a quadrilateral structured m esh that is applied to video coding. The energy 
m inim isation approach that is used allows non-uniform  area samples o f  im age se­
quences to predictively  describe that image sequence. They do not apply this m esh to 
m otion tracking or estim ation, bu t do how ever suggest that an active m esh representa­
tion w ould be a suitable technique. Sclaroff and Isidoro (1998) suggest ‘Active B lobs’ 
as a region-based approach to nonrigid m otion tracking. They use a m esh m odel, from
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w hich they capture the object shape and the colour texture m ap that describes the ob­
jects im age properties. They then apply an energy based m inim isation technique, based 
on the reverse projection o f  the texture inform ation onto the im age, taking advantage o f  
O penG L hardw are architecture. The bounding area o f  the ‘active b lo b ’ is drawn by 
hand and has been show n tracking and deform ing to confectionary item  wrappers.
4.3.6 Discussion on the Mesh Structure Used
The M esh structure that is used in this algorithm  is based around an iterative Delaunay 
triangulation algorithm , adding each point, point-by-point, and structuring the m esh, 
until all points are added. O nce the m esh  is constructed using the triangulation algo­
rithm , it is then initialised as an A ctive M esh. This was initially  attem pted using an edge 
following algorithm , but proved difficult due to problem s w ith incom plete edges and 
im age noise.
In this im plem entation the m esh lines have no im age feature relationship, i.e. the m esh 
lines do not correspond to feature edges or lines w ithin the image. How ever, physical 
representation is not required  for m otion tracking using this approach. In this algorithm  
the energy calculations take place only at the m esh nodes (vertices) and the m esh lines 
represent the spatial relationship o f  these nodes. As can be seen in Figure 4-19(a) at the 
bottom  centre o f  the im age, there are num erous m esh lines w ith no possible connected 
im age features. H ow ever, in the bottom  left o f  the im age the m esh lines follow closely 
the edges o f  the object. In  this m esh structure:
•  The spatial relationships o f  m ultiple objects are apparent and can be described by 
the relationship and connections o f  the m esh lines.
•  The m esh can provide reasonable reg ion  estim ation since the points used for creat­
ing the m esh are on the boundaries o f  objects. I f  a m ore defined m esh is required 
then the num ber o f  feature points can be increased.
•  The m esh is bounded by  a convex hull that m ay be defined in advance o f  the algo­
rithm  to have a certain  size or position  (i.e. the m esh can be initialised w ithin a cer­
tain  region o f  the im age fram e, see Section 4.8 ).
I f  the m esh had physical representation w ithin the im age, it is possible that it could aid 
in helping to deal w ith occlusion. The m esh lines could represent physical im age edges, 
and it w ould be likely that the various objects in the scene could be com pletely bounded 
by a subset o f  the mesh.
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The m esh is constructed as a set o f  triangles, each triangle referencing 3 different m esh 
nodes and 3 different m esh lines (see Figure 4-18). The referencing is perform ed to al­
low a node's properties to be altered w ithout having to locate that node on each triangle 
or alter a triangle. Instead the reference is m odified and so updated on each triangle 
w ithout having any prior know ledge about each triangle. All the nodes exist in a Java 
vector list20 o f  nodes, w here a force m ay be applied to each node w ithout having to ap­
ply the force to the individual triangles. The lines also exist in  a separate vector list, 
where each line again references tw o nodes.
Triangle is a reference 
of 3 lines
Figure 4-18. The structure of the mesh used, showing the mesh triangles broken down into lines and 
nodes at the top of the illustration. The equivalent software structures are shown below the physical mesh 
structure.
This independence o f  data objects allows forces to be applied to nodes, m esh lines to be 
updated or m odified and triangles to be altered independently. This gives efficiency in 
the overall algorithm , as there are no search processes to run to find particular nodes or 
vertices. For exam ple, to update all the node forces the code is sim ply outlined as fo r  all 
nodes 1 to N, update forces, ra ther than fo r  all triangles, find  the triangle mesh lines, for  
all o f  these lines, find  the two mesh nodes, fo r  each mesh node update forces.
20 A vector list in Java is a way of storing unformatted objects, in a link-list like structure, only more care­
fully and in a more structured manner. The Vector class is used to replace stack operations that would 
likely be required in other language implementations of the algorithm.
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One o f  the m ain  advantages o f  the increm ental m esh algorithm  is the w ay that m esh 
vertices can be added or rem oved from  the m esh as required. This m ay be necessary 
w hen points in  the m esh leave the view able area o f  the im age fram e or w hen particular 
features disappear for a num ber o f  fram es due to occlusion or im age noise. The w ay in 
which the m esh is currently structured allow s this to be perform ed w ithout a large effect 
on the structure o f  the m esh. F igure 4-19 displays the D elaunay triangulation algorithm  
being perform ed on two test tem plates, using the SUSAN com er detector to locate m esh 
nodes.
Tin* S
(a) (b)
Figure 4-19. The template images after the mesh generation has been performed, using the Delaunay tri­
angulation adding the comer points iteratively to the mesh, (a) Illustrates the test template used for testing 
and (b) illustrates the generation o f a mesh from the SUSAN test Image (from Smith (1992)). The numbers 
in the triangles represent the pixel areas of the triangles. The currently selected node is highlighted in red 
and the lengths o f the lines given in yellow boxes.
4.4 The Force Equations
The m ethod presented here initialises the m esh using feature points extracted from  the 
initial im age fram e to provide the initial node locations o f  the m esh. N ot only is it nec­
essary to p lace  the snake in its initial position, the force equations m ust be initialised 
such that the m esh  is created in  a state o f  equilibrium .
Once the m esh structure is available the internal and external forces w ithin the m esh are 
established at each node and m esh line, so that the m esh is initially in equilibrium  with 
no internal structure or external im age forces being applied. The m esh w ill then  rem ain
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in equilibrium  until a change in  the underlying im age structure occurs as the ‘active-
m esh’ is designed so that it deform s in response to salient im age features.
The Connected Mesh
Forces applied from each node
Sum the forces at 
the central node
W  T o ta l F o rc e
V  >
/Combined Force
determined using the 
values D, to D7
Figure 4-20. Multiple forces being applied to a single node, the combination of which is calculated using 
the force strength and the node distance of the forcing nodes from the centre node.
To allow  fo r the com plexities involved in dealing w ith ‘active-m eshes’ as opposed to 
regular contours, the m esh algorithm  m ust allow  for vaiy ing  num bers o f  line connec­
tions to  each node and provide a m ethod for dealing with the num erous forces that will 
be applied at each node. O riginally  it was decided for each connected node to have an 
equal effect on the central node, however, it was discovered experim entally that this 
was no t suitable. It was found that connected nodes at a greater distance should have a 
sm aller structural im pact on the central node, since distant nodes could in fact exist on 
d ifferent objects. The closer connected nodes are m ore likely to exist on the sam e object 
o r im age region. For this reason  a form ulation was developed to allow  greater weighting 
on the forces caused by the closer connected nodes (see F igure 4-20).
This algorithm  was developed to deal w ith the varying num ber o f  connected nodes, re­
sulting from  the initialisation algorithm , w ith a m ethod o f  com bining the effects o f  the 
forces from  the connected nodes on a particular node. Exam ining the centre node 
n0 (x, y) w ith  connected nodes ni,n2,...nN the com bination is o f  the form:
A  = 1 -  -¡r1— where> A  = V(”o(*)- n< W )2 + (no (y) -  «,■ O'))2
ZA
/'=!
N 4-3
^ o ( * ) = Z  PtFi W  
/=]
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n  4_4
Fo W=£mw
1=1
where Fo is the force on the centre node. The larger the distance o f the node applying 
the force from  the current node, the sm aller the effect it has on the m ovem ent o f  the cur­
rent node. These forces being applied from  the surrounding nodes can be caused due to 
those nodes being pulled away from  or tow ards salient im age features, or indeed from a 
structural correction o f  the m esh. The algorithm  to com pute the forces on all the nodes 
is given as in A lgorithm  4-1.
For each N ode
For each M e sh F o rc e  S to red  a t th is  N ode
F o rc e L e n g th S u m  = F o rc e L e n g th S u m  + F o rc e L e n g th  
For each M e sh F o rc e  S to red  a t th is  N ode
ForceFactor = 1- f ForceLength ^y ForceLengthSum J 
S u m F o rc e D x  = S u m F o rc e D x  + ( F o rc e F a c to r  x  F o rceD x )  
S u m F o r c e D y  = S u m F o r c e D y  + ( F o rc e F a c to r  x  F o rceD y)
A lgorithm  4-1. The node force combination algorithm
For each node in the vector node list the total sum  o f  all the lengths o f  the lines separat­
ing the connected nodes causing the forces is calculated. This is the basis o f  the Force­
Factor value calculation, allow ing forces applied from  nodes that are closer to the cur­
rent node to have a greater im pact on the current node. F igure 4-21 show s an example 
o f  the w ay in w hich m ultiple nodes m ight have an effect on the single node at the cen­
tre. Each force represents an instance o f  the MeshForce class w ith  dx and dy represent­
ing the x  and y  com ponents o f  the force to be applied. The length state o f  the class 
represents the d istance that the force is being  applied from. In the sam e figure the nu­
m erous forces are show n that have to be applied. A t this stage the forces are stored, 
w ithout being applied or com bined in a list at the node. A lgorithm  4-1 is used to sum 
these forces together after calculating the ForceFactor for each force and then sum m ing 
the forces based  on this force factor.
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n df2 = 1 - ( D2 / Sum ) = o.85
*  V F^= dfzx f j
I
/
/
f |  is reduced to  85%  o f its strength 
D o sam e fo r all o th e r forces
R -  M e sh F o rce  
I t ’  S u pe rc lasse s  
•±: i _ 4  In h e r i te d  m em be rs  
£  d x  
*  d y  
£  le n g h t
9  M e s h F o rc e (d o u b le , d o u b le , d o u b le )
F igure 4-21. An example combination o f forces, with relation to the Force class.
4.4.1 The Internal Forces
For the internal forces a rigid/elastic formulation is used, where every node is pulled or 
pushed by the connected nodes. The mesh-lines have an elastic property so that the 
mesh can deform when required over a num ber o f time iterations, to track deformations 
in the scene, the scene objects or deformations due to scaling. There is no requirement 
for the higher order ‘rod’ term associated with snakes, as they would have no relation to 
the structure o f the active mesh. The elastic properties give the mesh its flexibility while 
the rigid properties give the mesh structure. The rigid properties o f the mesh lines cause 
the lines to attempt to return to their determined length. This determined length is per­
mitted to expand or contract slowly over a time period, and is influenced by the elastic 
properties o f lines. In other words, i f  the mesh is stretched by a number o f consistent 
external forces for a significant number o f iterations then the m esh will slowly assume a 
new default shape. This default shape is now the rigid shape o f the mesh and will re­
main so, until similar forcing conditions arise. For each line in the mesh:
4-5
F x =  L ( x ) cur
(  L  - L  ^sci cur
rv !
\  Une cur /
F v =£ 0 0 -
V  ^ L in e  cur J
4-6
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where L(x), L(y) represent the x  and y  components o f the mesh line lengths. The internal 
forces are determined by the current-length o f  each individual mesh line in comparison 
to the set-length o f that mesh line. The constant a Line is a factor that is user definable in
the algorithm and represents a factor on the size o f the forces to be applied. The mesh 
line has two node references n, and n2 where,
F „ = ( - F „ - F , ) m d F Mi= (F „ F r ) 4-7
At each iteration:
£«=£„+«,(£~-0 4'8 
where a ,  is the user-defined factor for mesh line deformity as displayed in Figure 4-22.
CurLength = C 
SetLength = S
Iteration
Same initial lengths 1
Apply external force \ 
and hold for dx iterations
Internal forces act to 
preserve mesh structure
Final resting Length
t+st
No Deform ity Allowed
C=100, S=100
•  -  ' ' ~ T|
C=130, S=100----*   I
C=120, S=100
>-
C=100, S=100 
• — ----- 9
Case (A)
*< •-
Deformity Allowed
C=100, S=100 
•  •
C=130, S=100
C=120, S=105 
C=110, S=110
Case (B)
Figure 4-22. An example o f a mesh line deformity in (a) how a rigid mesh (i.e. CCr = 0 ) might react and 
in (b) how a deformable mesh (i.e. CCt > 0 ) might react.
The algorithm for the internal energy calculation is given as in Algorithm 4-2. Each line 
in the mesh is examined individually. The setLength o f  the line is the rigid component 
o f the structure o f the mesh and the curLength is the current length o f that line. When 
the curLength is equal to the setLength then there is no need to apply forces to the nodes 
to reduce the difference between these two values. I f  there is a difference between these 
lengths then there is a need to apply forces to the two connected nodes to cause these 
two lengths to equalise.
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I f  the m esh structure is rigid then the setLength w ould be ‘se t’ at the in itialisation o f  the 
mesh and w ould  rem ain  constant at each tim e iteration. In Figure 4-22(a) an exam ple is 
given o f  these tw o lengths on the line at (iter.l) the initialisation point o f  the mesh, 
where the setLength is equal to the curLength and the m esh com ponent line is stable. 
H ow ever in (iter.t) i f  tw o opposite forces are applied for a short num ber o f  iterations St 
(where St > 1 iteration) to the nodes o f the line causing the curLength to stretch to a lar­
ger value then  in  (iter. t + St) the line w ill shrink until the two values are equal as in 
(iter.n).
In e a c h  ite ra tio n
For each L ine
Get c u rL en g th , s e tL e n g th , to N o d e , fro m N o d e
„ (  setLength -  curLength
Force = -------- ------------- —2—
^ a  x  curLength
t e m p F o r c e D x  = F o rc e  x  ( to N o d e .X  -  fro m N o d e .X )  
te m p F o r c e D y  = F o rc e  x  ( to N o d e . Y  -  fro m N o d e . Y) 
to N o d e . a d d F o rc e ( te m p F o rc e D x , te m p F o rc e D y , cu rL en g th )  
fro m N o d e .a d d F o r c e (- te m p F o rc e D x , - te m p F o rc e D y , cu rL en g th )
For each N ode
Compute F o rce s  on c u rN o d e  using A lg o r ith m  4-1
te m p F o r c e D x  = fo rc e F a c to r  x  c u rN o d e . D x  
te m p F o r c e D y  = fo rc e  F a c to r  x  c u rN o d e . D y  
c u rN o d e . P u sh ( te m p F o rc e D x , te m p F o rc e D y )
For each L ine
le n g th D iffe r e n c e  = c u rL en g th  - s e tL e n g th
s e tL e n g th  = s e tL e n g th  + ( le n g th F a c to r  x  le n g th D iffe ren ce )
Algorithm  4-2. Internal Energy Algorithm.
The m ethod o f  shrinking is show n as at the start o f  A lgorithm  4-2. I f  on the o ther hand 
the m esh is allow ed to  be deform able to som e extent as in Figure 4-22(b) then  applying 
the sam e force to  the sam e length segm ent (iter, t) m ay cause the setLength o f  the m esh 
to expand as in (iter.t+St), so that w hile the curLength will eventually equal the 
setLength the line w ill have expanded slightly at (iter.n). This form ulation allow s the 
structure o f  the m esh to be deform able, but still defined by a time factor, so that the 
mesh cannot deform  too quickly. This is sim ilar to the m ethod o f  the dual active B- 
spline m ethod, discussed previously in Section 3.7. This allows the prevention o f  a 
noisy o r inaccurate m easurem ent from  altering the structure o f  the m esh, w hile still al­
lowing deform ation o f  the m esh in  the case o f  stable, consistent forces.
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4.4.2 The External Forces
The external forces are applied to the mesh nodes independent o f the mesh lines and are 
derived from the image data. These image forces pull the mesh nodes towards suitable 
feature match points that are found within the circular image search space o f the mesh 
nodes. I f  a suitable match feature appears within the circular search space then the node 
is pulled towards that feature point by a force magnitude determined by the suitability 
o f the match feature. This in turn pulls the connected mesh nodes (due to the internal 
forces o f the interconnecting mesh lines) in the direction o f the new feature. There is a 
choice o f several matching techniques that have been implemented:
Correlation Matching
One o f  the implemented matching algorithms, the best match comer, is found by com­
paring the 5x5 area surrounding the current node no with the 5x5 area surrounding the 
possible match comers c„ detected within the circular search space o f radius a s .
So, V cn (x , y )  where the distance from n0 the current mesh node,
4-9
4-10
d  =  yj(c„ O )  -  n0 (x ) )2 + (cn (y )  -  n0 (y ) f  
is less than the search space of radius a s , the total intensity difference is:
1 1 / \ ( \i
I T = m i n ^ ^ l / ( x „ o + i,y  + j ) - I [ x c + i , y Ca + y j
"° ¡=-\j=-\
For a 5x5 area the comer point cn is chosen that minimises the value o f I T in the range 0
to 6375 (i.e. 255 x 25 pixels). Based on this intensity difference, match strength is es­
tablished. The larger this value the weaker the match strength and a factor is estab­
lished:
Su  = i -
I  \  4-11
1 T
2 5 x 2 5 5 y
A larger value o f  I T implies a weaker intensity patch match, averaged over 25 pixels 
and over the maximum intensity value 255, so S M e  [0,l] = 1 for the best match and 0 for 
the worst match.
The m ethod o f correlation o f small intensity patches is a popular method used in track­
ing applications. However, the theoretical justification o f using the correlation-based 
method in this method is weak as the features are often formed at the physical corners
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o f  objects, w here the background is m oving and w ill occupy a large proportion o f  the 
patch. This m ay lead to a poor correlation betw een the background area com ponents o f 
the intensity difference patches, and indeed for a com er with high curvature on the bor­
der o f an object the  background m ay occupy as m uch as % o f  the total area.
Feature S tructure M ethod
A nother im plem ented m ethod uses the inform ation about each feature derived from  the 
feature extraction process. I f  it is possible to have a three or four param eter description 
o f  the feature rather than needing 25 differencing operations, the com putation aspect 
m ay be reduced. This is especially im portant at the m atching stage, as this is the aspect 
o f  the algorithm  that is perform ed frequently, at each feature in  the surrounding search- 
space o f  each m esh node, at each iteration o f  every frame.
Som e o f  the feature param eters that w ere exam ined (particularly for com er features) 
were:
•  The cen tre  of gravity  (COG) o f  the feature. In the case o f  com er features, this 
will no t occur at the com er point and gives inform ation about the direction o f  
the com er and the shape o f  the com er. In the case o f  the algorithm  used, the 
COG is a useful m easure as its calculation is required in the later stages o f  the 
SUSAN algorithm . T he COG is calculated w ith respect to the origin at the cen­
tre o f  the com er. The C O G  m easure is rotation variant, but the distance between 
the C O G  and the centre o f  the m ask is ro tation invariant.
•  The a rea  o f the co rner as it is used in  this algorithm  refers to the sum  o f  the in­
tensities o f  the pixels w ithin the m ask connected (i.e. w ithin a threshold) to the 
located com er point. This m easure is alm ost invariant to rotation, how ever due 
to the discrete nature o f  the m ask it is slightly  affected.
• D irection o f corner, as discussed previously  defines the gradient direction o f 
the com er and is seriously affected by rotation.
• In tensity  difference (or contrast) o f  the com er defines the gradient strength o f 
the com er, calculated by averaging the intensity  over the ‘connected-com er’ and 
‘non-connected-com er’ regions o f  the m ask. The intensity difference is reasona­
bly invariant to rotation and because it is a difference it is m oderately unaffected 
by global changes in scene intensity.
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A number o f different combination formulations o f the measures described where used 
as the feature comparison techniques.
• The first was a straightforward differencing method between the various pa­
rameter descriptions using (i) the distance to the centre o f gravity from the cen­
tre o f  the comer (Q , (ii) the area o f the comer (A) and (iii) the contrast o f the 
comer (I), to try to make the matching process as unaffected as possible by rota­
tion and global intensity changes. These values were normalised over the range 
0-1 to allow an equal contribution from each value.
C, distance to the COG from the comer centre; 0 < C < 3.5 
A, area o f comer; 3 < A < 18 (normalised over the 37 pixels)
I, contrast o f  comer; t < 1 < 255 (where t is the SUSAN brightness threshold)
Normalise these metrics over the range 0-1:
C '=
c_
v^ 5 y
, A'=
A - 3 
1 8 ^ 3 ,
/ '=
I - t  
255 - t
SM = i - ^ ( d - c 2J + ± t i - A 2)2+ ! ( / ; - I 2f , 4-12
so Sm is normalised in the range S M e  [0,1], where 0 is the weakest and 1 is the 
strongest match.
• The second was a constrained version o f the first using user-defined factors o f 
importance o f the particular feature properties:
SM= l - ^ ( c ' l -C'2J + AA(a;- 4 f  + A,(/;- l ‘J , 4-13
where Ac, Aa and A/ e  [0,1] and Ac + Aa + A, = 1, tailored by the user to specific 
needs. Again Sm is normalised in the range SM e  [0,1], where 0 is the weakest 
and 1 is the strongest match.
The following matching percentage measure was used to test the performance o f the 
feature matching techniques and can be computed simply as:
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. . .  number o f correct matches - number o f incorrect matches
matching percentage = 100 x  — ----- ----------------------------— —-
maximum possible number o f correct matches
4-12
which will be dependent on the pair o f images chosen but as a measure it gives the es­
timated performance o f  the matching technique. The maximum possible number o f  cor­
rect matches defines the num ber o f matches that is possible, assuming that certain fea­
tures cannot be matched as they disappear and appear between image frames. This value 
was calculated by hand, with a small Java application used for matching between the 
two frames by the user choosing correct pairs o f features.
It is worth noting that the m easure above is defined for regular matching techniques and 
in the case o f the active m esh algorithm the measure is better defined as:
V  correct match strengths - V  incorrect match strengths
matching percentage = 100 x  — ----------„  — ----------------------------------
2^ correct +  incorrect match strengths
4-13
as the effect o f the m atching on the overall mesh will be determined by the calculation 
o f the strengths o f the matches rather than just the num ber o f  matches as this is the true 
effect o f the match performance on the movement o f the mesh.
From  the relationship developed for matching the external forces may be calculated by 
the following equations:
r r - d }  4-14
Eext(x) — ocES Md(x)
\
Fexi<v) — M^i y)
r
' r - d \  4-15
ex t( y)   ^  E  
where t t E is a user-defined factor to allow the external forces to have a larger or 
smaller effect on the mesh (i.e. similar to the régularisation parameter as discussed in 
Section 3.2.5) and r is the search space radius. The last term weights the distance o f the 
force as weaker the further the distance from the examined node.
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Set th e  s e a r c h S p a c e A r e a  
For each N o d e  (c u r N o d e )
Search C o rn erL is t  fo r best match corner to  c u rN o d e  
b e s tC o r n e r  = the  best match corner re tu rned  
p u llF a c to r  = fa c to r based  on th e  strength of the match 
d is ta n c e  = th e  distance between c u rN o d e  and B e s tC o r n e r  
d is ta n c e F a c to r  = (s e a r c h S p a c e A r e a  -  d is ta n c e )  I s e a r c h S p a c e A r e a  
m a tc h S tr e n g th  = p u llF a c to r  x  d is ta n c e F a c to r  
diffX  = b e s tC o r n e r .X  -  c u r N o d e .X  
d iffY  = b e s tC o r n e r .  Y  -  c u rN o d e . Y  
if (d iffX  not equal 0 .0 )
u n itX  = diffX  I (absolute va lu e  o f diffX) 
if (d iffY  not equal 0 .0 )
u n itY  = d iffY  I (absolute va lu e  o f diffY) 
d is ta n c e X F a c to r  = E x te rn a lF o rc e F a c to r  x  (absolute va lu e  o f diffX) 
d is ta n c e Y F a c to r  -  E x te rn a lF o rc e F a c to r  x  (absolute va lu e  o f diffY) 
th e F o r c e X  = d is ta n c e X F a c to r  x  u n itX  x  d is ta n c e F a c to r  x  p u llF a c to r  
th e F o rc e  Y  = d is ta n c e  Y F a c to r  x  u n itY  x  d is ta n c e F a c to r  x  p u llF a c to r  
push c u rN o d e  by (th e F o rc eX , th e F o rc e Y )
A lgorithm  4-3. External energy algorithm.
The active m esh allow s constrained feature m atching to take place on a fram e-by-fram e 
basis in an  im age sequence. Once the features have been correctly m atched the real- 
m otion o f  the im age o f  selected points in  the im age plane are available as vectors.
The external forces are caused by the spatial position  and m atch strength o f  the m esh 
com ers detected in  the new fram e relative to the current m esh nodes. For each detected 
com er in  the area around the node (determ ined by  the search area), a com parison is 
com puted betw een the sim ilarity o f  the com er and the stored node inform ation (from 
the initial com putation o f  the m esh). This com parison o f  sim ilarity betw een com ers and 
nodes is perform ed using an intensity patch com parison or the other com parisons out­
lined that re tu rn  a m atch strength value betw een 0  and 1 , w here 1 im plies an ideal 
match. The force is then calculated for the node as shown in A lgorithm  4-3, based on 
the distance o f  the best m atch com er from  the current node. This algorithm  allows 
forces that are further aw ay from  the node to apply a sm aller force on the current node. 
It is likely that m atches closer to the current node are m ore correct. H ow ever it is 
im portant not to  discount the forces that are a large distance from  the node. For 
example, i f  the scene undergoes a large translation then a large num ber o f  sm all forces 
could pull the m esh tow ards a possible correct solution.
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4.5 The Final Algorithm
The completed general algorithm may be described as follows, referring to Figure 4-23.
• Load the initial frame.
• Perform the feature detector on the image (usually using the SUSAN comer detector 
with a modified 5x5 mask). The threshold value is chosen as appropriate for the im­
age sequence, decided by a desired number o f features, but it was found that this 
value does not vary significantly for the real-world image sequences used.
• If  this is the primary frame, a mesh is built using the Delaunay triangulation from 
the features that are detected. Each feature point is added to the mesh, point-by- 
point, becoming a node independent o f the image feature. The energy formulation 
that is used causes the mesh to be initially in equilibrium.
F igure 4-23. The outline of the overall active mesh algorithm.
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•  The m esh is applied to the im age and is set active. In itially  there should be no 
change in  the m esh as the m esh is m inim ised, w ith the external forces being zero 
and the m esh line lengths at their desired values. A  parallel thread is then started 
that:
•  C alculates the internal forces as in A lgorithm  4-2, attem pting to m inim ise the in­
ternal energy o f  the overall mesh.
•  The external forces that are caused by the change o f  the image are calculated 
and the external energies are m inim ised as in A lgorithm  4-3.
•  All the forces are com bined.
• Is the m esh term inated? I f  not, then repeat last step otherw ise go to next step.
•  The node positions o f  the m esh are recorded at each iteration and stored in a
tim e-tagged array.
•  I f  there are m ore fram es, repeat.
4.6 The Adaptive Active Mesh
The adaptive m esh algorithm  is very sim ilar to the general active m esh algorithm  but 
w ith a few  extensions. The concept behind the adaptive m esh is to allow features to be 
added or rem oved from the m esh as they becom e available or unavailable in the image 
sequence. This property can be added to the m esh algorithm  as show n in Figure 4-24.
•  D rop features: I f  the m esh is tracking a set o f  features for several frames, it
should drop the features that are w eakening the m atching by being inconsis­
tently  detected over im age frames. So the follow ing cases should cause features 
to be dropped:
•  W eak features: features that are inconsistently detected.
•  Features that go out o f  scope: features that are tracked m ay leave the im age 
view  and should be rem oved from  the mesh. This is application dependent, 
as the m esh can m aintain  inform ation outside the im age bounds quite suc­
cessfully, but often these features should be rem oved.
•  Features that becom e occluded m ay also be rem oved. Again, it is application 
dependent. In fact using this algorithm  the relative position o f  these features 
can be m aintained until they re-appear, but these features m ust be tagged as 
occluded.
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• Add features: I f  the mesh is tracking a set o f features for several frames, it can 
also add features to the mesh. The following cases might cause features to be 
added:
•  Dis-occlusion o f image features. Features might appear in the image frame 
due to an object m oving and revealing previously occluded features.
•  New frame edge features will likely be detected at the edges o f the image 
frame when the observer view moves to the left or right o f the original view.
•  New moving object. The entrance o f a new independently moving object 
may cause new features to appear.
F igure 4-24. The adaptive mesh overall algorithm.
START
Load Primary Frame
Is First Frame?
a re  there:
• new strong features? Update Mesh? 
- redundent nodes?
Iterate Yes y
Mesh Update 
add/remove nodes
Mesh Generation
Force Initialisation
Energy
Iteration
Block
Load Next Frame Iterate
YES , Obeys Terminating 
Condition?
■ >  Max Numbor Iterations
I OR
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It was im portant to m odify the active m esh to be capable o f  changing in structure as the 
im age sequence progressed. The reason for using the iterative Delaunay triangulation 
was for this very reason, only it w as found to be m ore difficult than initially expected. 
Problem s occur w ith the adaptive m esh w hen it is m odified and no longer obeys the 
conditions o f  a true D elaunay triangulation, i.e. w hen the structure o f  the m esh has been 
altered and no longer conform s to the D elaunay structure due to the effect o f  external 
forces. This is described in detail in A ppendix B.
The solution to this difficulty involved updating the m esh at each fram e, rather than up­
dating the m esh at each iteration. The m esh structure is verified and m odified to force it 
to conform  to the structure o f  a D elaunay m esh, with vertices being swapped to con­
form  to the m in-m ax angle criterion and connection references being updated. This 
m esh does not how ever have to  conform  to the D elaunay triangulation rules w hile the 
iterations are taking place. The referencing structure o f  the softw are im plem entation o f 
the m esh allow ed this to be perform ed seam lessly, m aking it easy to rem ove mesh 
nodes from  the centre o f  the Java vector list. The rem aining vector list elem ents are re ­
com bined into a m esh, still re tain ing all the m esh node inform ation. This m ethodology 
kept the m esh clean and prevented crossover cases as discussed in A ppendix B.
4.7 The Multiple Active Mesh Approach
This active m esh algorithm  structure allow s for m ultiple m eshes to exist in the same 
sequence. The determ ination o f  the locations o f  the individual m eshes can be perform ed 
in several ways:
• The prim ary and m ost obvious m ethod o f  determ ining m ultiple m eshes is by ex­
am ining the m otion vectors o f  a large m esh and sub-dividing the m esh into a 
sm aller m esh that is a subset o f  the larger mesh. This sm aller m esh can then ex­
ist w ith no ties to  the larger parent mesh. In the parent m esh the m esh nodes can 
be rem oved that correspond to the child m esh and both m eshes can exist inde­
pendently. The identification o f  an independent sim ilarly m oving cluster o f  
m esh nodes was im plem ented.
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Figure 4-25. The multiple mesh algorithm segment.
• Another method would be to use region information in the scene. A region seg­
m entation technique could divide the image into areas o f similar intensity or tex­
ture patterns. From this information and the location o f features within this re­
gion, a m esh could be constructed that is a small part o f the entire image. Each 
mesh node is tagged with the region information and mesh regions that display 
similar motion patterns could be combined to form a super region that is the sum 
o f these smaller regions.
• 3-D information may be available that would also allow the segmentation o f sub
meshes, where the depth map could be region segmented as information for the 
creation o f  multiple meshes. The mesh nodes o f these small meshes would also 
be tagged with the estimation o f  depth o f that node, leading to more informed 
segmentation in later stages. This would be a form o f the 3-D ACMs discussed 
previously, in Section 3.7.1.
• A priori information is always useful and if  available for a particular scene could 
lead to the creation o f sub-meshes. For example, if the algorithm was being ap­
plied to purely corridor scenes and models were available from some other tech-
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nique (various authors have developed m odels o f  corridor scenes based on the 
vanishing point and im age edges (see G rosso et al (1992)) then m ultiple sub­
m eshes could be applied to d ifferent regions o f  the m odel (walls, floor, roof 
etc.). These m eshes could then be tracked individually.
In the case o f  m ultiple sub-m eshes im age features could be shared betw een the m eshes. 
This could have advantages in m ost cases as the im age features could be corners, often 
existing on the physical boundaries o f  objects and should be present in  the inner object 
m esh and the outer ‘background’ m eshes. This phenom enon could also cause the prob­
lem  o f  the sub m eshes drifting into each other and getting T ost’. This was a characteris­
tic o f  the initial m ultip le snake im plem entation o f  this research. The addition o f  con­
straining region spring forces to the m esh m ight confine the sub-m eshes to the correct 
regions, but this assum es that the region determ ination is accurate to a large extent.
The facility  to have m ultiple m eshes was added to the algorithm  by adding an array o f 
m eshes, individually determ ined by som e process (as outlined above). Once initialisa­
tion has been  perform ed the individual m eshes are threads that operate in  parallel, with 
no transfer o f  inform ation betw een individual threads. Currently the initialisation o f  the 
m ultip le active m eshes is based on a region m ask.
4.8 The Region Based Initialised Active Mesh
A s ju s t discussed the in itialisation is the stage at w hich the m ultiple m eshes are deter­
m ined, after that they operate as individual threads. The region-based initialisation is 
based on a m ulti-intensity  m ask, w here som e other a priori process determ ines the m ask 
or can even be created by the user. There are several uses and reasons for using such a 
m ask  approach for the active mesh.
•  In  the case o f  a static cam era fixed on a scene, im age fram e differencing (or in­
deed som e form  o f  dynam ic updating im age fram e differencing, to account for 
global intensity  changes etc.) m akes it com paratively straightforw ard to deter­
m ine the background region o f  the im age fram e. Intruder objects appear clearly 
(w ith the exception o f  som e background ‘print th rough’) and can be identified as 
the location for an active m esh to be initialised. This ‘sm all’ m esh can then be 
tracked through im age sequences. I f  m ultiple objects appear they can be tracked
using the m ultiple m esh fram ew ork ju st outlined.
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• C lustering and segm entation algorithm s can determ ine region inform ation. This 
inform ation about the regions can be transferred to the initialisation o f  m ultiple 
active m eshes, w ith the aim o f  tracking these regions individually. This is an ap­
plication dependent im plem entation. This inform ation could also define depth 
m ap inform ation, determ ined by a 3-D structure from m otion algorithm.
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Figure 4-26. The hand generated mask region image is shown as in (a) and the resultant multiple mesh output 
is shown in (b).
The way that the algorithm  uses this inform ation is straightforw ard. Assum e that there 
is an im age I(x,y) and a region m ap R(x,yj, w here both im ages are o f  the sam e dim en­
sion. R(x,y) is structured as a 32-bit integer im age (allow ing 4.3 billion regions), with 
each integer level defining a different im age region. Sort all the im age features that 
have the same value o f  R(xf,yj) into lists o f  features. For each list o f  features, create a 
new  m esh. F igure 4-26 (a) shows the region im age (that usually exists in m em ory only) 
that allow s the definition o f  the different regions. F igure 4-26 (b) shows the resultant 
m ultiple m eshes that are output from  the algorithm . It is im portant to note that once the 
m eshes have been created  there is no dependence (or need) for the region image.
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4.9.1 T he S e a rc h  S p a c e
4.9 Notes on the Active Mesh
Figure 4-27. (a) Shows a common approach o f linear search spaces for image edges when dealing with 
active contours (b) illustrates the discrete image form o f a linear search.
In m ost active contour applications a linear search space is used as in Figure 4-27, with 
the region o f  in terest bounded by the dashed lines. L ines draw n norm al to the curve rep­
resent the search space w here corresponding im age features are likely to lie and m ay be 
detected using  im age filtering. This can be a very efficient way to perform  im age filter­
ing, as it is only perform ed on a very  sm all area o f  the im age. Problem s m ay how ever 
result from  the w ay in  w hich these search lines w ill intersect the pixels o f  the image, 
including shaip  changes in intensity over the line. A possible solution to this problem  is 
to use anti-aliasing sam pling, w here the intensity  at a particular po int is a w eighted sum 
o f  four neighbouring pixels.
For dealing w ith this active m esh im plem entation, com ers or feature points are used and 
linear search spaces are no longer suitable. F irst o f  all, there are no apparent linear paths 
to use and it is unlikely  that a linear path  w ould be robust in  detecting discrete points. 
The use o f  feature points forces an  exhaustive search over a region o f  interest, w hich is 
indeed m ore com putationally  intensive. H ow ever, it has been found that there is a limit 
to the com putation involved as a feature detector m ay be applied to the entire image, 
rather than the individual search spaces. For exam ple in an im age o f  256 x 256 pixels, 
and m esh nodes w ith  a search space o f  25 pixels in  radius -  only 34 m esh nodes are al­
lowed before it is m ore efficient to perform  the feature detector on the entire im age, re­
cording the x  and y  locations o f  each feature extracted. Som e approaches and possible
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improvements to the search space, including the use o f Kalman filtering are suggested 
in Section 6.3.3.
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Figure 4-28. The SUSAN algorithm as implemented in Java. In (a) tested on a test template frame and in
(b) tested on the original test frame given by Smith (1992), to test consistency with the original algorithm.
4.9.2 The Terminating Condition
The terminating condition for this implementation can be one o f two cases:
• A  maximum number o f iterations per frame or
• W hen the mesh nodes move less than a defined minimum distance
The ideal case is the second one where the mesh is allowed to settle to less than a cer­
tain defined threshold distance, thus allowing the mesh to settle quite accurately. For 
this implementation the value is set at 0.25 o f one pixel. The only problems that can oc­
cur with this condition is that o f an unstable settling where a mesh node could dither 
between a value o f 0.2 to -0 .2  and so prevents the mesh from settling. This is unusual, 
but can occur when a mesh node is connected to a large number o f other mesh nodes. A 
maximum number o f iterations threshold is also included to prevent this from occurring 
and ‘locking-up’ the algorithm. It was also found suitable to define a minimum number 
o f iterations, to insure that the mesh at least attempts to search for a solution.
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4.9.3 The SUSAN Corner Detection
The SUSA N C om er D etector as discussed in Section 2.6.2 was im plem ented in Java 
using the specialised RGBImageFilter class and altered to provide structured inform a­
tion about the com ers. See A ppendix D.
In Figure 4-29, the SUSAN com er detection algorithm  is applied to the sam e image 
with differing thresholds to show  how this has an effect on the num ber o f  com ers de­
tected. In  (b) a  threshold  value o f  16 is used. In this case 570 com ers are detected. 
W hen this value is reduced to 8 the num ber o f  com ers increases to 930 as in (c) and 
w hen this value is increased to 32 the num ber o f  com ers reduces down to 305 as in (a). 
The quality o f  the com ers at low er thresholds is poorer, in that the intensity  difference 
that is required  to classify a com er is reduced, w ith a sm all intensity difference being 
m ore affected by lighting conditions and noise. The com ers that are detected with the 
highest d ifference are the strongest, i.e. they have a large im age gradient on the com er 
and so are possib ly  the best com ers for m atching, in that with the exception o f  occlusion 
they are likely to be consistently  detected from  one fram e to the next.
The system  should provide a reasonable num ber o f  features for feature m atching. W hat 
is a reasonable num ber o f  features in this case?
• The larger the num ber o f  features, the m ore com putationally intensive the m atching 
becom es, and the w eaker the features becom e, in term s o f  consistently and reliably 
detectable features. C om ers detected from  texture infonnation, or im age quantisa­
tion effects are likely  to be unreliable.
•  Too few  com ers will cause regions in the im age to contain no features for the fea­
ture-m atching algorithm , resulting in sparse m otion inform ation. H ow ever, having 
no features detected in a region o f uniform  intensity  m ay not be a problem  for m o­
tion tracking, as the features surrounding this area will allow  an estim ation o f  m o­
tion  to propagate tow ards the centre o f  the uniform  region.
•  A  specific num ber o f  com ers could be chosen, how ever this w ould no t be suitable in 
m any cases, as the com ers could suffer from  the same problem s. The num ber o f 
com ers m ay be forced to be too high, giving poor features, or too low, giving a non- 
uniform  im age description.
A suitable num ber o f  corners w ould be a num ber o f  stable com ers that are not exces­
sively clustered in a particular region o f  the im age. C hoosing the correct num ber o f  cor­
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ners was a problem  also discussed in  Cham ley and Blissett (1989). In  their application 
for surface reconstruction they m anually select a  com er threshold to give, typically 250 
points in sem i-structured images (8-bit 256x256) and a m aximum  o f  500 points in im ­
ages o f  natural vegetation. They found that this num ber o f  features allows an even dis­
tribution, except for the blander regions o f  the images.
Thr=32 Thr=16 Thr=8
Figure 4-29. The SUSAN algorithm applied to the same image using different threshold values. In (a) 
Threshold = 32, (b) Threshold = 16, and in (c) Threshold = 8.
4.10 SUSAN Pre-filter modifications
The SUSAN com er detector o f  Smith (1992) was exam ined in  detail and found to be a 
very efficient algorithm. Trajkovid (1998) developed a com er detector based on the 
SUSAN principle bu t involving calculating the CRF in  m any directions passing through 
the centre pixel, for the purpose o f  developing a faster algorithm.
It was found however, during the course o f  this research that a pre-filter could be writ­
ten  to further enhance the speed o f  the SUSAN algorithm. In  Figure 4-29(b) at a bright­
ness threshold o f  16, approxim ately 570 comers are detected by the SUSAN algorithm, 
w hich is less than 0.5%  o f  the total pixel area o f the image. It makes sense therefore that
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the algorithm  should be layered so that the m ore com putationally expensive calculations 
be carried out only on the m ost likely set o f  com er candidates.
SUSAN Mask
b
a c a'
b’
F igure 4-30. The SUSAN mask and mask points o f the calculations.
The SUSAN algorithm  o f  Sm ith (1992) agrees w ith this philosophy and perform s the 
m ajority o f  com putation in a m ultistage form, w here the calculation o f  the USAN 
(U SA N area) is the first and necessary step o f  the algorithm . This com putation is in  it­
se lf a com putationally  intensive calculation, involving 37 addition operations for each 
im age pixel.
A t each pixe l:
I f  1I  a — / c | + 1I a. — I | <  CCsd  O r 11b — / c | + 1I  h, — I c \  <  (%sd
Then d o  no t co n tin u e
E lse  C o n tin e  to  n e x t S U S A N  s tage .
Algorithm  4-4. The S U S A N  pre-filter algorithm.
The suggestion is to perform  a  p re-filter that tries to  prevent ‘no hope’ candidate com ers 
from  passing on to a further stage for the USAN calculation. The concept is straight­
forward, because, exam ining points in the m ask a and a shows that i f  the intensity d if­
ference betw een po in t a and point C is large then it is possible that a com er m ay exist at 
this point. This is perform ed sim ilarly for the differences in the im age intensities be­
tw een a ’ and C, b and C, and b ' and C. I f  there is no significant change then it is likely 
that the intensities o f  the m ask are uniform  -  hence no com er. The algorithm  takes the 
form  o f  A lgorithm  4-4, w here d  is the ‘u sual’ user-defined brightness threshold o f  the 
SUSAN algorithm  and Ia represents the im age intensity at the point a in the mask. The 
user-defined constant value as is usually  set at the value 1.0  (the reason for this is ex­
plained in Section 5.6.1)
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Next Stage Fail (a) Pass (b) Fail (a&b)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4-31. Showing some example cases for the pre-filter and whether they pass to the next stage or fail 
the test.
Figure 4-31, shows some example cases for the SUSAN pre-filter. The pre-filter pre­
vents most ‘no hope’ candidate comers from being passed to the next stage o f the 
SUSAN comer detection algorithm. In Figure 4 -31(a) the intensity difference between 
the value at mask point a ’ and point C is large and so the comer candidate is passed to 
the next stage (this would also be the case for b to Q . In Figure 4 -31(b) the intensity 
difference between Ia - Ic  and !„• - ¡c is very low and so will fail the test -  the comer 
will be dismissed as a ‘no hope’ match. In Figure 4 -3 1(c) the current pixel location will
the frame
Image Name: |D \M y Java Pro|ects\D
Size x  256 y: 25G Info;
Displaying fealwes...
(a) (b)
F igure 4-32. The SUSAN test template used by Smith (1992) (a) shows the Test template after the 
SUSAN algorithm has been performed [280ms], (b) Shows the template after the modified SUSAN has 
been performed [81ms].
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pass the test as the intensity difference betw een /*■ and Ic  is large and so is passed to the 
next stage o f  the SUSAN algorithm , w hich will likely reject it. In F igure 4 -3 1(d), the 
uniform  intensity points that are m ost likely rejected w ithout any further processing by 
the SUSAN  algorithm . This type o f  po int is m ost likely found in regions o f  uniform  in­
tensity, as the USAN area is > 2/5 o f  the total area. Results from  this approach and 
com parisons are carried out in detail in Section 5.6. A s show n in F igure 4-32, the m odi­
fied algorithm  identifies the exact sam e com ers as the original algorithm  in the test im ­
age used by Smith (1992).
4.10.1 Addition of Median Pre-Filtering
The m edian is a w ell-recognised filter for the reduction o f  im age noise, especially for 
suppressing noise in  regions o f  sim ilar im age intensity, especially im portant in edge de­
tection techniques, since noise can confuse edge detection techniques into the detection 
o f  false edges. There are d ifferent definitions o f the m edian filter, w ith the most com ­
m on filter m ask types being displayed in  Figure 4-33. The m edian filter has long been 
recognised as an edge preserver, but not an edge enhancer, as it does not increase the 
contrast o f  the edge. It does degrade true edges to som e extent, bu t the technique is su­
perio r to other linear filtering techniques. The reduction o f  im age noise and thus false 
edges is a large benefit for m inor edge degradation.
(a) (b) (c)
F igure 4-33. The most common median filter masks (a) square (b) X and (c) cross shapes.
B ovik et al (1987) perform  a study on the different types o f  m edian filtering techniques 
available and on the effectiveness o f  these techniques. They conclude that the m edian 
filter can im prove the perform ance o f  edge detectors, w ith  the X  and cross-shaped 
m asks perform ing m ore favourably in the presence o f  a m ajority  o f  horizontal, vertical 
and diagonal edges. The square m asks allow  the extraction o f  edge m aps that are 
sm oother but w ith larger am ounts o f  edge displacem ent w hen all the orientations are 
considered.
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It was determ ined during the course o f  this research that the m edian filter also played a 
role in extracting m ore stable com ers using the SUSAN algorithm  (See Section 4.2 on 
early techniques). The prim ary im plem entation was using a 3x3 square m edian m ask, 
perform ed w hen each fram e o f  the im age sequence is loaded.
F igure 4-34. The SUSAN corner detector with pre-filters.
In the later im plem entation o f  the active m esh using the m odified SUSAN com er detec­
tor as the prim ary feature detector it was discovered that an efficient im plem entation o f 
the m edian filter could be perform ed, in m uch the sam e w ay as the SUSAN pre-filter 
was developed.
As discussed for edges the m ain use o f  the m edian filter is to reduce im pulse noise that 
causes the detection o f  false edges. In m uch the sam e w ay this im pulse noise causes the 
detection o f  false com ers, especially in areas o f  uniform  intensity. This m eans that m ost 
o f  the true com ers w ill be a subset o f  the list o f  true and false com ers. A nother version 
o f  the SUSAN com er detector was developed w ith a m edian filter (with a choice m asks) 
being perform ed after the initial reduction o f  ‘no-hope’ com ers as discussed in Section 
0). O ther form s o f  noise reduction w ere not exam ined, such as noise m odelling.
The overall algorithm  is displayed in Figure 4-34, w here the com putationally intensive 
m edian filter is only perform ed on possible com ers. This step is not as efficient as it 
m ight appear, as the m edian still m ust be calculated on the entire area o f the mask. Each 
pixel is tagged once the m edian has been perform ed and so there is no duplication in the 
calculation.
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4.11 Discussion
Several different active m esh approaches have been described -  active m esh, adaptive 
active m esh and m ultiple active m eshes. Each one o f  these approaches has different ap­
plications. The active m esh and adaptive active m esh approaches are very suitable for 
unconstrained m otion tracking. The m ultiple region based approach is very suitable for 
fixed cam era applications, as w ell as m oving cam era applications w here m ultiple ob­
jects  are involved. The results outlined in C hapter 5 w ill illustrate these approaches 
w orking in different situations.
Som e o f  the advantages o f  the active m esh m ethods include:
• The initialisation o f  the m esh(es) is autom atic and involves very little param eter 
changes, m ore tuning using the param eters available.
•  It is based strongly on 2-D  im age features, w hich are show n to be less likely to 
suffer from local effects such as the aperture problem . These features have also 
been determ ined to be accurately defined and consistent betw een im age frames. 
This algorithm  takes the advantages o f  lower-level feature m atching and pro­
vides a higher-level fram ew ork.
• The energy-based approaches o f  active contours has gained acceptance as a suit­
able fram ew ork for m otion tracking, w ith this approach allow ing a m ore struc­
tured m odel for dealing w ith  objects than snakes or balloons.
•  There are few  assum ptions m ade about the scene and no a priori inform ation re­
quired.
• The system  is m odular w here the features used, the m atching algorithm  and the 
im age filters m ay be replaced w ith  m ore suitable m odules as they becom e ap­
parent.
•  The algorithm  can deal w ith  affine transform s o f  the object as w ell as deform a­
tions w ithin the tracked object, to be shown in C hapter 5.
•  The algorithm  currently w orks veiy  w ell only on a 2-fram e basis. The use o f  
m ultiple im age fram es and the addition o f  m om entum  to the m esh and Kalm an 
filtering w ould certainly im prove the quality o f  the tracking over m ultiple 
fram es.
•  The im age fram e step size can be quite large -  typically  o f  the order o f  20 pix­
els, w hich is im pressive in com parison to the approaches o f  optical flow, which 
requires very sm all im age steps.
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Prim arily the num ber o f  m esh nodes and the num ber o f  features in the search space o f 
each m esh node define the com plexity  o f  the active-m esh algorithm . The com plexity 
can be defined as 0 i(n)x0 2 (m) w here n is the num ber o f  m esh nodes and m is the aver­
age num ber o f  features in each search space. Oj is the m esh update operation, which 
includes the calculation o f  the internal and external forces. The reason that there is not a 
higher level o f  com plexity is due to the fact that the forces to be applied at the con­
nected nodes are only sum m ed once for all nodes due to the node force com bination 
algorithm . This w ould involve a level o f  com plexity  o f  Oj(n2)  i f  each force was updated 
individually. O2  is the feature-m atching algorithm  that is perform ed for each o f  the m 
features in each search space. Increasing the search space area will thus affect the com ­
plexity, as w ill increasing the num ber o f  features or the num ber o f  m esh nodes. In  the 
m ultiple m esh approach this com plexity w ill be required for each m esh, how ever the 
m eshes w ill be sm aller in size.
4.12 The Java Application Developed
To test the theoretical approach described in this research an application im plem enta­
tion was developed in Java. Initial im plem entations during the course o f  this research 
were in K horos (Cantata), C, C++ for X -w indow s (using M otif) and then finally Java.
Khoros (version 2.0) was found to be a very suitable environm ent for the developm ent 
o f  vision based algorithm s, how ever it was found to be a difficult environm ent for de­
veloping applications that require advanced u ser interaction, such as dragging mesh 
nodes. B ecause such a specialised application was required involving low-level interac­
tion w ith the im age filters used it was decided to exam ine the new ly em erging language 
o f  Java. The use o f  Java for v ision  applications developm ent is discussed in a book to 
be  released this year21.
F igure 4-35 shows the latest im plem entation environm ent that was developed. The lat­
est version uses M icrosoft W indow  Foundation Classes (W FCs) for the creation o f 
panes to store all the different options. B ehind each tab there are options and controls
21 P.F. Whelan, D. Molloy, “Machine Vision Algorithms in Java: Techniques and Implementation” to be 
published by Springer-Verlag, September 2000, 298 Pages. ISBN 1-85233-218-2.
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• M ain  - loading m ain images,
• F iltering - filtering options as currently  displayed,
• O ptions - general options,
•  M esh - m esh  generation and param eters,
• Energies - set energy param eters and iterate,
• F ram e - loading o f  fram es options,
• H istory - to display m otion paths etc.,
•  Sequence - allows sequences to be loaded and operated on,
• D ebug - for program m ing, dum ps inform ation as required,
• M atcher - param eters for the feature-m atching algorithm.
Im a g e  fra m e  a nd  M esh V ie w e r
Image Nam« |D:VMyJava Projects'!. Sequence Loading Matcher Options
S o m e  o f th e  filte rs
M esh  G e n e ra tio nG eneral O ptions Fram e Load ing Motion
Vector
H istory
Frame | Hiswry Sequence | Debug | Matchei
iture Detector 
> Use Susan Còrnei Detect« 
i* Use DSusan Corner Detector 
I?  With Median jßlock
On Ciment Image 
Median
RGB>BW I
Energy options and Iterate
I nieüKHu
Thr I Value [728
M ain  L o a d in g
Susan
Pie-filto faciot (DSUSAN) F a
Messages: Hiding the New Features
Hiding New features. [Attempting lo load Image anpoit pcn]l[ln Directory D:\MyJava Pioiects\DSnakeVeision4 1 \]||Loaded 
Successfully. ll[Load image succeeded!]! [l> Attempting lo Perlotm a Medan Filter.. ]l[Frltei Time 
taken:331 ]l[|retPte:4932 SUS 19877 C0G:1148)llFi!ler Time taken:330 For 34)1
[Generating Mesh MFWshed Generating Mesh ||[At(empting lo load Image aiipotLpcxll[ln Directory D AMy 
Java Proiecls\DSnakeVeiiion4.1 \)l[Loaded Successfully. .]|[Load image succeeded!]l[Displaytng the Image 
Fiame]l|[iet|Pre 6334 SUS;40007 CO G:1252]|[D ¡splaying Ihe New FealuresJ||Hiding the New Features)!
M e s s a g e  O u tp u t W in d o w
Figure 4-35. General form o f the implementation environment.
This im plem entation allow s sequences o f  im ages to be loaded and the algorithm  to run 
on each fram e for a certain num ber o f  iterations. The m esh update function is also in-
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eluded that updates the mesh on a fram e-by-fram e basis and the m otion vectors m ay be 
plotted using the history functions.
An exam ple Java A pplet version o f  this im plem entation, containing a subset im plem en­
tation o f  the main application developed is available at: 
li Hd : / / w w w . eeng .dcu. i e/~m o lloyd/phd/
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Chapter 5 -  Implementation, Testing and Results 
5.1 1ntroduction
After a formulation was developed for using the active mesh structure, it was necessary 
to test its operation on different motion sequences, with varying conditions. Initially a 
simple generated scene was used to demonstrate the low-level operation o f  the mesh 
under varying conditions. Subsequently, more detailed simulated image sequences were 
used to demonstrate the motion and structural changes o f the mesh under different im­
age deformations. Finally, the mesh is tested on real-world image sequences, again un­
der varying conditions.
5.2 Simple Operation o f the Mesh
Initial testing o f the mesh is concerned prim arily with the low-level effects that occur 
within the mesh.
The square moves up 
 , and left
Frame 1
energy values
F igure 5-1. Showing the First and second frame of the translation. The image object and the mesh 
are captured directly from the active-mesh application.
5.2.1 Translation Results
This test will show the movement o f the mesh purely using external forces. The object 
in the scene, a simple rectangular shape is translated left and slightly up after the mesh 
has been initialised in the first frame. The m esh internal lengths should be constant; 
with almost no internal forces being applied, as the CurLenght and SetLength values or 
the mesh lines are close to equal during the iterations. The mesh is generated using the 
Delaunay triangulation procedure as discussed previously and the determination o f the 
mesh node positions is performed using the SUSAN comer detector. In Figure 5-1,
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frame 2, the mesh is displaced from its desired position in the image. The distance is 
relatively large, but still within the default search space o f the mesh nodes (in this case a 
circular search space with a 25-pixel radius).
0 Iterations 15 Iterations
Figure 5-2. The sequence o f iterations (at 0, 5, 15 and then 35 iterations) leading to a suitable solution. 
Figure 5-2, shows the position o f the mesh after different numbers o f iterations. After 5 
iterations the mesh is pulled almost ha lf way towards the correct solution and by 15 
iterations it has almost settled. After 15 more iterations, the mesh settles to the correct 
solution. The mesh is permitted to approach a correct solution slowly, so as to:
• Prevent the mesh from being pulled in the wrong direction by spurious data.
• Prevent the mesh from overshooting the correct solution, as such an overshoot can
have a unstabilising ‘knock-on’ effect on the mesh, pushing correct nodes out of 
place and after sufficient iterations completely deforming the mesh.
• This rate o f approach to a correct solution may also be varied for a particular 
application, such as security or biological cell tracking where the maximum velocity 
may be reasonably defined.
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Figure 5-3. The vector results from Figure 5-2, overlaid on the image in (a) and without the image in (b). 
Figure 5-3, shows the results o f  this translation in vector form at each o f  the mesh 
nodes. In  this image and in the rest o f  the results images the 3 x 3  pixel rectangular head 
on the vector represents the destination point o f  the vector hence showing the direction 
o f  the vector.
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Figure 5-4, shows the external forces that occur at node 2 and the distance o f  the node 
from  the desired solution. The red and green lines represent the x  and y  forces respec­
tively and the black line represents the distance o f  the m esh node from the desired solu-
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Figure 5-4. The external forces and the distance displaced at node
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tion. As can be seen in  this case, a large -x and a smaller -y  component were required to 
m ove the m esh to a suitable solution, i.e. left, (-x) and up, (-y) slightly. The distance is 
given as the black line starting at around 17 pixels from  the ideal solution and m inimis­
ing close to that solution after approxim ately 40 iterations. Figure 5-5 below  shows the 
effect o f  varying the external energy variable value (cfe) from 0.01 to 0.9 and its effect 
on the settling tim e o f  the m esh on the correct result. Figure 5-5 illustrates that by 
choosing a value greater than the value previously chosen o f  0.1 w ould have resulted in 
a faster settling tim e o f  the m esh on the desired solution, while choosing a smaller value 
would have increased the num ber o f  iterations required to settle on a suitable solution.
The Distance over 30 iterations for different external energy values
External Energy 
variable values
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F igure  5-5. The distance over 30 iterations for different external energy values, as shown in the key on 
the right o f  the graph. The results were calculated based on node 2 in  the previous example, where a 
value o f  0.1 w as used.
There is a ‘trad e-o ff  betw een «g and the value o f  the internal energy a i in  the snake. I f  
0Ce is too large then the snake w ill be pulled in the direction o f  any external forces with­
out being constrained by the internal forces. This choice o f  param eter values is very 
sim ilar to the choice o f  A  and (1-A) in the régularisation stage o f  active contour imple­
m entation (see Section 3.2.5). In  effect these user-defined variables determine how fast 
the m esh w ill settle, traded o ff  against stability and the effect o f the internal forces on 
the mesh.
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5.2.2 Point Displacement Results
This discussion will explain the operation and use o f  the internal forces in the mesh. 
The internal force formulations were developed to preserve the structure o f the mesh 
and to allow a level o f deformity in the mesh. In this test, a substantial impulse force is 
applied to a single node o f the mesh, and its effects on the mesh are then examined. 
This kind o f impulse force would be an extreme version o f noise in an image sequence, 
where an incorrect close match for a mesh node might appear briefly in an image se­
quence. It is desired that the properties o f the mesh would cause a force o f this nature to 
have a very small impact on the structure o f  the mesh, allowing the mesh to be tolerant 
o f incorrect node energy minimisations. The main influence o f  external forces should be 
restricted to cases where they are applied over several frames and are not localised to a 
single node, rather several similar forces being applied to a number o f clustered nodes.
0 Iterations 10 Iterations 30 Iterations
Figure 5-6. Illustrating the effect over 30 iterations o f a force applied before iteration 0. The red lines rep­
resent the mesh lines. The boxes with the numbers give the SetLength and the CurLength as described pre­
viously.
In Figure 5-6, the force is applied at iteration 0. The interface that was developed allows 
a node to be dragged by the mouse to a set location. This is performed before iteration 0 
causing the CurLength value o f  the displaced node connected mesh lines to be dramati­
cally extended. The node is pulled a distance o f around 40 pixels. As can be seen in 
Figure 5-6 (frame 0), the SetLength o f  the mesh lines is the same length, so this drag­
ging has no effect before the iterations begin. Time is in effect stopped at this point and 
no force update iterations are performed until the user allows.
The mesh converges close to its original position after around 10 iterations and after 30 
iterations it has almost completely converged to the original position o f the mesh. The 
force that is applied is not constant over the sequence o f frames, only applied before the
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first frame, so it should have no serious structural effect on the mesh. In this particular 
case the m esh should act exactly like a snake wrapped around the outside o f  the square, 
converging back to  the square over a tim e period.
F igure  5-7. Showing a summary outline o f  the effects o f the internal and external forces on the mesh 
lines and at the m esh nodes. The graphs are numbered so that they can be referred to in the following 
pages.
Figure 5-7, outlines the operation o f  the internal and external forces within the mesh. It 
shows each m esh lines association with its respective graphs. The graphs are sampled 
over 50 iterations. The results to be expected are that lines 2, 3 and 4 reduce in  length to 
near their original length w hile lines 1 and 5 should try to conserve their current lengths. 
The external forces should also attem pt to prevent this applied force from  pulling the 
m esh away from the rectangle, by pulling the displaced nodes back to their current posi­
tion on the image. The effect o f  having no external forces is explained later (in Section 
5.23). The graphs labelled in Figure 5-7 are shown next and explained in  detail.
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Figure 5-8, shows Graph 1 and Graph 2 representing the changes occurring in the inter­
nal forces and lengths o f  line 1 and line 5 respectively. The CurLength and SetLength 
values are exactly equal for both graphs, w ith the CurLength being overlaid on top o f 
the SetLength  in both graphs. The In ternal Force  value in both graphs is also constant 
and has a value o f  zero. This is exactly as expected, as the changes in lengths o f  the 
lines (2, 3, 4) should not have an effect on the lengths o f  line 1 or line 5. Since there is 
no difference in length betw een the CurLength and the SetLength  the internal force 
value is zero. I f  this force were applied to node 2 instead o f  the current node then there 
w ould be a similar change in  length o f  the other lines in the mesh.
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Figure 5-8. Graph 1 and 2; illustrate the effects o f  the internal forces at line 1 and at line 5 respectively.
lloro lion
F igu re  5-9. The internal forces at line 2 are shown in Graph 3 with the equivalent forces at the nodes 
shown in Graph 4.
Figure 5-9, shows graph 3 and graph 4 as summarised Figure 5-7, showing the internal 
forces and lengths and the external forces at the nodes respectively. Figure 5-9(a) shows 
the red line representing the CurLength value, reducing from  an initial length o f 114 
dow n to a length o f  84 pixels quite quickly (after 10 iterations). The green line repre-
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senting the SetLength is forced to a value o f 85 but due to extem al forces the value re­
duces back to 84.
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F igure 5-10. Graph 5, showing the internal forces at line 3 and Graph 6 showing the forces at both o f the 
line 3 nodes.
The difference betw een the CurLength and the SetLength causes the magnitude to be 
initially large, falling o ff  quite quickly after 10 iterations to a zero value. The graph in 
Figure 5-9(b) shows the forces that are resulting at the ends o f  the m esh line due to the 
force value from Figure 5-9(a). The large x  and -y forces cause the m esh line to shrink 
in length. These forces fall o ff  quickly (10 iterations) to a zero value, as no further 
change in  the length o f  the m esh line is required when the CurLength and SetLength 
values are equal.
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F igure 5-11. Graph 7, showing the internal forces at line 4 and Graph 8, showing the forces at both o f the 
line 4 nodes.
Figure 5-10, shows the resulting graphs 5 and 6 showing the internal forces occurring at 
line 3. Graph 5, shows the large difference betw een the SetLength and the CurLength. 
This difference causes the resulting force to be also large. Since the m esh line is almost 
at a 45-degree angle the resulting x  and y  forces as shown in graph 6 are almost equal in 
m agnitude for the iterations. This has the effect o f pulling the displaced node up and 
right.
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F igure 5-12. showing the external forces occurring at node 2 in  Figure 5-7.
Figure 5-11 shows the resulting graphs 7 and 8. These graphs are very similar to  those 
in Figure 5-9, except for the direction o f  the forces. Figure 5-12, shows Graph 9, an ex­
ample o f  the external forces occurring at a node in the mesh. The x  and y  forces are 
pulling the m esh node towards the detected com er in  the image. These external forces 
keep the m esh in place on the image features. W ithout these external forces, the entire 
m esh w ould be pulled in the direction o f  the applied force and displaced from the image 
features.
Figure 5-13, shows the vectors overlaid on the m esh (outlined). The vectors are an illus­
tration o f  w hat occurs in  the 40 iterations that took place. The internal forces are calcu­
lated for each m esh line w ithin the mesh. I f  the m esh line is required to shrink or ex­
pand then the appropriate forces are added to the two nodes at the ends o f  the m esh line. 
The external forces are also calculated for each node and added to the node. W hen all 
the forces have been calculated at each node the forces are summ ed and the resulting 
force is applied. As can be seen in Figure 5-13, this has the form o f  a force pulling the 
displaced node back in towards the mesh, while keeping the rem aining nodes located in 
the position o f  the detected best m atch comers.
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Node 2
(C)
Force
F igure 5-13. Illustrates the various forces occurring on the mesh at a particular time iteration. (A) Shows 
the mesh itself, (B) displays the external forces occurring on the mesh, due to the mesh nodes being pulled 
towards the detected comers in the image. (C) Shows the internal forces on the individual mesh lines, try­
ing to minimise the difference between the SetLength and the CurLength. (D) Shows the different forces 
cancelling each other out and (E) displays the resulting force.
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5.2.3 Point Displacement with no External Forces
To show  the effects o f  the internal forces in the absence o f  external forces, the same
point is displaced using the sam e forces as the previous case. H owever, in this case the 
second im age fram e is a b lank  im age, w ith no com ers detectable. The m esh has to 
m inim ise the internal energy w ith in  the m esh w ithout any external forces to hold the 
m esh in  place on the im age features.
The m esh  fram es are shown as F igure 5-14, w here the point is initialised on  the object 
in the first fram e. The m esh node is displaced and then the object disappears. Rather 
than the m esh shrinking to a point (or a circle) as occurs in m any active contour im ple­
m entations the m esh retains its overall structure, how ever as can be seen in  F igure 5-15, 
the m esh is d isplaced from  its original position due to the forces applied by the dis­
placed node. This is a sim ilar advantage to the properties o f  the dual active contour ap­
proach, discussed in Section 3.5.
Frame 1 (0 iterations) 5 iterations
No external 
forces occuring at 
any o f the mesh nodes
i l  14(83)"| ¡ 162(122)
The mesh is pulled 
out o f position but still 
has almost the same shape
191(91)}
Object has become 
occluded from  view
F igure 5-14. The sequence of iterations when a point is displaced and the object has become occluded.
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The m esh alm ost retains the same shape because the lengths o f  the m esh lines are still 
the same lengths as when previously initialised. However, the mesh is skewed slightly 
due to the forces created from  the displaced node. I f  the object in the frame were to 
once again appear then the resulting external forces w ould pull the m esh again back to 
the location o f  the original m esh after only a few iterations.
i  f '
y  r«
F igure 5-15. The results from the point displaced sequence when the object becomes occluded and there 
are no external forces possible. The vectors display the displacement between frames.
This property o f  the active m esh is especially useful in the presence o f occlusion or ran­
dom  feature noise. The m esh is in equilibrium when the current m esh is similar to the 
stored m esh, in which case the energy is minimised. This prevents the m esh from  col­
lapsing dow n to a point or a line allowing a m ore stable implementation in  real-world
scenes.
(a) (b)
F igure 5-16. The param eter for setting the internal energy value as applied to the example in  Section 
5.2.2. with the displacement shown as in Figure 5-6, where (a) shows the SetLength o f  the mesh line, 
whereas (b) shows the CurLength o f  the mesh line.
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Figure 5-16, illustrates the effect o f altering the internal line length value (a / )  on the 
settling length o f the SetLength and CurLength values, where the graph o f a value in (a) 
has a corresponding value in (b) denoted by the same colour. I f  a large value is chosen 
then the SetLength changes quickly to the value o f CurLength. I f  such a value was used 
the mesh would be very deformable, changing in shape with every force that is applied. 
I f  on the other hand a small value is chosen, as the threshold value then the mesh will be 
very rigid, with external forces having little or no effect on the structure o f the mesh.
5.3 Results on Test Templates
The image shown in Figure 5-17 was used as a template to test the general structure of 
the snake being examined. The image was drawn with discrete grey level intensities 
with the comers perfectly defined (importantly, without any form of image aliasing). 
The comers in the initial frame are detected very accurately. Shapes were chosen to test 
the mesh with different movements, with the objects having the ability to move as a 
cluster or individually. From this image movements can be simulated and the structural 
deformations and movements o f  the mesh can be examined. The shapes were chosen to 
test complex and less complex structure sections o f the active mesh. The shape on the 
top right results in a complex mesh while the shape on the top left allows a less dense 
mesh. The unstructured shape in the bottom right exercises the movement o f uniform 
intensity comers. The shape in the centre is another shape that should have mesh nodes 
close together and spaced apart. The shape at the bottom right can be used to test the 
movement o f independent uniform objects.
F igure 5-17. The example template used.
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5.3.1 Test on Scene Translation
The first test involved a basic translation o f  the entire im age from  one point in  the im ­
age to another point by a sizeable am ount. A ll objects in the scene are m oving in the 
sam e direction (left and up).
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F igure 5-18. (a) Displays the vector field overlaid on the image objects and (b) shows the same image with 
Ihe addition of the mesh that was generated from the comer points. The numbers in (b) are for display pur­
poses only showing the area o f the triangle (in pixels) where that value is situated. The areas are used at a 
later stage to determine the scaling o f a particular region.
A s can be seen from  the im ages in Figure 5-18 the m otion is w ell described. There are 
very few incorrect vectors in  the calculated vector field, as the m esh is preserving the 
m atch, even thought the fram e translation jum p is in excess o f  10 pixels in length. This 
is a straightforw ard test for the m esh, as the m esh rem ains rigid, with no internal defor­
m ations. The only difficult aspect is with the search space o f  som e nodes, w here identi­
cal m atch com ers are available due to the synthetic nature o f  the image. However, the 
overall m ovem ent o f  the m esh in  a left/upw ard direction allow s these nodes to locate 
the correct m atch feature.
5.3.2 Sub-Area Translation
The next step w as to test a sub object translation o f  a section o f  the im age frame. This is 
im portant in testing the internal deform ity o f  the mesh. This type o f  deform ation m ay be 
necessary, for instance, in the case w here a single m esh is tracking the scene back­
ground as well as som e objects m oving independent o f  the background. The m esh in
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this case should be able to conserve its overall shape w hile allowing the determ ined 
sub-area to deform  w ithin the m esh. The m esh requires a level o f  deform ity if  it is to 
track independent objects in real-w orld scenes, w here they are m oving independent o f  
the background or at d ifferent depths in the scene. This how ever causes problem s in the 
trade-off w ith deform ity against m aintaining a rigid m esh. Even i f  the objects are rigid 
and the scene undergoes a scaling then  the m esh m ust deform  to m aintain exact m otion 
tracking.
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F igure 5-19. Displaying the operation o f the mesh-tracking algorithm. Where Int (a/) refers to the value 
o f the internal régularisation parameter, Ext (aE) refers to the value o f the external régularisation parame­
ter, Len (ocune) is the value o f the length factor (usually 3.0), Tien is the value of the length update value, 
Search represents the search area radius (r) of the snaxels (in pixels) and the Iter value is the number of 
iterations to perform using the Iterate button.
Figure 5-19, show s the active m esh Java application in operation, along w ith the p a­
ram eters required. F or each o f  these test exam ples the settings were set as above with 
about 60 iterations for the active m esh to settle to its final value, showing that w hile 
these param eters exist, the default values are good enough for the m ajority o f  applica­
tions. They are still available, to allow  fine-tuning o f  the algorithm .
Corner V iew er...
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In Figure 5-20(a) the mesh is shown at its initial state, before any iterations have taken 
place. The majority o f nodes are already settled on their best match points, except for 
the centre o f the image where the translation has taken place. This translation is quite 
large (in the order o f 15 to 20 pixels) and should involve substantial deformation o f the 
mesh. In Figure 5-20(b) we see the mesh after 60 iterations, i.e. after it has settled on 
the image. This structural deformation is caused since the large external force is consis­
tent throughout the 60 iterations, expanding the lengths and contracting the lengths o f 
numerous mesh lines. Again, the same variable values are used as in the previous cases. 
The results from the sub-translation are shown as in Figure 5-21, where they are very
(a) (b)
F igure 5-20. (a) Shows the mesh overlaying on the new frame before any iterations have taken place. In 
(b) the mesh has undergone 60 iterations and has settled on the new image.
exact except for one vector in the bottom left comer o f the sub-object. This deformation 
might be necessary in the case o f small objects within the scene moving in a different 
way than the scene itself. The majority o f the mesh still settles on the same image loca­
tions, as the new image position o f  the sub-object is pulling the nodes inwards, but the 
non-displaced nodes are maintaining their previous locations.
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Figure 5-21. The resulting vectors overlaid on the second frame o f the sequence, from Figure 5-20.
5.3.3 Multiple Sub-Region Translations
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F igure 5-22. Displays the effects o f the movement o f the objects in the bottom right of the scene, (a) 
Shows the mesh after it has settled on the scene and (b) displays the vectors overlaid on the second frame.
A nother test was the sub-translation o f  another section o f  the image. The im age in 
Figure 5-22(a) displays the m esh after it has finally settled. The squares in the right 
hand  bottom  corner have been displaced relative to each other. The results from  this
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displacem ent are shown in F igure 5-22(b). This shows how  the objects can m ove within 
the scene, w ithout the m esh becom ing dislocated, even though the com ers are o f  sim ilar 
intensity and spatial distance.
5.3.4 Rotation of the Scene
The next step w as to test the m esh under a uniform  scene rotation. The im age was ro ­
tated by 2  degrees around the centre pixel o f  the image to test the m eshes ability to re­
m ain fixed on im age features. As can be seen in Figure 5-23 the m esh settled accurately 
after 60 iterations.
Figure 5-23. Displays an example rotation o f the scene, with the mesh and vectors overlaid on the sec­
ond frame. The rotation was simulated using a standard image editing package.
The im ages in F igure 5-24 show the ro tation  vector field w ith and w ithout the im age 
present. The results are very accurate except for som e noise at the very centre o f  the im ­
age. The structure o f  the m esh is perfectly  preserved through the rotation. The top left 
com er has been pulled out o f  shape slightly  bu t this w ould settle i f  m ore than 60 itera­
tions w ere allowed.
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Figure 5-24. (a) Shows the vectors overlaid on the image frame and (b) displays the vectors on the image 
without the image itself, showing a fairly consistent rotation pattern.
5.3.5 Distortion
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Figure 5-25. (a) Shows the distortion o f  the scene where the single pixels represent the position o f the cor­
ners in the previous non-distorted image, and (b) displays the mesh after it has settled on the distorted im­
age.
The nex t test was to use a non-uniform  distortion, to test how  the m esh w ould react 
when pulled  in m any d ifferent directions at the sam e tim e. Figure 5-25(a) shows the dis­
torted im age w ith the single p ixels representing the com er points (and thus the position
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of the mesh nodes) prior to the distortion having taken place. The distortion was again 
simulated using an image processing tool22, however a distortion o f this form leads to 
the detection o f new comers and the loss o f previously detected comers, complicating 
the mesh energy minimisation. The algorithm was capable o f dealing with this added 
complication, finding the most suitable comers in the search space. Figure 5-25(b) 
shows the mesh after it has settled on the image. Figure 5-26(a) and (b) show the final 
results overlaid on the image and without the image showing the final vector field.
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Figure 5-26. (a) Showing the vectors overlaid on the image and in (b) showing the vectors without the image.
Note that the noise at the top o f the image in (b) was caused by the image distortion, 
rather than inaccuracies in the operation o f the mesh.
22 Adobe Photoshop 5.0 RGB warp image filters used.
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5.3.6 Another Non-Linear Image Distortion
A nother substantial distortion was also sim ulated. The largest distorted area is the top 
right hand corner o f  the image. A gain for this test the param eters are left at the same 
values. B ecause o f  this distortion m any new  com ers appear and som e other com ers dis­
appear. This adds com plexity to the task  o f  finding a suitable solution but the m esh still 
m inim ises to a suitable solution after only 60 iterations. F igure 5-27 show s the m ini­
m ised m esh super-im posed on the distorted im age.
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F igure 5-27. The resulting vector field is super-imposed on the image in (a) and shown without the im­
age in (b).
A s can be seen in  F igure 5-27 the results are prom ising for this case. The distortion is 
substantial throughout the entire im age but the only area that is slightly problem atic is 
the object in the bottom  left o f  the im age. The extra com ers that are detected in the dis­
torted im age, along w ith the fact that the intensity  values at these new com ers will be 
very sim ilar to the ‘correct’ com er m atches at these points causes a little difficulty here. 
It is unlikely that such uniform  intensity  levels (to exact pixel value) w ill exist in real- 
w orld scenes. The vector field show n in Figure 5-27(b) gives a clear indication o f  the 
real m otion o f  the scene, nearly like a ‘b lack-hole’ effect in the top right hand com er, 
w ith  all objects being  ‘sucked in ’.
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5.3.7 Results from Scaling
Tili*: I
Figure 5-28. The scaled image and the resulting mesh that has converged to a solution after 60 iterations.
A nother effect that had to  be exam ined was that o f  uniform  scaling on the m esh. In this 
test the external forces should force the m esh lines to shrink uniform ly across the mesh, 
decreasing the overall size o f  the m esh. In F igure 5-28 the m esh is shown after it has 
settled on the scaled im age, showing that it is quite exact. In Figure 5-29(a) and (b) the 
resulting vector field  is displayed from  this operation.
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F igure 5-29. (a) Displays the vector field overlaid on the image after scaling and (b) shows the same field 
without the image.
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It is necessaiy that the mesh must have the ability to scale when travelling towards, or 
away from the scene, this however causes difficulties in the mesh as it pulls the struc­
ture o f  the mesh totally out o f shape against the internal forces that will be produced in 
the mesh.
5.4 Results in Real W orld Sequences
5.4.1 The Corridor 1 Sequence
After testing the algorithm for simulated distortions and simulated images it was neces­
sary to also test it using real-world images, adding the problems of noise and real-world 
distortions.
F igure 5-30. Showing 6 images from an image sequence used for testing. The images are laid out left-to- 
right from top-to-bottom. The grid is superimposed over the image to allow a better impression o f  the 
movement between frames.
The images in Figure 5-30 were captured using a Sun Ultra II with a Sun Video camera 
and capture card. The camera was mounted on a Glidcam 2000 (a camera stabilising 
gyroscope structure) to minimise bounce due to walking, that travelled down a corridor 
in DCU. The sequence was captured as an MPEG movie, so some difficult image 
compression effects appear in the image frames.
As would be expected the meshes can become quite detailed when dealing with real- 
world sequences, and it was important for the algorithm to deal with the resulting 
complexity. As can be seen in Figure 5-31 the m esh has -6 0 0  mesh nodes and can still 
exist as a Delaunay mesh. The mesh is shown in dark blue and the new features (to be
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m atched with) are shown as small green squares. The areas o f  the individual triangles 
are shown as small numbers. The area o f  the triangles can give useful information about 
the m ovem ent in the mesh. The areas o f  the triangles w ill increase or decrease 
according to  scaling w ithin the image. Similarly the triangle areas will rem ain constant 
under x  and y  translation.
F igu re  5-31. A  detailed complex mesh for the corridor sequence. This mesh has 600 mesh nodes.
The algorithm  is once again applied using the normal user-defined values. The higher 
the concentration o f  m esh nodes, the m ore structured that area becomes. In  Figure 5-31, 
the yellow  boxes give the setLength  and curLength values o f  those particular mesh 
lines. I t  was also possible to  add/remove features from the m esh while still conserving a 
true D elaunay triangulation, showing the Delaunay m esh creation and m esh initialisa­
tion to  be stable.
Figure 5-32 shows tw o frames from  the corridor sequence. The vector fields that are 
calculated are based on an intensity threshold o f  20 w ith 30 iterations o f  the algorithm 
being perform ed in each frame. As can be seen the field is quite well defined in both 
frames, w ith a substantial spatial translation and scaling taking place (approx 12 pixels 
on average). The effect o f the m esh is to globally smooth and correct the m atching algo­
rithm. Some o f the vectors can be seen to  be slightly incorrect, but are caused by mesh 
nodes not being able to locate suitable features in  the subsequent frames. The active
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m esh approach attempts to help solve this problem , in  that weakly m atched m esh nodes 
are in effect ‘carried’ w ith the m esh to  estim ated suitable locations. In the next frame 
they w ill likely be in suitable positions for future iterations. It is im portant to remember 
that these images are affected by  the ‘blocking’ effect o f  the M PEG encoder.
(a) (b)
F igure  5-32. Two tracked frames from the sequence in Figure 5-30.
5.4.2 The Laboratory Sequence
A nother sequence that was used was the Laboratory Sequence, captured using RAW  
image captures. The images are cluttered, but do not suffer from  any lossy compression 
effects. This sequence uses only tw o frames and the m otion in the frames are being es­
tim ated only using the information from  these frames.
Figure 5-33, shows the vectors calculated from two frames o f  the laboratory sequence, 
again captured w ithin DCU. It is important to note that the vector fields shown in all 
these comparisons are not filtered in any way to  rem ove erroneous vectors. In  Figure 
5-3 3 (top) the pure vector fields are displayed, showing a well defined vector field. 
Figure 5-33(bottom) shows the same vector field with the previous feature points shown 
in green and the new  frame feature points shown in dark red.
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F igure  5-33. The vector fields calculated from two frames. The top image shows the pure vector field, while 
the bottom image shows the features from the previous frame in green and the current frame feature points in 
dark red. Note that several vectors are m issing either a previous or current feature point.
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I f  the image is closly examined it can be seen that the m ajority o f  vectors have settled 
on, or close to a new  fram e feature point (in m ost cases, what human obervers would 
determine to be suitable matches). In Figure 5-34, the feature detector threshold value is 
reduced, causing an increase in the num ber o f  m esh node points, also causing an 
increase in the density o f  the vector field. This field is not significantly different from 
the field in Figure 5-33, but is m ore densly filled.
Figure 5-34. The effect o f  decreasing the feature detection threshold value, thus increasing the number 
o f  m esh nodes
5.4.3 The Corridor 2 Sequence
(a) (b)
F igu re  5-35. Two frames from the corridor 2 sequence.
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The algorithm is also applied to  the corridor 2 sequence (as discussed in Section 4.2) in 
the hope o f  obtaining better results. Figure 5-35, shows two frames from the corridor 2 
sequence. In (a) the m esh is overlaid on the frame to show how well the m esh covers 
the entire frame, and includes the vectors at the node points. In (b) another frame is 
shown, with similar clear results.
Figure 5-36, shows two frames where an object (a person) has entered the frame. The 
cam era is alm ost stationary in  this case, but no form  o f  image differencing is used 
betw een the frames. The stationary nodes are well defined w ithin the image and so 
rem ain fixed, wheras the m esh nodes defining the person move from one frame to the 
next. In (a) the person moves slightly to the right and in (b) the person moves to the left 
and forward. In both cases the vector field is more clearly defined about the textured 
shirt, whereas the non-textured trousers do not attract the same attention. Indeed this is a 
difficulty with this approach, as with m ost motion tracking algorithms, where low 
textured areas are difficult to track.
(a) (b)
F igure  5-36. Two frames where a person is moving relative to the scene.
The areas that are m oving with similar velocities as easily grouped using the triangle 
structure o f  the mesh. I f  each m esh node on a triangle has a similar velocity then that 
triangle is tagged w ith the average velocity. All connected triangles with similar 
velocities are grouped together as the same object.
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5.4.4 Testing the Adaptive Active Mesh
The adaptive active m esh also needed to be tested on standard image sequences. The 
adaptive m esh adds features to the m esh as the sequence progresses as well as rem oving 
m esh nodes that are no longer locating suitable features. The first standard sequence to 
be used is from the CM U im age on-line database23.
; the ft otiie
Image Name; jDAMyJava PioiectsNin
Stzex- 512 y . 480 Info: total bytes; 512
Hkäng Vector*,...
F igure  5 -37 .12  frames from the Castle image sequence (SUSAN threshold 35).
Figure 5-37, shows 12 fram es from  the castle image sequence. The vector paths show 
the castle image being tracked with the ‘dots’ on the paths representing image frames.
23 Obtained from an Internet Computer Vision Image Database -  Vision and Autonomous Systems Cen­
tre’s Image Database (http://www.ius.cs.emu.edu/idb/')
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The vector paths show the view moving right and down relative to the observer. The 
results from this sequence are well defined, with the only problem cases existing around 
the outside edges o f the image. The results shown are for a threshold value o f 35, to 
allow an outline view  o f the vectors.
the frame
Image Name: |D:\My Java ProjectsVin
Displaying Hiitoiy.
Figure 5-38. 12 frames from the Castle image sequence (SUSAN threshold 24).
The same sequence is also used with a threshold o f 24 to show the more normal, dense 
field that will result. However the paths are more cluttered and less distinguishable to 
the human eye. The shorter paths are new paths that are detected during the course o f 
the image sequence. These paths are then tracked for the remainder o f the sequence.
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5.4.5 The Laboratory 2 Sequence (CMU Database)
Another test sequence that was used for testing was also from  the CM U on-line image 
database. Figure 5-39 (top) and (bottom) show two frames o f  the m otion sequence.
Figure 5-39. Two frames with calculated flow vectors.
As can be seen in both cases the vectors suggest that the camera is m oving towards the 
object in the centre o f  the image. The largely uniform areas surrounding the object at 
the centre have alm ost no m esh nodes and subsequently no m otion vectors. Figure 5-40 
shows 5 frames o f  the laboratory 2 image sequence as the observer aproaches the object
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in the centre o f  the image. The vector paths are again well defined, with the shorter 
paths representing new features that have been added to the mesh. Vectors that have left 
the field o f  view have been rem oved from  the frame.
Figure 5-40. 5 frames o f  the laboratory 2 image sequence.
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5.5 The Region and Multiple Mesh Approaches
5.5.1 The Test Template Results
As discussed in Section 4.7 the use o f  m ultiple m eshes for tracking different objects in 
im age sequences can have several benefits. The m ultiple m eshes are constructed using a 
region m ap as in Figure 5-41 (b) w here different intensities define different mesh
regions.
m-ltiof frame m
Imago H a i»  |D;\My Java PiotecUSD
S ec it 300 y 300 M o total bytes 900 
Owptojino MevK._
S h s *  300 / .  300 Irto totalbytfr 900
|non»««9<K)
(a) (b)
Figure 5-41. The test template multiple meshes in (a) created using the test region map (created by 
hand) in (b).
The algorithm  creates one m esh for each o f  the different intensities in the region map. It 
is im portant to note that this region m ap can be constructed dynam ically and so does not 
necessarily have to be a stored im age. Each one o f  the m eshes is displayed in Figure 
5-41(a) and are not connected in any way. These m eshes can then track the objects 
individually. F igure 5-42(a) shows the region m ap extracted using the k-means 
clustering algorithm , m erged with a w atershed algorithm . The 3 biggest ‘b lobs’ were 
chosen as the regions. This clustering technique is not ideal for the task required, 
how ever it is perform ed as a dem onstration o f  the use o f  clustering. F igure 5-42(b) 
shows the m esh created from  using the first region in the region map. The three meshes 
are show n in F igure 5-43 (a) and the equivalent m esh vectors are show n in different 
colours in  (b). This approach o f  using m ultiple m eshes is especially useful in scenes 
with m ultip le objects.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5-42. (a) The region m ap for the corridor determined using the k-means algorithm and (b) the 
mesh created using region 1, the brightest region.
(a) (b)
F igure  5-43. The three meshes are shown in (a) and the vectors calculated for each o f  the meshes, 
shown in different colours in (b).
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5.5.2 The Junction Image Sequence (CMU Database)
Figure 5-44, shows a junction im age sequence frame w ith the different objects initial­
ised in the scene. The object areas are determ ined using straightforward image frame 
subtraction (and thresholding) from  a  reference frame o f  the scene. Once the multiple 
region m aps are determined and the m eshes are initialized, no more image frame 
subtraction is required. The independent m eshes, in this case one per vehicle, then 
search for image features.
Figure 5-44. The junction image sequence with initialised meshes.
This sequence is m ore difficult to  track than initially expected due to problem s with the 
speed o f  the im age capture routine. Figure 5-45 (a) shows the m ain problem  associated 
with the captured images. The cars to be tracked are distorted along the vertical scan 
lines o f  the image capture, which can badly effect the detection o f  stable com er feature 
points. This difficulty has been reduced, by Gaussian smoothing filtering as in Figure 
5-45 (b). This is not an ideal solution as it smooths over im age features, a better image 
capture routine is required.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5-45. The problem with the captured images in the junction sequence in (a) and in (b) a Gaus­
sian smoothed version o f the same frame.
Figure 5^46. The clutter in the junction scene, with the new feature points displayed in red.
The tracking algorithm  is also ham pered by the vast num ber o f  determined features in  
the subsequent frame. This is shown in  Figure 5-46, where there are a  large num ber o f 
features in the search space o f  each m esh node. This clutter is distracting to the mesh 
nodes and can cause some o f  them  to go astray. However, the results from the tracking 
algorithm  is quite successful, and are displayed in  Figure 5-47.
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F igure  5-47. The junction results (zoomed by 1.5), with the vector heads located on the position o f the 
objects in the current frame, pointing towards the exact position of that feature in the next frame. Each set 
o f vectors (clustered to mesh) are represented using different colours.
Each colour represents the vectors on the same object. This sequence will be discussed 
later in Section 6.3.4, in further directions for research. As discussed in Section 4.4.2, 
the choice o f  feature matching algorithm  was chosen to be based on feature parameters 
rather than intensity patches, due to problems with the object boundaries. In this case 
the object boundary features are on the convex hull o f the mesh. Inside the mesh the 
feature points can be based on an intensity patch approach.
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5.6 Other Standard Test Sequences
This section w ill discuss m ore results calculated  from  standard test sequences that are 
available on-line for testing m otion based algorithm s.
5.6.1 The Cup Sequence
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5-48. The mug sequence (a) the mesh as initialized on the first frame, (b) the mesh resulting on 
the 12th frame o f the sequence and (c) the vector paths shown over 12 frames. These images are shown in 
detail in Appendix C (Figure C -l, Figure C-2, Figure C-3).
Figure 5-48 displays the m ug sequence w ith (a) show ing the initial m esh initialised 
from  the com er feature points and (b) displays the m esh after the 12 fram es had taken 
place. The m ug rotated  clockw ise and translated ligh t and down in the im age. The re­
sulting vec to r paths in (c) describe the m otion betw een the interm ediate im age frames. 
Some interesting com m ents about this sequence include, that the points detected in  (a) 
at the bottom  o f  the im age (on the m etal stand) bunch together as that part o f  the object 
leaves the im age space. The points detected on  the text o f  the stand are also stable, 
‘pu lling  o u t’ from  the m ug in  (b). The pattern on the m ug greatly aids the determ ination 
o f  the m otion  on the m ug surface. I f  the surface was com pletely free from  texture it 
w ould be difficult to track, how ever, as show n in this sequence the handle and rim  o f 
the cup as w ell as the stand also provide geom etrical features for m otion tracking.
5.6.2 The Parking Sequence
The parking sequence was obtained from a vehicle undergoing parallel parking m a­
noeuvres. There are 12 fram es in this sequence, w hich is a standard test fo r m otion 
tracking algorithm s. The active m esh algorithm  required only the first and last fram es o f  
the sequence to estim ate the m otion occurring in the sequence. The initialised m esh is 
show n as in Figure 5-49 (a) where the m ajority  o f  feature points exist in  the area o f  in­
terest at the low er h a lf  o f  the image. The resulting  vectors are show n in (b) displaying
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very little m otion o f  the building or the left-m ost bush. The parking m eters, the rest o f 
the bushes and the other vehicle display m otion as the vehicle rotates about its axis.
(a) (b)
F igure 5-49. The parking sequence (a) the mesh as initialized on the first frame, (b) the resulting vectors 
calculated from the two image frames. These images are shown in detail in Appendix C (Figure C-4, 
Figure C-5).
5.6.3 The Shrubbery Sequence
The shrubbery sequence displays another m oving vehicle exam ple. This sequence in 
F igure 5-50 consists o f  24 fram es o f  a vehicle observer m oving right and pivoting down 
(reversing up a hill). Im age (a) displays the yellow  vectors representing the vector paths 
tracked over 24 im age frames.
(a) (b)
F igure 5-50. The shrubbery sequence (a) the vector paths calculated using 24 image frames and (b) the 
vector paths calculated using only the first, middle and last frames. These images are shown in detail in 
Appendix C (Figure C-6, Figure C-7).
The m otion is clearly described by the vectors at m ost o f  the areas in the image. In (b) 
only 3 fram es are used, the first, last, and m iddle fram e. This provides an accurate esti­
m ation o f  the m otion occurring in the sequence using only 2  fram e updates rather than 
the 23 fram e updates required in (a). The only significant difference is that in (a) new 
features have been  detected in the interm ediate fram es (e.g. on the brickw ork) and 
added to the m esh, w hereas these features w ere not located in (b).
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5.6.4 The Town Sequence
(a) (b)
F igure 5-52. Two sections of the town sequence (a) the vector paths calculated using only 2 image 
frames and (b) the vector paths calculated using only 2 image frames. These images are shown in detail 
in Appendix C (Figure C-8, Figure C-9).
Figure 5-52, shows two sections o f the town sequence. In (a) 6 frames are available but 
only the first and last frames are used. The resulting vectors again describe the motion 
in the scene skipping 4 updates. In (b) 7 frames are available and again only the first 
and last frames are used, again increasing the scene motion step that the algorithm must 
describe. The active mesh has little difficulty in calculating the motion vectors for such 
a feature rich scene.
5.6.5 The Building Sequence
Figure 5-51. The building sequence showing the vector paths calculated over 20 image frames. This 
image is shown in detail in Appendix C (Figure C-10).
Figure 5-51 shows 20 frames o f the building sequence tracked using the adaptive active 
mesh algorithm. The red nodes represent the endpoints in the sequence that was tracked 
and the green paths represent the m otion that has taken place.
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5.6.6 The SRI Laboratory Sequence
Figure 5-53. The SRI laboratory sequence resulting vectors. This image is shown in detail in Appendix 
C (Figure C-12).
Figure 5-53, displays the SRI laboratory sequence and resulting vectors. Note that the 
vector paths are longer in the foreground than in the background parts o f the image. The 
back o f the room is almost stationary, providing some degree o f information about the 
depth o f the scene (this will be examined in Section 5.9.2). The sequence is very clut­
tered and the active mesh still produces motion information. The green vectors repre­
sent the last vector in the yellow sequence.
5.6.7 The College Sequence
Figure 5-54. The college sequence resulting vectors. This image is shown in detail in Appendix C (Fig­
ure C-l 3).
Figure 5-61, displays the college sequence. There are actually 20 frames in this se­
quence but the active mesh algorithm generates the motion vectors using only the first 
and last images, ignoring the intermediary frames. The estimation is good in detailed 
areas but has trouble with the non-textured geometric featureless image regions.
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5.6.8 The ‘Trouble’ Teddy Bear Sequence.
Figure 5-55. The teddy bear sequence resulting vectors.
Figure 5-55 displays the teddy bear sequence last frame and resulting vectors. This se­
quence provided many difficulties for the active-mesh algorithm and indeed provides 
difficulty for m any other m otion tracking algorithms. The camera translates across the 
front o f the bear causing the bear to ‘m ove’ in the image at a faster apparent velocity 
than the wallpaper.
This sequence provides problems for many reasons:
• The wallpaper has very few com er features and the m otion step is larger than the 
strip width, causing problems in estimating the motion due to the uniformity of 
the pattern. This is a difficult problem for even a human observer giving a dis­
crete sampling rate.
•  The uniform texture and geometry o f the object makes com er detection within 
the object pointless, with the exception o f the facial features.
•  The intersection o f the vertical lines of the wallpaper and the bear provide very 
strong ‘unsuitable’ corner points. These points are unsuitable as the wallpaper is 
m oving independent o f the bear.
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It is difficult to determine a suitable motion determination approach for this scene. Op­
tical flow algorithms would also have difficulty with the wallpaper step-size and the 
uniform texture o f the bear. Edge detection based algorithms would have difficulty with 
the wallpaper stripes. The region based active mesh would be a more suitable approach 
for tracking the bear object provided that a good depth map could be determined. The 
active mesh does provide an accurate estimation o f  the motion o f the facial features of 
the bear.
5.7 The M odified SUSAN (DSUSAN) Results
To test the accuracy o f this approach and to determine the advantages o f this approach, 
numerous tests were performed. As shown previously in Section 4.10, Figure 4-35 dis­
plays the SUSAN test template after the normal and modified versions have been ap­
plied. The regular SUSAN algorithm executes in 280ms and detects 83 corners. The 
modified version executes in 81ms and detects the same 83 comers. This represents a 
factor o f  improvement o f 3.4 in the execution speed o f the algorithm. The modified ver­
sion works particularly well in this case as there are plenty o f uniform areas that are 
immediately rejected by the pre-filter. To this end the pre-filter was also examined on 
some real-world images such as the airport and laboratory images.
(a) (b)
Figure 5-56. The airport image test (a) the airport image after the SUSAN comer detector has been per­
formed at a threshold value o f 35 taking 310ms and (b) the airport image after the modified SUSAN cor­
ner detector has been performed at a threshold value o f  35 taking 120ms.
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Figure 5-57. Showing (lie number o f corners detected by the SUSAN and DSUSAN (SUSAN wilh 
pre-filter) filters (cxs=l .0).
Figure 5-56 shows an example o f the SUSAN comer detector in (a) and the modified 
SUSAN corner detector in (b). The threshold value is the same for (a) and (b) but ihe 
modified detector is 2.6 times faster. The pre-filter rejects 5 comers that are detected 
using the original detector. The comers that are rejected are very weak comers
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Figure 5-58. The Airport Image, time comparison graph, showing the time in milliseconds 4 that the algo­
rithms take to execute (cu~ 1.0).
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Figure 5-58, shows the execution speed o f  both fdters, the SUSAN and DSUSAN 
(SUSAN with pre-filter). It can be seen that for low grey-level thresholds the factor of 
improvement o f execution speed is not substantial, but for higher threshold values the 
factor o f improvement is substantial. Typically the SUSAN detector will operate in the 
20-25 brightness threshold ranges to obtain a generous number o f stable features. At 
this point the DSUSAN detector operates 2.1 times faster. Figure 5-57, shows the graph 
o f the number o f comers detected with SUSAN and DSUSAN. As the grey-level 
threshold increases the number o f comers detected by both detectors becomes very 
similar (higher threshold implies stronger grey-level comer). This difference is at a 
maximum at the lower value o f the threshold (5-10), where the features are weakest.
Lab Sequence - Time Comparison
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Figure 5-59. Time comparison on the laboratory 2 sequence -  the SUSAN (regular) and DSUSAN 
(modified SUSAN) are shown. There is a consistent improvement in the execution speed o f the 
comer detector (ocs= l .0).
Another image was examined from the Laboratory 2 Sequence and compared with the 
SUSAN and the modified DSUSAN com er detectors. Figure 5-59, shows a comparison 
in the execution o f the SUSAN and DSUSAN comer detectors. The DSUSAN operates 
up to 3.6 times faster at the usual brightness threshold range o f 20-25. The results are
24 The time in milliseconds was calculated on the Microsoft Java ++ Just In Time (JIT) compiler running 
under Windows NT on a portable Pentium II (200 MHz) with 128MB RAM. The execution time in milli­
seconds is dependent on the hardware architecture, but the factor of improvement is unlikely to change.
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better than those for the airport image. This is likely due to more non-textured areas in 
the image and also due to the fact that the lab image is5 1 2 x 5 1 2  pixels in area whereas 
the airport image is 256 x 256 pixels in area. This helps the operation improvement, as 
the pre-filter will reject uniform intensity areas as ‘no hope’ comer candidates.
Lab Sequence - Number of Corners Detecte
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12 00 ■ —;--------------------------- ■== •
Threshold (grey levels
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DSU SA N (no, c o r n e r  i J1141 560 307 160 109 51 25 13 6 4 2 2
Figure 5-60. The comparison between the number of comers detected by the SUSAN and 
DSUSAN comer detectors (015= 1.0) in the Laboratory 2 image sequence.
Figure 5-60, shows the number o f comers detected by the SUSAN and DSUSAN comer 
detectors for different brightness threshold values. The difference in the numbers de­
creases, as stronger corners are required at higher threshold levels. In the normal operat­
ing range o f the SUSAN comer detector the modified version detects 4 less comers than 
the original detector.
Figure 5-61. Displays a frame from the laboratory 2 image sequence at a threshold of 25. There are 4 more 
corners detected by the original SUSAN comer detector and these are shown here.
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This is show n as in Figure 5-61, w here the arrows point at the com ers that are not de­
tected in  the equivalent DSUSA N im age output. A  further exam ination o f  these m issing 
com ers w as perform ed to check the im portance o f  their values. F igure 5-62, shows a 
500%  zoom  im age o f  the com ers and com er locations that have disappeared from  the 
pre-filtered versions. Pair 1 and Pair 4  are not im m ediately recognisable as com ers, 
w hereas Pairs 2 and 3 show possible com er points. These points are rejected by the cor­
ner detector as the gradient level is very uniform  along the a to a ’ direction o f  the m ask 
as described in Section 4.1. These com ers are how ever quite w eak and w hen the bright­
ness threshold is increased to 30 in the original SUSAN algorithm  these com ers disap­
pear.
Pair 1 Pair 2 Pair 3 Pair 4
Figure 5-62. A zoomed version of the four missing comers.
5.7.1 The Effect of modifying the user-defined parameter as.
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Figure 5-63. The Laboratory 2 Image and the effect o f the user defined parameter a s. 
as is the user-defined constant that allows the user to choose the effect o f  the brightness 
threshold on the SU SAN pre-filter. An as=0.0 m eans that the threshold value o f  the
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SUSAN pre-filter is set to allow all candidate corners to proceed to the next stage o f the 
algorithm. This is the least efficient point o f  the detector and takes the longest time. 
This is equivalent to having no pre-filter at all.
The Airport Image - Effect on user defined parameter (as)
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F igure 5-64. The Airport Image and the cffect o f the user defined parameter cxs.
Figure 5-64 and Figure 5-63 show the effect o f  modifying the user defined as parameter 
from 0 to 2.0. In both cases it is apparent that the higher the value o f  as the faster the 
detector operates, but the lower the number o f corners detected. It should be clear from 
these graphs why a value o f as=1.0 has been chosen as this value provides a good trade­
o ff between the time taken and the number o f corners detected.
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5.8 Hand Com parison o f  Results
It is difficult to  determine the accuracy o f  this approach, as it is an active approach, 
converging to the correct solution, but providing a reasonable estimate o f  the m otion in 
the scene. As with m ost other active approaches, i f  the frame changes before the mesh 
has fully converged, it should becom e concerned w ith the new frame.
(b)
Figure 5-65. (a) Illustrates the motion in the scene and (b) shows the vectors calculated in the scene us­
ing the active mesh algorithm.
Figure 5-65 (a) illustrates the m otion in  the parking sequence o f  images (over 12 
frames) as discussed in Section 5.6.2 . The first frame has been altered from  a grey-
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scale image to becom ing the green plane o f  an RGB colour image, and the last frame 
has been altered to becom ing the red plane o f  the same colour image. This causes ghost­
ing that displays the m ovem ent betw een the two frames. A  hand drawn comparison was 
attem pted between these two frames to point out the problem s in the active-mesh re­
sults, bu t was found to be less accurate than the obtained results.
(b)
Figure 5-66. (a) Illustrates the motion in the scene and (b) shows the vectors calculated in the scene 
using the active mesh algorithm overlayed on (a).
Figure 5-66 (a) illustrates using the same technique, the m otion between the two frames 
o f  the laboratory sequence as discussed in Section 5.4.2 Once again the calculated vec­
tor field in  (b) represents correctly the vector field which a hum an would determine 
from  the difference image, as shown in  (a).
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Figure 5-67. Hand-drawn estimate o f  motion in the castle sequence25.
Figure 5-67 displays a hand-draw n estimate o f  the m otion in  the castle sequence (as in  
Section 5.4.4 ) over the 10 frames. A  yellow  dot was placed on strong features through 
the image frames. The features chosen were easy to locate for a hum an observer (such 
as the apex o f  the roof) and so w ere not strong image features. The equivalent calcu­
lated paths using the active m esh algorithm  are overlaid in  red, following very closely 
the expected locations (usually w ithin ±  2 pixels, allowing that the human choice is ac­
curate to w ithin ±  1 pixels). The surrounding m esh nodes, weakly pulling away or to­
wards the correct path, usually cause any deviation o f  a node from  the path. This can 
cause a slight deviation in the path o f  the node, but can be traded o ff  against internal 
stability for stronger external forces, if  desired.
25 A  useful ‘animated g i f  is available at hltn://ww\v.eeng.dcu.ie/~mollovd/phd/ that displays the move­
m ent in this sequence w ith the m esh overlaid, and the vector fields growing to follow the sequence.
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5.9 3-D Re-Construction using Active  Meshes
5.9.1 Stereo Imaging
The key problem area in stereo vision is the determination o f the correspondences be­
tween features in the two camera views. These features may be image intensity values, 
edges, points, and other primitives. The fundamental sections o f stereo imaging are (1) 
how the geometry and calibration o f the stereo system calibrated (2) what primitives are 
to be matched between the two images (3) what a priori assumptions are made about 
the scene to determine the disparity, and (4) the estimation o f depth from the disparity. 
Before solving the correspondence problem the multiple cameras must be properly cali­
brated (Geiger et al, 1992).
O  points of interest
Left camera view Right camera view
F igure 5-68. Calibrating two cameras.
Calibration is necessary before it is possible to perform any 3-D reconstruction o f any 
form, as if  the camera was not properly calibrated the structure constructed, would have 
little real-world correspondence. This is usually performed by the use o f a calibration 
pattern (Faugeras, 1993). This calibration pattern is one where the calibration points are 
extracted at the intersection o f the vertical and horizontal lines, usually very easily.
Epipolar lines are calculated that go through the pixels at the two upper corners o f the 
grids in the left and right image (see Figure 5-68). This may be repeated for many 
points in the images and it becomes apparent that all the epipolar lines converge to a 
point, the epipole, located outside the image. From this method, and more complicated 
mathematical expressions it is possible to use this epipole for the reconstruction o f 3-D 
points and the calibration o f  the cameras.
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5.9.2 Stereo Correspondence
This is the key problem in the stereo approach; matching features between the two cam­
era views. This correspondence is in general under-determined and heuristics are often 
required. These heuristics are generally derived from the properties o f the real world, 
e.g. the ordering constraint, since most surfaces in the real-world are smooth, points lie 
in the same epipolar lines in both views. One famous case where this constraint is vio­
lated is the double nail illusion (Yuille, 1990), as in Figure 5-69.
F igure 5-69. The double nail illusion.
When Humans look at the nail B , at a close distance with one eye on either side they see 
3 nails in total, at points C, B  and D. This has important consequences for the ordering 
constraint, as the observer moves left to right in the Left image BL then A l will be met. 
However going left to right in the Right Image Ar then BR will be met, violating the or­
dering constraint. The epipolar constraint is another constraint that is o f good use in the 
correspondence problem. It states that points on the epipolar line o f one camera can be 
matched to the points on an epipolar line o f another camera directly. This changes the 
problem o f point matching to the matching o f epipolar lines that are in parallel in each 
individual view.
As discussed in Section 3.7.1, active contour models can be applied to the problem of 
stereo matching where a pair o f corresponding contours is available in a pair o f stereo 
images. Kass et al (1987) uses a constraint added to the model energy formulation to 
pass information between the pair o f contours while Terzopoulos et al (1987) uses se­
quence o f images o f the silhouettes o f objects for 3-D reconstruction.
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The active mesh formulation that is described in this work may also be modified for use 
in 3-D reconstruction. Brady and W ang’s (1992) DROID approach, as discussed in Sec­
tion 2.9, uses feature matching for a structure from motion algorithm based on stereop- 
sis (the use o f two cameras at different positions to examine the one scene). The corre­
spondence calculation is the most difficult and erroneous part o f the algorithm.
’! Region Motion V iewer...
U  s J U L i n
Show Vectors Show Scale Show Image
Warning: Applet Window
Show 3d
F igure 5-70. The stereo matching results o f the active mesh
The active mesh algorithm has been tested on pairs o f epipolar-constrained images for 
feature matching for 3-D reconstruction. It has been found that no ordering or unique­
ness constraints are required as the structured feature point format o f the mesh auto­
mates this to an extent. Rather, in these epipolar-constrained images, the feature search 
space o f the mesh nodes can be constrained to be linearly (or almost linearly) aligned 
with the principal x-axis o f the constrained image. This constraint on the search space 
improves the quality o f the matching algorithm. The results from the active-mesh ap­
proach to stereo matching are shown in Figure 5-70.
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new search space ^ regular search space
(a) (b)
Figure 5-71. Sicrco correspondence search space (a) shows the search space and (b) illustrates a close 
up o f  the measurements made.
Figure 5 -71(a), shows the stereo correspondence search space that is used. The new 
search space is within the regular search space, inside an angle 9, where 9 is usually 
small (~5 degrees). The reason for the angular search space is to deal with positional 
errors in the y  direction that occurs with the location o f 2-D feature points in calibrated 
image pairs. Figure 5-71(b) shows the calculation o f  distance between the mesh node 
point n and the feature p o in t /  using only the x-component o f  the distance. Only the x- 
component o f the force is applied to the mesh node, to prevent the mesh node from 
‘passing on’ ^-forces to connected nodes. This prevents mesh nodes from being pushed 
out o f their ^ -located epipolar lines.
*y
** -
(a) (b)
True Object Shapo
(C)
F igure 5-72. Depth estimation (a) illustrates a straight on view o f what appears to be a cube. In (b) the 
depth is estimated at the corner points. However in (c) it is apparent from the view from above that the 
true shape o f the cube curves out towards the observer.
It is important to note that depth information calculated using the active mesh imple­
mentation is only an estimate o f  the depth o f  the scene. For example, in Figure 5-72 the 
object is uniformly textured and there are no feature points detected other than at the
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silhouette points o f  the object. However, the true shape o f  the object is quite different 
from the estimated shape but is not determ ined by the stereo algorithm. This is true o f 
many depth stereo algorithms.
F igure  5-73. The ASSET-2 problem vectors (in blue), labelled by hand.
5.10 Comparison with the Active Mesh Technique
There are several differences between the active m esh approach and the other ap­
proaches as described. In comparison to the ASSET-2 (Smith, 1995) approach:
•  The clustering technique is used to identify regions o f  similar flow vectors and 
the feature m atching is not constrained in any way other than feature matching.
•  The active m esh approach uses constrained feature matching, with the mesh 
structure greatly aiding the m atching process.
•  Increasing the num ber o f  features in the image sequence will result in a greater 
num ber o f  poor feature matches, which w ill be determined by the clustering al­
gorithm  as separate clusters, or indistinct clusters.
•  Increasing the num ber o f features in the active mesh approach increases the den­
sity o f  points on an object and further constrains the feature matching.
•  In the ASSET-2 approach, w eak m atches will be discarded, whereas in the ac­
tive m esh approach the w eak matches will have a weak effect on the mesh.
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• As can be seen in Figure 5-73, the ASSET-2 algorithm has problems with vector 
outliers, giving, in this case some very strange vectors (top, left and right o f the 
road). There is no significant higher-level process that can prevent this.
The active m esh approach provides a higher-level approach to feature matching. The 
spatial relationship o f features in the primary frame is used to constrain the matching 
process in the subsequent frame. The more features that are used, the better described 
the m otion becomes. It provides a much less computationally expensive approach than 
optical flow:
• Feature points are used, involving calculation at only a small proportion o f im­
age points.
• Larger motion steps are possible, as shown in the results; the algorithm could 
skip 12 frames o f available standard optical flow test sequences, and still pro­
vide a reasonable estimate o f the motion.
• It integrates local and global information, the local search space information of 
the mesh nodes (external forces), with the global mesh structure constraints (in­
ternal forces).
• It is robust to image noise, avoiding the use o f second order derivatives and pre­
serving the mesh structure through occlusion.
The active m esh approach provides a relatively computationally inexpensive approach 
to robustly determining motion information in image sequences, using no a priori scene 
information, initializing and adapting as necessary.
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Chapter 6 - Summary and Future Work
This research has demonstrated a method that allows unconstrained motion tracking in 
image sequences. It combines a high-level active mesh approach with the lower-level 
aspects o f  feature detection to generate a template for feature matching that is active in 
nature. This template can remove the ambiguity in the lower-level feature matching ap­
proach by allowing a more globally constrained solution to a usually local problem.
The active mesh algorithm is a modular approach that allows components o f the algo­
rithm, such as the feature detectors, filters and feature matching modules to be replaced 
by other techniques.
The active mesh approach provides several advantages for motion tracking, such as:
• Self-Initialisation, based on image features, providing a suitable starting point for 
the algorithm.
•  Self-adaptive, as features may be added or removed from the mesh as frames pro­
gress, to prevent the mesh from becoming redundant.
• No a priori knowledge required about the scene, but can be added to provide an 
even more structured, multiple mesh and region approaches.
• The high-level information is captured in the mesh model that uses lower-level fea­
ture information. The strength o f the m atches also lends information to the motion 
o f  the mesh.
• The algorithm can determine the quality o f match at each node.
• The algorithm is provided with parameters that are optimised for tuning rather than
having to be accurately determined by the user for useful performance.
An application was successfully developed in Java to implement this approach as de­
scribed in Section 4.12, showing different possible implementation scenarios.
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6.1 Research Contributions
6.1.1 Major Contributions
The im m ediate contribution o f  this w ork  is the overall algorithm  that provides an 
innovative approach to helping solve the m otion-tracking problem . It uses self- 
initialising, autom atic m odelling using unstructured  m eshes in an active w eak m odel 
approach. This faced the difficult challenge o f  providing an unstructured m esh m odel 
that w ould function as an active contour m odel, w hile still preserving its structure. 
Suitable force handling was developed to com bine the forces at the m esh nodes and 
energy form ulations were developed to deal w ith the determ ined internal and external 
forces that arise. This active m esh approach w as studied under num erous test sequences 
to refine the approach and to determ ine suitable feature m atching techniques and 
param eters for the internal and external energy form ulations. The overall algorithm  was 
applied to num erous real-w orld image sequences, providing p roo f o f  the practical 
application o f  this approach. The active m esh was show n to be a higher-level approach 
than feature m atching, w here the spatial relationship o f  features in the prim ary fram e is 
used to  constrain the m atching process in the subsequent frames. This algorithm  was 
shown to perform  well on real-w orld im ages, at a fraction o f  the com putational cost o f 
an optical flow algorithm .
The further extension o f  this technique to  m ultiple m eshes, region m eshes and depth 
estim ation was perform ed and provided new  application areas for the algorithm . The 
m ultiple m eshes w ere applied to m ultiple independent object tracking and the sugges­
tion was m ade for the com bination o f  an  overall global m esh and num erous sm aller 
m eshes, to provide local and global inform ation w ithin the scene. These applications 
have been show n w orthy o f  future attention for both  applications and further im prove­
m ents. Indeed the long-range contribution o f  this w ork should act as the basis for future 
applications in long sequence m otion tracking, 3-D reconstruction and other vision ap­
plications.
6.1.2 Minor Contributions
Other contributions o f  this w ork include the im plem ented use o f  the Java language for 
com puter vision applications, finding useful aspects o f  the language structure, ideal for 
vision applications. Som e o f  these include the developm ent o f  Java classes for image
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processing, active contours and active meshes that can be used directly by future 
researchers. Other useful aspects of this research include:
• The modification o f the SUSAN algorithm, by adding ‘no-hope’ candidate pre­
filters for improved computational performance o f the algorithm, by taking ad­
vantage o f its multistage approach.
• The implementation o f the SUSAN algorithm with an active contour approach 
was also performed.
6.2 Generality o f the Method
The method can be generalised to other machine vision applications, but for optimum 
performance a scene with strong feature points is required. The modularity o f the ap­
proach can further aid the generality o f the method, for example, by replacing the comer 
feature detector by a region centre location algorithm.
The choice o f  parameters for t uning also helps in the generality, allowing the user inter­
action with the low-level algorithm parameters. For example, allowing the adjustment 
o f the régularisation parameters can define a mesh that is strongly affected by external 
forces, or indeed indifferent to them.
As few domain specific assumptions as possible were made, to allow the algorithm to 
be as generic as possible. Only a few assumptions were made for the optimum operation 
o f this method, including:
• The features used are consistent across image frames.
• The spatial difference o f the motion between frames is within the mesh node 
search space at a number o f mesh nodes.
• At least 3 feature points are available for mesh generation.
Generality is determined by the first two conditions, while the last assumption is a cate­
gorical condition. Further testing is required to assess the sensitivity o f the assumptions 
for other application implementations.
6.3 Future Work
As is true for many works o f  research there are many opportunities for extensions and 
refinements to the methodology presented. The usefulness o f the methodology could be 
enhanced in the following areas:
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o Further image pre-filtering for noise reduction.
o Feature detector improvement by the use o f detection methods that become 
available.
o  Improvement o f the feature matching technique to provide a more suitable tech­
nique for the active mesh implementation, 
o  Search space choice automation, using time filtering.
The extent to which these improvements will be explored is a function o f the applica­
tions to be developed that will depend on this method. The general technology trends of 
improvement o f the image capture quality and microprocessor performance will also 
have an effect o f  the quality and execution speed o f the algorithm. Some future im­
provements to the algorithm include: 3-D active meshes, the use o f B-Splines, the use of 
Kalman filtering, as well as improvements to the region based active mesh algorithm.
6.3.1 3-D Active Meshes
As discussed previously one o f the major difficulties in the general approach is the ac­
curate matching o f feature points. I f  a stereo view was used for the implementation 
stage then it should be possible to use 3-D depth information to allow the mesh exist in 
the 3-D plane, rather that only in the image plane. M ost o f the structure o f  the mesh 
would be the same, except that node connections would have mesh nodes with (x,y,z) 
positions and the forces would also be o f that form. The idea would be that as well as 
providing the m otion estimation in the scene the algorithm would also provide an esti­
mate o f the 3-D scene structure. The mesh would also be bound more tightly to the 
scene structure and would be less likely to drift in location. For this approach to work 
there would be certain constraints:
• The 3-D location information would have to be accurate and consistent on a 
frame-by-frame basis.
• A  3-D version o f the Delaunay algorithm would have to be used.
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6.3.2 Use of B-Splines as the mesh lines
/
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6-1. The B-spline active mesh approach.
In the current im plem entation o f  the active m esh, the m esh lines have no relationship 
w ith the im age other than being the direct connection betw een im age features. It should 
be possible to relate the m esh to im age edges, to allow the integration o f  edge-based 
inform ation into the m esh. The m ost likely w ay to link these im age edges into the m esh 
w ould be to use B-splines to represent those m esh line connections that can be related to 
im age edges. This w ould be especially true in  the m ultiple m esh  im plem entation, w here 
the m eshes m ight be representing objects, such as vehicles (as in Section 5.5.2) w here 
the m esh lines on the convex hull o f  the m esh could certainly be replaced by ‘edge- 
loving’ B -splines. F igure 6-1 show s an exam ple o f  this idea, w here in (a) the true edge 
o f  the object is related  to the m esh, except to  the curved left area o f  the object. I f  this 
convex h u ll’s m esh line is replaced in (b) by  a B -spline that perform s an edge con­
strained expansion, perhaps using the step-by-step initialisation m ethod o f  Neuen- 
schw ander et al (1994)(see Section 3.2.2). This edge determ ination o f  the object area 
w ould provide further energy forces (edge based) to help in  the m otion determ ination 
process as w ell as defining the true object boundary. I f  the true boundary is know n then 
the m otion inform ation could be propagated along the edge (and indeed estim ated along 
the edge) to  help in m otion description.
6.3.3 Use of Kalman Filtering for Active Meshes
As discussed in Section 3.4 on the use o f  K alm an filtering for active contours, it should
also be possib le to apply that technique to the active m esh im plem entation. This w ould
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allow not only prediction o f position o f subsequent frames, but it should be possible to 
apply the Kalman filtering to the determination o f the search space around the mesh 
nodes. Baumberg (1996) uses a Kalman approach in choosing the search direction for 
the Leeds people tracker, using prior knowledge that is available about the location o f 
the image features, using the spatial covariance o f the estimated contour points. The 
constrained feature search that is suggested was found to improve the performance of 
the tracking algorithm.
Another idea for improving the use of the search space that has been considered is the 
use o f a general search space that grows, until the match uncertainty is at an acceptable 
threshold. For example, if  the search space begins at a fixed value radius and only 25% 
o f the mesh nodes have located suitable match features, the search space could be in­
creased in radius until 50%+ of the mesh nodes have located suitable match features. 
This idea could also be coupled with the Kalman filtering approach as a prediction of 
the next frame search space.
6 .3 .4  Im provem ents to th e  R egion B ased  Active M esh
There are many improvements that are possible to the region based active mesh. The 
calculation o f the region information, with the exception o f the image subtraction, is 
being performed outside o f the algorithm. This should be integrated into the main algo­
rithm and developed to provide a more advanced region segmentation algorithm.
Currently the individual meshes have no relationship to each other. It should be possible 
to combine the individual meshes with a general scene active mesh to provide informa­
tion about the relationship o f these objects. The use o f multiple meshes should also al­
low the determination o f scene occlusion information, when the objects have intersect­
ing paths. The object that has the strongest match information after an occlusion is the 
forefront object. This m ethod should prove useful in a wide variety o f research and edu­
cational endeavours.
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A.1 Estimating the partial derivatives
For practical im plem entation o f  the optical flow  algorithm  it is necessary  to be able to 
estim ate the partial derivatives. Each o f  the estim ates is the average o f  the four first dif­
ferences taken  over adjacent m easurem ents in  the im age cube.
E x  T  \_E i,j+\,k ~ E i,j,k "F E i+\,j+\,k ~ ¿ W  +  E j j +itj+] — E j  j  k+1 +  E i+1'j+ijc+i E MiJM1  }
Ey ~ T fe + i jjk ~Eijjc  + -^ r+i j+u  — E i jiX k + E i+hJk+l —E l j  k+l + E M J+lMi —E iJ+
E [ ~  ^  | E j j k+i — E j  j k +  E M J M l  -  E j+lJk  +  E j j +ik^  E j  j +i k +  E¡+i j +i k+i E j+ij A ¡ k |
A -l
The three partial derivatives o f image brightness at the centre o f  the cube are each esti-
F igure A -l. Estimating the Laplacian o f the Flow Velocities
m ated from  the average o f  first differences along four parallel edges o f  the cube. In  this 
case i corresponds to  the  ^-direction, j  to the x-direction and k  to the tim e direction. 
H ere each unit o f  x  and y is the grid spacing and each in terval o f  t is the frame sampling 
period.
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Figure A-2. A typical weighting system 
The most com m on way o f  doing this is in the follow ing form
V 2« = -  ui j k ) and V2 v «  -  vi J k J A ' 2
Where the local averages o f u and vare defined as
u,.j.k +  u i j +\,k + « (+ t + M . v - u } + ^ { i i > - t j - | ,A +  M/-1J+I,* +  u M j + m  + ^ - i , 4
v ‘ J-k =  +  v ',7+u + v M .j.k  + v i , / - u } + +  v ii,y + i,*  +  vm j +u  +  v i+ i.y -i.*}
A-3
The proportionality factor K equals 3 if  the average is computed as shown and there is 
uniform grid spacing.
The Laplacian is estim ated by subtracting the value at a point from a w eighted average 
o f  the values at neighbouring points. Shown in F igure A-2 are suitable weights by 
which values can be multiplied.
A .2 Minimising Errors
The next step is to minimise the sum o f  the errors in the equation for the rate o f change
o f  image brightness given by, 4  = E xu  +  E  yv + E t and the departure from smoothness
in the flow by:
* - ( f l +
du
dy) V ckJ v dy
A-4
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H orn & Schunck (1981), let the error to be m inim ised be:
£ 2 = j] ( a 2i 2 + %)dxdy A' 5
Since in  practice there w ill be quantisation error and noise, w ill no t be zero. This will 
have an error m agnitude that is p roportional to the noise in the m easurem ent. From  this 
fact H orn & Schunck choose a suitable w eighting  factor a 2. This m inim isation is to be 
perform ed by finding suitable values for (u,v) the optical flow velocity, obtaining:
[a 2 + E 2X+El ) u  = +[a2 + E 2y )u -  ExEy v -  EXE,  A-6
( a 2 + E 2x + E)  )v =  - E xE y u + ( a 2 + E 2x ) v -  E yE,
w here u and v are defined on the previous page, and then rew riting these equations as:
A-7( a 2 + E l + E 2y )( u - u )  = - E x\ Exu + E vv +  £>;]
( a 2 + E l + E 2v)(v — v) =  E  y  | Exu + Eyv + E,}
and for an iterative solution, H orn &  Schunck com pute a new  set o f  velocity estim ates 
(w"+I,v"+1) from  the estim ated derivatives and the average o f  the previous velocity esti­
m ates (w",v") by:
u "+] =  11 -  E x [ e x u "  +  E y  v "  +  E ,  ] / ( a 2 + E 2X +  E y )  A ' 8
E x u  + E y v ” +  E ,  ] / ( a 2 +  E ]  +  E ) )
These estim ates at a new  po in t do no t depend directly on the previous estim ates at the 
sam e point.
In the parts o f  the im age w here the brightness gradient is zero (e.g. uniform  regions), 
the velocity estim ates are the averages o f  the neighbouring velocities. Eventually the 
values around such a region w ill propagate inw ards. The num ber o f  iterations should be 
larger than the num ber o f  p ixels across the region o f  largest area.
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A .3 Centroid Tracking
The centroid o f  an object in a scene is a very useful m easurem ent. It is defined as: the 
point in a set whose coordinates are the mean values o f the coordinates o f the other 
points in the set. On a 2-D  object it is invariant through rotation and proportional scal­
ing. One particular im plem entation o f  the centroid calculation suggested by Fong et al 
(1985) is especially applicable to real-tim e im plem entation. It is calculated in a similar 
form  to B atchelor (1991):
This is a rectangular coordinate system  weighted with a m onotonically increasing func­
tion o f  distance betw een the origin and the points in the coordinate system. It is useful 
in that it provides a very sim ple description o f  the m otion that the object is undergoing 
betw een two fram es, by the use o f  a single vector, providing that it has been calculated 
correctly. Since the object shape m ust be rigid, this causes problem s in real-life scenes, 
as the tracked point m ay chance on the object, but it w ill how ever still be the centroid.
A.4 Region Based Representation
For region based tracking, w e generally  try to extract a representation o f  the region to 
be tracked. Som e o f  the com m only used representations include:
R un length codes! A ny region or a binary im age can be v iew ed as a sequence o f  alter­
native strings o f  0 ’s and l ’s. R un-length codes can represent these strings, or runs. For 
raster scanned im ages these im ages are then represented by the (x,y) coordinate o f  the 
first pixel in the run and the length o f  the run. See Ballard (1982).
Q uad-T ree M ethod: In the quad-tree m ethod, the given region is enclosed in a rectan­
gular region. This area is divided into four quadrants, each o f  which is m arked if  it is 
totally b lack or totally white. T he quadrant that is both b lack as well as w hite is marked 
as grey and is further sub-divided into four quadrants. It appears that quad-tree coding 
w ould be m ore efficient than run-length coding from a data com pression viewpoint,
and J  <— —
N,
A-9
W here N tJ a{i , j ) , in general a(i, j)  =  1 or Ofor a binary image.
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how ever com putation o f  shape m easurem ent such as perim eter and m om ents as well as 
im age segm entation m ay be m ore difficult.
Projections: A  2-D shape or region R can be represented by its projections. A  projec­
tion g(s, 0) is sim ply the sum  o f  the run-lengths along a straight line o f  orientation theta 
and placed at a d istance s. This is a reasonable m ethod as the centroid and the m axim um  
and m inim um  distance from the centroid can be used for calculating the angle 0. 
W atersheds: W hen looking at the problem  o f  m ultiple overlapping objects in a scene, 
m orphological w atersheds are extrem ely useful. W hen for exam ple, tw o circles becom e 
partially overlapped they seem  like one object. W atersheds m ay be used to break these 
circles into individual regions. See D ougherty (1992).
The use o f  regions as features allows handling o f  consistent object-level entities. W ith 
the other algorithm s o f  tracking feature points, it is com m on to group these points to ­
gether into a region at a later stage. It seem s possible to exam ine regions as the feature 
points, thus rem oving the need to group feature points. Regions are how ever difficult to 
describe, so that they may be accurately m atched. D escriptors such as the centre o f 
gravity change position  w ithin the region as the area varies. G enerating an approxim a­
tion to the convex hull is com m on approach, w here the positions o f  the vertices o f  the 
approxim ation are used. The problem  then becom es m atching the vertices o f  the convex 
hull so that they can be corresponded in the follow ing fram es (M eyer & Bouthem y, 
1992).
A. 5 Edge Detection
For a continuous edge in an im age I(x,y), the derivative o f  the im age w ill result in a lo­
cal m axim um  in the direction o f  the edge. This m eans that one sim ple edge detection 
technique w ould be as follows: (see Figure A-3).
M easure the gradient o f  I  along r in a direction 9,
d l d I  dx d l dy
dr dx dr dy dr
d l  dx  . A-10
—  = --------+ -------— = /  cos9 + I ,  s in #
d l  . d  ( d l \
The m axim um  value o f  —  is w hen —  —  = 0
dr d 9 \ d r )
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n
t
\
y 0,
X
Figure A-3. Edge detection.
Thus -  I x sin 0g + I  v cosO^ = 0 A -l I
=> dR =  tan 1
A-12
W here 9g is the direction o f  the edge and<?//cH s the directional gradient. Based on 
these concepts the follow ing two types o f  detection operators are introduced, gradient 
operators and com pass operators.
A.5.1 Gradient Operators
For the gradient operators a pair o f  m asks is used, H i and H 2, w hich m easure the gradi­
ent in  tw o orthogonal directions. These bi-directional gradients are defined as
and g2(m, n) A ( u ,H 2) m n thus the gradient vector m agnitude and
direction are given by:
g{m,n) = -Jg* (m,n) + g\{m ,n) or equivalently * 3
g (m ,n )^g x{m,n)\ + \g2{m,n)\ A - 14
For an image V  the inner product at the location (m,n) is given as the correlation
i J
where His a p x p mask
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, „ t \ . -i S 2(m^ )and 6Am,n) = tan —  r
£ g \m ,n )
The table that follows has some o f the more commonly used masks:
Hi h2 Hi h2
Roberts "  0 1"
-1 0
o ld e d  f ig u r e  is  th e  
o s i t io n  o f  th e  o r ig in
‘1 0' 
0 - 1
Sobel -1 0 l" 
- 2  0 2  
-1 0 1
- 1  - 2  - f  
0 0 0 
I 2 1
Prewitt -1 0 f 
- 1  0 1 
-1 0 1
-1 -1 - l l  
0 0 0 
1  1 1
Isotropic
"  -1 0 1 
o 4 i 
-10 1
'-1 —y¡2 - l l  
0 0 0 
1 V 2  1 J
Table A -l. Commonly used edge detection masks.
The pixel location is an edge point if  g(m,n) exceeds a threshold t. Thus the edge map 
e(m,n) is given by:
, x [l, (m,n) e  I  r/ N A-16
£(m,n) = -{ where I  A\ {m,n);g(m,n) > t\
[0, otherwise s ~
The value t is commonly set from the cumulative histogram o f g(m,n), so that typically 
5-10% o f  the pixels with the largest gradient are used. Nerriec et al (1994) apply a re­
writing rules based approach at this stage, the idea o f which is to reinforce the continu­
ous edges and comers, while removing noisy regions in which there are many changes 
in edge direction. They define rule types o f  the form:
• Type-1 rules: eliminate non-realistic configurations, mainly in the intersection of 
two edges.
• Type-2 rules: remove double edges, detected by several directions o f analysis.
• Type-3 rales: improve quality o f detections, e.g. by closing edges in a 5x5
neighbourhood and removing edges where the length is below a predefined thresh­
old.
Rosenthaler et al (1992) and Bouthemy (1989) use very similar methods.
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The Laplacian is an edge detection operator that is an approximation to the mathemati­
cal Laplacian V2/  = d 2f  f  dx2 + d 2f  / dy2 , in the same way as the gradient is an ap­
proximation to the first partial derivatives. One simple version for the discrete version 
o f the Laplacian is given by:
L(x ,y )  = f { x ,y )  -  ^ [ / ( x  + l,y ) + f ( x  - 1  ,y )  + f ( x , y  + 1) + f ( x , y  - 1)]
The Laplacian has however some disadvantages:
• There is no useful directional information.
• Since it is a second order derivative, it enhances the high frequency noise in the im­
age (even more than the gradient method).
• The thresholded magnitude of the Laplacian also produces double edges.
For these reasons, the Laplacian is not commonly used. Probably the most commonly 
used and m ost documented edge detection algorithm is the Canny edge detector (Canny, 
1986). Many Canny implementations convolve the image with a Gaussian filter, to 
smooth it and then search for maxima in the first partial derivatives o f the resulting sig­
nal. The image is then convolved with 4 masks, each looking for horizontal, vertical and 
diagonal edges. W hichever mask provides the largest result at each pixel is marked and 
the direction is recorded. Non-maximal suppression is performed and any gradient value 
that is not a local peak is set to zero. Connected sets o f points are sorted into lists and 
then hysteresis thresholding is performed to eliminate weak edges and retain connected 
edge points. The Canny detector fails at junctions and sharp comers and the hysteresis 
thresholding fails at dense edges or low noise as it is weighted to either the top or bot­
tom o f the scale.
A.5.2 C om pass Operators
Compass operators measure gradients in a selected number o f directions. In the case of 
the Kirsch operator,
" 5  5 5
- 3  0 - 3
- 3  - 3  - 3
represents the north-going edge. Each o f the directions is extracted by rotating the val­
ues in the mask clockwise through 45°. To apply this method, let gk(m,n) denote the
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compass gradient in the direction 6k. So starting at north and then rotating by k  times 
45°, where k= 0,l,...,7 . Thus the gradient at ( m , n )  may be given by:
g { m , n ) A m a x { \ g k ( m , n ) \ }
n  n
and thus the direction is given by Qk = — + k  —, where A: is a maximum.
A .6 Sequences o f Images
The task o f estimating 3-D motion parameters and the structure o f  a scene from a long 
image sequence is divided into three main subtasks (Cedras et al, 1995):
• The first subtask is to establish a feature correspondence between two images at 
different time instants.
• The second is to compute the structure o f the scene and determine the inter­
frame motion parameters.
• The third subtask is to perform motion and structure estimation from a sequence 
o f many views taken at many time instants, which allows the repeated observa­
tions o f the same part o f the scene.
Knowledge about the object dynamics and thus temporal coherence o f  motion can be 
used further constrain the estimation processes.
A. 7 Kalman Filtering
Kalman filtering is a method for computing weighted least-squares solution for a dy­
namic system. It is a sequential method in the sense that observed data is sequentially 
fed into the algorithm and new estimates are calculated from the previous estimates and 
the current observation. A batch m ethod on the other hand is where all observations are 
processed together in a batch fashion and estimates are determined directly from all ob­
servations. In the dynamic system that is required for this approach the batch method 
cannot be used, as information must be available at each frame. See Saotta et al (1996) 
for information on dynamic systems.
The recursive Kalman Filtering approach has some desirable properties over the batch 
approach:
• Firstly all old observations are discarded once they have been used for estima­
tion. This is veiy useful if  the number o f estimates is ‘infinite’, as the batch
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method would have to operate on an ‘infinite’ number o f values, being both 
slow and requiring ‘infinite’ storage.
• Secondly the Kalman approach is efficient as computation with only a small 
number o f  estimates is required.
•  Thirdly, the next estimate may be calculated at the time of observation, instead 
o f in the batch method o f having to wait for all data to be collected before re­
ceiving estimates.
For a more complete description and a derivation of the Kalman filter see Jain (1989) 
and Weng et al (1993).
However, sequential methods have relatively poor performance for non-linear prob­
lems. Early observations are especially inaccurate since the estimated system matrices 
(Jacobian matrices) are not updated initially, meaning that parameter values close to the 
initial guess are used. These inaccurate estimates require several frames before they be­
gin to converge to the actual state trajectory. This accounts for the Kalman approach, in 
general requiring 20 to 40 frames before it converges to acceptable solution. This is not 
a problem in the linear case as the system Jacobian matrix is constant. In general by 
properly defining the states and observations, it is possible to convert the non-linear 
Kalman filtering problem into a linear Kalman filtering problem, dramatically improv­
ing the performance o f  the algorithm. See Tesei & Regazzoni (1994).
Weng et al (1993) developed a recursive-batch approach that achieves good perform­
ance without suffering from excessive computational cost. This is achieved by using 
relatively small batch sizes. This approach is recursive since it estimates, based on the 
current batch o f  data and the previous estimate, where the processing algorithm uses a 
certain length (batch size) o f the sequence. This method has the advantages:
• It can process virtually infinitely long image sequences with a limited physical 
memory.
• The algorithm is efficient since only a relatively small amount o f computation is 
required to update the estimates.
• The algorithm is claimed to out-perform the Kalman approach, as the data is 
calculated in a batch fashion in which each overlapping batch sufficiently covers 
the interaction among data.
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The algorithm o f W eng et al is a straight combination o f the recursive and batch ap­
proach. I f  an infinite batch length is used in the recursive-batch approach then it be­
comes the batch approach. On the other hand i f  a batch size o f 1 is used then the recur- 
sive-batch approach becomes the recursive approach. The choice o f  a good batch size is 
thus vital to the recursive-batch approach.
A .8 Motion Events and Image Sequences
In general image sequences are captured at a constant frame interval, but not necessarily 
so when using m otion events. When using motion events it has been found that using 
sequences o f images between motion events (i.e. with low activity & discontinuities) 
are experimentally better for extracting information than standard time sampled image 
sequences. (Cedras et al, 1995)
M otion events are defined as: significant changes or discontinuities in motion. It has 
been found that the changes in direction and speed o f motion o f an object can give sig­
nificant information about an object. Events can be extracted by evaluating the scale- 
space2 o f  the x-velocity curves and ^-velocity curves at different scales extracted from a 
trajectory. The shape o f the curves and other features can help distinguish the type o f 
motion that has been undergone, e.g. translation can be classified as either straight line 
or curved. M otion events can also be applied to more complicated sequences, like hu­
man motion. They are widely applicable and can be used in conjunction with other 
types o f  features.
2 Non-regular sampling time means we must transform the data to a scale-space to get meaningful results.
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Appendix B -  Implementation Issues of the Self- 
Adaptive Active Mesh
The initial implementation o f the active mesh made no provision for allowing mesh 
nodes to be added or removed from the mesh, once the mesh had been created. It be­
came clear that this facility would have to be introduced to the mesh so that it could op­
erate over multiple image frames, where feature points may become occluded for a 
number o f frames, or new strong feature points may become apparent that were not pre­
sent in the initial frame.
'•i Hie frame
image Name |p  \M y Jova  PfoiectsVD
YV-Vt!Ui--. *
mVnoi-y^
Sizex 258 y: 256 Info
DkptoyingMesh..,
IB the frame
tmage Name: |P  \M y  Java Piojecls\D
«■
t  v.‘ *Ulto Tifoni
Frame
Size it  256 y  256 Info: 
Displaying Frame.
(a) (b)
Figure B -l. The initial frame is loaded in (a) and in (b) the new frame is loaded.
So, some o f the advantages o f a self-adaptive mesh would include:
• Features that became occluded in the mesh could be removed if  required.
• New strong features that appeared in the sequence could be added to the mesh as 
new m esh nodes
• Other facilities could be implemented to add and remove nodes from the mesh -  
a higher-level process.
• The features go out o f  view o f  the camera could also be removed from the mesh.
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It was decided that the m esh be constructed as an iterative Delaunay mesh. The reason­
ing behind this was clear. An iterative Delaunay mesh is always a Delaunay mesh, even 
as it is being constructed. As mentioned previously the structure o f the mesh must be 
conserved to some degree for the combination o f mesh forces and the implementation 
o f the internal energies. Following this idea, nodes could be added or removed from the 
mesh as the sequence progressed and the mesh should always conform to the Delaunay 
principles.
■ i a f f l T i n  m i ........... .................... ....
Im age Name. |P  AMy J a v a  ProjeclsVD Image Name |D :\M y J a v a  PiojectsSD
T&tMUKMS Fiarne
T-tS lvl». 1 
H tiv T ito jit :: :
mmmm
.-Lit»:? Frame
rn iK * * .:»
«ttiii Trtn *jiK -
■
S iz e * . 25S y: 256  Info: 
D isplaying F»ame .
S b w x: 256 y. 2 56  Info: 
Displaying Flame...
(a) (b)
F igure B-2. The mesh settles on a new location after 10 iterations and in (b) the Circumcircle parameters 
must be updated for it to remain associated with the mesh.
However the implementation evolved to be much more difficult than was first expected. 
The first issue was keeping the mesh up-to-date as the sequence evolved. Figure B -l(a) 
shows the initial frame as it is loaded and the mesh is initialised on the image. The 
Mesh is shown around the square, the circumcircles is shown circling the object and the 
Voronoi regions are shown as a ‘cross’. Figure B -l(b ) shows a new frame loaded in the 
sequence. The Mesh remains in the same location initially and so do the Voronoi and 
circumcircle.
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| ; the frame H H H U H . i n i x l : the frame H [ § ]  E3
Image Name: |D :\M y  Ja va  Pioiect-AD Image Name. [D \M y  Java P ro je c ts ^
T 'W lw r
T-^U.
i| tin TlClt'?**-
Frame ’■.•mini.' Frans
Sizex; 256 y: 256 Inlet
Displaying Flame.
Size x: 256 y. 258 Info:
Displaying Fiam e...
Figure B-3. Top left node of the mesh moved in (a) and the new mesh update performed to update the 
circumcircles and the Voronoi diagram as in (b).
Figure B-2(a) shows what occurs when the mesh moves from one frame to the next af­
ter the mesh has been initialised in the first frame. The mesh location updates to the new 
position o f the object, but the Delaunay circumcircles stays stationary in the initial loca­
tion at which it was initialised. It was necessary to update the location o f  the circumcir­
cles to maintain the Delaunay structure o f the mesh for the addition or removal o f future 
points, as shown in Figure B-2 (b). The addition o f code to update the circumcircles in 
the algorithm solved m any problems with the mesh becoming unstable during the addi­
tion o f mesh nodes, but problems still resulted from time to time as described below.
In Figure B-3 a force is applied to the top left node o f the mesh. This force pulls the 
node from being on the circumcircles o f  the other three points. The mesh is no longer 
correct as discussed previously and the update algorithm is performed giving the image 
as in Figure B-3 (b). As can be seen, the Voronoi diagram and the circumcircles have 
been corrected to reflect the changes in the mesh. In Figure B-4(a) the problem case is 
starting to emerge. W hen the node is now forced in towards the centre o f  the mesh, the 
Voronoi diagram can be seen to be visibly incorrect. The update algorithm was devel­
oped to solve this problem  and the resulting mesh is shown as in Figure B-4(b). Note
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that the m esh diagonal line has been swapped to conform to the min-max angle crite­
rion. The mesh is now in a correct form.
Figure B-5 shows the problem case re-occurring if  the top-left mesh node is once again 
pulled away from the mesh. The mesh lines must once again be swapped. Flowever in 
(b) not the problems that can occur if  a m esh node is added to the triangulation inside 
the second Voronoi region after the mesh has been pulled, before the update. This mesh 
node causes a mesh to be created that is a non-Delaunay mesh, certainly leading to 
problems in later stages.
the frame B ä m
I mage N arrte: P ■ \My Java Pi qfecteSD
T- trtU i*  »  
mm Tun il-.
Fram e
Size x 256 y  256 Inio: 
Displaying Frame. ..
the fram e
I mage Name: |PAMy Java Pfoiect$\D
ivtwu**;?T'-toW&S *1 
mu»mu ii- u
I
Frame
Size x 256 y. 256 Info: 
Displaying Frame...
Figure B-4. Problem case starting to occur as in (a) and in (b) the update algorithm swaps the vertices to 
account for this problem. The mesh is correct again.
These problems start to emerge in Figure B-6 (a) when the top left node is removed 
from the mesh. Once this node is removed the centre node is connected to the top right 
comer o f  the mesh, but once the node is added again to the mesh the connection is es­
tablished again to the that node. The mesh is not performing as a Delaunay mesh and in 
Figure B-7 the mesh eventually breaks down and cannot be used in the Active mesh al­
gorithm, as there no longer exists a triangular structure that is required. The centre node 
has been rem oved from the mesh, but does not remove completely, leading to a single 
line connection existing without an associated triangle.
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the frame m n p n
Image Nstne: |pAMy Java P<ojecis\D
TO-tll
Fiarne
Sbeic 256 y. 256 Info: 
Displaying Frame,.
Image Name: |D:\My Java PioiecUVD
Frame
Size sc 256 y: 256 Inlo.
Displaying Frame....
Figure B-5. If  the node is once again pulled then the problem case re-occurs and the vertices must be 
swapped again. In (b) however a node is added to the mesh, the mesh is not conforming to the Delaunay 
principles and the mesh is incorrect.
Problems within the mesh were difficult to determine on the update algorithm and diffi­
cult to fix at this point. The update algorithm was therefore re-written to delete and then 
re-construct the part o f the m esh that was estimated to be problematic.
Siietc 256 y 256 Into: 
Displaying Frame...
• t lm  fra m e  n o s
im age M e m * | D :\M y J a v a P fo je c ls \D
Tallin:.*' TvSUK**:.’ 
Illil» Tlftilk -
Frame
Sizex 256 y. 256 Info: 
Displaying Frame. ..
Figure B-6. In (a) if  the top left node is deleted and in (b) if  it is once again added to the mesh.
T.vt'il u t t r s U  
t i l l*  T M - I i :
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*•! the frame ________ 3sE I
Image Name |P:\My Java P:ojects\D
Totw » 
Him TltM(tt>}¿
Frame
Size*  256 y  256 Into: 
Displaying Frante ..
Hie frame m m
I mage N ame: | DAM y J ava ProjectAD
Ti/W u»: ?_ 
Tnii.vt.::t 
H u n  h u l  l!
Fíame
Size x 256 y. 256 Info; 
Hiding Vraoni ..
F igure B-7. In (a) serious problems occurring in the mesh when the centre node is removed from the mesh 
and in (b) the same image just displaying the mesh.
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Figure C -l. The mug sequence Frame 1 the initialised mesh.
Figure C-2. The mug sequence Frame 12 the mesh has followed the mug.
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Figure C-3. The mug sequence vector tracked over 12 frames
F igure C-4. The parking sequence showing the mesh initialised on Frame 1.
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Figure C-5. The parking sequence has 12 frames. This result was calculated using only the first and last 
image frame.
F igure C-6. Shrubbery Sequence using all 24 frames. 
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Figure C-8. Town Sequence (6 frames) using only the first and last frames
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F igu re  C-9. Another 6 frames from the town sequence, again skipping 4 frames, using only the first and 
last frames.
Figure C-10. A  building sequence using 20 frames.
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Figure C - l l .  The SRI Laboratory Sequence. In (a) the start frame and the mesh and in (b) the end frame 
and mesh
F igure C-12. The SRI Laboratory Sequence resulting vectors. Note that the vector paths are longer in the 
foreground than in the background parts of the image.
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Figure C-13. The College sequence results calculated using only the first and 20th frame.
I
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DSnakeVersion4
_ J  A b o u t ,  j a v a  
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Figure D -l. The main structure and some o f the tools classes.
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Figure D-2. The main structure and some o f the loaders classes.
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F igure D-3. The main structure and some of the filter classes.
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Figure D-4. The main structure and some o f the filter classes.
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Figure D-5. The main structure and some of the filter classes.
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' %  E x p a n d T r i( M e s h L in e ,  M e s h N o d e ,  in t )  
E x p a n d H u l l( M e s h N o d e )
^  S e a r c h E d g e ( M e s h L ln e ,  M e s h N o d e )  
5 w a p T e s t ( M e s h L in e )
N e a re s tC d o u b le ,  d o u b le )
$  D ra w P o in ts ( G r a p h lc s ,  C o lo r )  
D r a w T r ia n g le s ( G r a p h ic s ,  C o lo r )  
D r a w D e la u n a y C ltx le s tG r a p h lc s ,  C o lo r )  
D ra w V o r o n o lD ia g r a r n ( G r a p h lc s ,  C o lo r )
I m p o r t s  
j a v a . u t i l /
■J(i$ j a v a . a w t . *  
n ite rs /
'  »J Too ls/
A c t iv e M e s h  
S u p e rc la s s e s  
„ 4  I n h e r i t e d  m e m b e rs  
^  M e s h N o d e L ls t  
N u m b e r O fM o d e s  
it n u m b e r F r a m e s  
a  M e s h L in e l ls t  
^  $ N u m b e r O fM e s h L in e s  
d l n t e r n a lE n e r g y V a lu e  
d E x te r n a lE n e r g y V a lu e  
d T h e S e a r c h S p a c e  
d L e n g h t C h a n g e  
d T h e T a g T h r e s h o ld  
%  A c t iv e M e s h ( in t )
A c t iv e M e s h ( F e a t u r e L is t )  
c h e c k F o r D u p l ic a te L in e s Q  
4 $  a d d N o d e ( F e a t u r e )
s e t P a r a m e t e r s ( d o u b le ,  d o u b le ,  d o u b le ,  d o u b le ,  
^  I t e r a t e ( F e a t u r e L is t ,  in t )
$  I t e r a t e ( i n t ,  F e a t u r e L is t ,  in t )
^  S e t L e n g t h s ( )
§  U p d a t e L e n g t h s ( )
^  u p d a t e M e s h ( F e a t u r e L is t ,  b o o le a n ,  b o o le a n )
: §  S e t N o d e s ( in t )
C o m p u t e I n t e r n a lF o r c e s ( )  
f o r c e E x t e r n a lN o d e s ( F e a t u r e L is t ,  in t )
% L i n e s l lp d a t e L e n g t h O  
^  d is p la y ( G r a p h ic s ,  C o lo r )
$  f o r c e N o d e ( in t ,  in t ,  d o u b le ,  d o u b le ,  d o u b le )  
F o r c e N o d e s ( d o u b le ,  d o u b le ,  d o u b le )  
U p d a te F o r c e s Q  
^  D ra w F il lT r ia n g le s ( G r a p h ic s ,  C o lo r )
^  D ra w N o d e V e c to r s ( G r a p h ic s ,  C o lo r ,  b o o le a n )  
D r a w M e s h ( G r a p h ic s ,  C o lo r ,  in t )
¿ 4  D r a w N o d e H is to r y ( G r a p h ic s ,  C o lo r ,  in t )
Figure D-6. The main structure and some of the dataType classes.
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D S n a k e V e r s i o n 4
A b o u t J a v a  
D S n a k e V e r s lo n 4 . J a v a  
D S n a k e V e r s r o n 4 . r e s o u r c e s  
D a ta T y p e s  
j  A c t iv e M e s h .J a v a  
J  D e la u n a y ,  ja v a  
j  D I m a g e , j a v a  
3  F e a t u r e , ja v a  
3  F e a t u r e U s t . ja v a  
J  M e s h F o r c e , ja v a  
- [ 3  M e s h L in e . ja v a  
_ J  M e s h N o d e . ja v a  
j  M e s h T r ia n g le . ja v a  
F i l t e r s  
j  c lm a g e M e r g e . j a v a  
)  C o lo r 2 G r a y S c a le . ja v a  
j  D iv is i o n . ja v a  
j  D M 5 u s a n , ja v a  
3  D S u s a n . ja v a  
]  F i l t e r s . ja v a  
j  I m a g e M e r g e . j a v a  
j  M e d ia n F i l t e r . ja v a  
j  S u s a n . ja v a  
I j  T h r e s h o l d F i l t e r . ja v a  
C j  I m a g e s  
L o a d e r s
i j s )  I m a g e F i le L o a d e r . ja v a  
| l j  P c x F i le H e a d e r . ja v a  
a  P c x F i le L o a d e r . ja v a  
O i l  T o o ls
j j )  D c a n v a s , j a v a
D Im a g e V i e w e r . j a v a  
G e n e r a l . j a v a
'¿I
:+i
O#
I m p o r t s  
J fi java,util/
J 0 j a v a . a w t /
M e s h T r ia r ig le  
S u p e rc la s s e s  
_ 4  I n h e r i t e d  m e m b e rs  
a n E d g e  
c _ c x  
c _ c y  
ft> c.r
:>.0 M e s h T r ia n g le (M e s h L in e ,  M e s h L in e ,  M e s h L ln e )
^  M e s h T r ia n g le ( V e c to r j  M e s h L in e ,  M e s h L in e ,  M e s h L in e )  
$  I J p d a te ( M e s h L in e ,  M e s h L in e , , M e s h L in e )
^  d r a w ( G r a p h ic s ,  C o lo r )
G e tE d g e ( )
^  In C i r d e ( M e s h N o d e )
^  R e m o v e E d g e s ( V e c to r )
^  F in d C ir d e ( )
% D r a w D e la u n a y C ir d e s ( G r a p h ic s )
-  I m p o r t s
♦  T o o l s /
^  Feature
♦ Superclasses
♦ _<J Inherited member
■p n X  
i f  n Y  
n D x  
n D y  
f  n l n t e n s i t y  
n L o c a l ln t e n s i t ie s  
ifi n u m b e r ln t e n s i t ie s  
Ap  h a s T a g  
Is S U S A N  
is S U S A N ( )  
y  n C O G x  
:p n C O G y  
-.p n B r lg h t
r# ((fWSSBS
R  C i  I m p o r t s  
33  j a v a . a w t /
m  ja v a . a w t ,  i m a g e /
i t !  T o o l s /
—  D Im a g e
1+1 S u p e rc la s s e s
!+} I n h e r i t e d  m e m b e rs
$  im a g e  
n W id th  
- y  n H e ig h t  
^  s N a m e  
£  s l n f o  
im a g e F r a m e  
n lm a g e F r a m e N u m b e r  
^  h a s D e t e c t e d F e a t u r e s  
■:p f e a t u r e L is t  
m e s h N u m b e r  
y  t h e M e s h  
b G ra y S c a le  
$  g e t l n f o Q
^  s e t lm a g e F r a m e ( D I m a g e )  
^  f r a m e N u m b e r ( )  
g e t lm a g e F r a m e Q  
$  t o I n t A r r a y ( )
n R
^  is S U S A N ( in t j  I n t j  I n t j  In t )
$  F e a t u r e ( i n t ,  i n t j  in t ,  in t ,  In t ,  i n t [ ] )
^  C o m p a r e T o ( F e a t u r e )  
E u d e d la n C o m p a r e P a r a m e t e r s T o ( F e a t u r e )
^  E u d e d ia n W e ig h t e d C o m p a r e P a r a m e t e r s T o ( F e a t u r e j
$ tagG 
O hasTagO 
g  dearTagO
Figure D-7. The main structure and some o f the dataType classes.
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;+) • *  l i f t j i S ' M s j i
B C j  im p o r t s
l a v a . u t i l . V e c t o r
g f y l i S l i r j k r V l ' r M i g t  1 “*$  j a v a , a w t . P o in t
]  A b o u t  J a v a ! #  * j l  j a v a . a w t . *
J  D S n a k e V e r s io n 4 J a v a ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  - 7 M e s h N o d e
j * ]  D S n a k e V e r s io n 4  . r e s o u r c e s L f i S u p e r c la s s e s
_ J  D a t a T y p e s f f l  L i  I n h e r i t e d  m e m b e rs
J  A c t iv e M e s h . ia v a ^  t h e A s s o c ia t e d F e a t u r e
J  D e l a u n a y . ja v a a *  , H  s a s f f i f f i «J. t h e T a g g e d F e a t u r e
D Im a g ® .  J a v a 1 2  I m p o r t s ^  t h e T a g g e d S t r e n g t h
J  F e a t u r e .  J a v a m  I f f *  j a v a . a w t , * j r  N o d e F o r c e s
j  F e a t u r e L is t . ja v a S E H g P T o o ls . * : d T h e N o d e F o r c e s L e n g th S u m
_ j  M e s h F o r c e . j a v a ©  M e s h L ln e X
j  M e s h L i f ie . ja v a -----------------rt1  S u p e rc la s s e s
_ J  M e s h N o d s . ja v a -----------------------  S i  L 4  I n h e r i t e d  m e m b e rs a n  E d g e
M e s h T n a n g le . ja v a P i %  t y p e
-  _ j |  F i l t e r s %  P 2 $  s e tX
]  c lm a g e M e r g e . j a v a in v E sefcY
J  C o l o r 2 G r a y S c a le , ja v a f:%  n e x t E h i s t o r y
j l  D iv is i o n . ja v a *j> n c x - .H ' h a s H ls t o r y
D M S u s a n . ja v a !i%  in T t a g
_ J  D S u s a n . ja v a ' t f p  3 * d X ( )
_ j  F i l t e r s . ja v a %  b *  d Y O
j  I m a g e M e r g e . j a v a c ^  n X ( )
_ J  M e d la n F i l t e r . ja v a s e t L e n g t h 4  nV0
_ J  5 u s a n . ja v a I S a D u p l lc a te n S e t X Q
T h r e s h o i d F i l t e r . ja v a $  M e s h L in e ( M e s h N o d e ,  M e s h N o d e ) n 5 e t Y ( )
__ 3 I m a g e s ^  U p d a te C M e s h N o d e ,  M e s h N o d e ) $  t a g ( )
-  L o a d e r s 4  p i o §  ta g g e d O
j  I m a g e F i l e lo a d e r . j a v a P 2 0 ^  d e a r T a g ( )
_ J  P c x F i le H e a d e r .J a v a ’ %  I r w E O h a s H is t o r y ( )
1 P c x F i le L o a d e r . ) a v a %  N e x t E ( ) $  S e t S e t s ( ln t j  I n t )
E i  '5 5 1  T o o ls %  P J e x tH Q §  c o m p a r e ( M e s h N o d e )
3  D c a n v a s . j a v a ^  T r i ( ) ; M e s h N o d e ( ln t j  in t ,  F e a t u r e )
j  D lm a g e V i e w e r . j a v a s e t N e x tE ( M e s h L in e ) =.$ s e t N o d e ( in t )
[ ¿ j  G e n e r a l , ) a v a s e t N e x t H ( M e s h U n e ) •j$> a d d F o r c e ( d o u b le j  d o u b le ,,  d o u b le )
s e t T r i( M e s h T r ia n g le ) d is p la c e N o d e ( d o u b le j  d o u b le )
s e t ln v E ( M e s h L in e ) F o r c e N o d e Q
M a k e S y m m ( ) G e tE d g e ( )
L in k S y m m ( M e s h L in e ) D is t a n c e ( d o u b le ,  d o u b le )
: §  o n S id e (M e s h N o d e ) D r a w H is to r y ( G r a p h ic S j i n t j  i n t )
^  u p d a t e P a r a m e t e r s ( )  F I H is t o r y N o d e
S e ta b c Q i t l  G j t  S u p e rc la s s e s
A s l n d e x ( ) I B  G j  I n h e r i t e d  m e m b e rs
M o s t L e f t Q • X
S e t L e n g t h ( ) j  : i fi y
C u r L e n g t h ( ) ^  n F r a m e
M o s t R ig h t ( ) i *  n X ( )
U p d a t e L in e L e n g t h ( d o u b le ) ; ♦  n Y Q
$  D r a w ( G r a p h ic s ) H is t o r y N o d e ( d o u b le ,  d o u b le ,  in t )
Figure D-8 The main structure and some of the dataType classes.
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E
DSnakeVersion4
j  About,Java 
DSnakeVersion4Java 
ji] DSnakeVersion4,resources 
Q j  DataTypes
1 ActiveMesh.java 
j  Delaunay, java 
j  DImage.java 
J  Feature,java 
[S  FeatureList, java 
ra | MeshForce.java 
j  MeshUne.java 
J  MeshNode.java 
_ j  Mesh Triangle, java 
_ll Filters
clrnageMerge.java 
Color2Gray Scale. java 
Division.java 
DMSusan.java 
DSusan.java 
Filters, java 
ImageMerge. java 
MedianFiiter.java 
Susan.java 
ThresholdFilter .java
f=i
J
I  1  
J
1  
■ 33  5  is
j
D  Images 
Loaders 
] ImageFileLoader.java 
J PcxFlleHeader.java 
J  PcxFlleLoader.java 
\_J Tools
a
- j
j
Dcanvas.java 
DIrnage Viewer, java 
General, java
DataTypes
<>■**
tfl
Imports
java.awt,* 
h? java,util,*
' (I Filters,*
FeatureList 
Superclasses 
Inherited members 
dDistWeight 
dAreaWeight 
'^  ■(i dBrightWeight 
^  #  nMaxNumberFeatures 
nNumberFeatures 
FeatureList 
y  theCompareValue 
§  FeatureList()
. FeatureList(int)
% AddFeature(Feature)
NumberOfFeaturesQ 
..v$ GetFeature(int)
§  getDist(int, int)
displayFeatures(GraphicSj Color)
^  setWeights(double, double, double)
•■■■■% ClosestMatchFeature(MeshNode, double; int)
^  FindFeaturesWithinDist(doublej double, double) 
^  findFeatureNumber(intj int)
Figure D-9. The main structure and some of the dataType classes.
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